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Abstract 
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2014 

It is government policy that the UK’s intermediate level radioactive wastes (ILW) will 
be disposed of in a deep geological disposal facility (GDF), where cementitious 
materials will be ubiquitous. After ILW disposal, groundwater ingress through the 
engineered facility is expected, forming a hyperalkaline plume from the cementitious 
materials into the surrounding host rock. This will form a persistent, high pH, 
“chemically disturbed zone” over timescales of 105 - 106 years, that will evolve from pH 
>13 to pH 10 over time. In the deep subsurface, microbial processes, particularly metal 
reduction may immobilise redox active radioactive contaminants in the waste, yet these 
reactions remain poorly characterised under these extreme conditions. In this project, 
microbiologically-mediated Fe(III) reduction was explored under alkaline conditions in  
sediment from a lime workings site in Buxton, UK, as an analogue for an ILW impacted 
subsurface environment. In addition, the impact of these processes on radionuclide (U, 
Tc and Np) behaviour was considered. Microcosms were set up using sediments taken 
from the site, adjusted to pH 10, augmented with electron donor (organic acids with 
yeast extract) and Fe(III), U(VI), Tc(VII) or Np(V) as electron acceptors. 
Biogeochemical processes were monitored using geochemistry, microbial ecology and 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) techniques. 

A cascade of microbial reduction processes occurred at pH 10 – 10.5 in all microbially 
active systems. In Fe(III) enriched systems, the dominant post-reduction mineral phase 
was magnetite and the rate and extent of Fe(III) reduction was increased in the presence 
of extracellular (AQDS, Aldrich humic acid) and endogenous (riboflavin) electron 
shuttles. In U(VI) supplemented sediment systems, partial U(VI) reduction occurred to a 
non-uraninite phase, which was susceptible to reoxidation by air (O2) and nitrate. By 
contrast, in Fe(III)-augmented microcosms, more complete U removal to solids was 
noted, with uraninite identified as the end product, which was also reoxidised by air 
(O2) and nitrate. In these experiments there was, however, evidence to suggest that 
uranium was associated with the reoxidised Fe(III) mineral. In Tc supplemented 
microcosm experiments, complete Tc(VII) reduction occurred in systems with and 
without added Fe(III). In the microcosms with no added Fe(III) however, only partial Tc 
removal from solution occurred, despite evidence for complete reduction, suggesting 
that soluble or colloidal Tc(IV) may be present. Moderate Tc reoxidation occurred with 
air (O2) in both systems with and without added Fe(III) however no Tc remobilisation 
occurred during reoxidation with added nitrate. XAS on Fe(III) enriched sediments that 
had been microbially reduced and then re-oxidised by air, indicated that Tc may be 
associated with the reoxidised Fe mineral phase in these experiments. In the Np 
experiments, significant Np(V) sorption to sediments with and without added Fe(III) 
occurred initially, followed by Np(V) bioreduction to Np(IV). In all experiments, 
microbial (16S rRNA gene) profiling suggested a role for novel Gram-positive bacteria 
in Fe(III) and radionuclide reduction. These results highlight the significance of 
microorganisms on radionuclide biogeochemistry at high pH and have implications for 
the safe disposal of intermediate level nuclear wastes.  
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1. Introduction and Thesis Content 

1.1. Project relevance 

UK civil and military nuclear programmes over the last 60+ years have led to the 

generation of substantial amounts of radioactive wastes, while any new reactors that are 

built will add to the waste legacy over the next century. In the UK, Government policy 

is that these materials will be disposed of in a deep geological disposal facility (GDF) 

and this work focusses on the generic intermediate level waste (ILW) disposal concept, 

where cementitious materials will be used in waste packaging, engineering and/or 

backfill (DEFRA 2008; Morris et al. 2011). After ILW disposal, groundwater ingress 

through the engineered facility is expected, resulting in a hyperalkaline plume from the 

cementitious materials into the surrounding host rock. This will form a persistent, high 

pH, chemically disturbed zone (CDZ) where biogeochemical (pH, Eh, organic/inorganic 

metal/metalloid concentration) gradients will develop in the host rock and evolve over a 

wide range of spatial and temporal scales (105 - 106 years), from pH >13 to pH 10 over 

time (Marty et al. 2010). 

The presence of electron donors (alkaline degradation products of cellulose in the ILW 

wasteforms, H2 from the radiolysis of water and the anaerobic corrosion of stainless 

steel (Glaus & Van Loon 2008; Libert et al. 2011) and electron acceptors (nitrate, steel 

corrosion products (iron minerals), sulphate and radionuclides) with the increased 

recognition that extremophilic microbes can tolerate these harsh environments (Burke et 

al. 2012; Rizoulis et al. 2012), mean that improving our understanding of 

geomicrobiological processes in the CDZ is critical to understanding the fate of 

radionuclides in and around a GDF. Microorganisms in the deep subsurface have the 

potential to affect metal solubility during anaerobic respiratory processes (Anderson et 

al. 2011; Behrends et al. 2012), and under ambient conditions microbes have been 

shown to have a significant effect on metal and radionuclide speciation (Lloyd 2003; 

Law et al. 2010; Newsome et al. 2014). Overall, due to the steep biogeochemical 

gradients and the uncertainty of radionuclide behaviour expected in the CDZ, this work 

represents an essential, yet poorly understood component which will need to be 

considered during the performance assessment of a GDF. 

The work presented in this thesis is therefore focussed on the biogeochemistry of iron 

and radionuclides (238U, 99Tc and 237Np) at pH 10 using alkaline impacted sediments 

from the vicinity of a legacy lime working in Buxton, UK. Here, groundwater has 
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penetrated through lime kiln wastes, creating hyperalkaline calcium rich (~pH 12) 

plume which has filled the valley, impacted the surrounding geology and allowed 

indigenous microbial populations to develop over several decades. These sediments are 

therefore broadly representative of an evolved CDZ of a GDF. 

1.2. Research objectives 

The work outlined in this study aims to explore microbial redox processes under 

alkaline conditions and their impact on iron and radionuclide geochemistry. This will 

help develop a greater understanding of the potential for microbial processes in the CDZ 

of a GDF and give an insight into the fate of radionuclides in these high pH systems. 

The following aims and objectives were formulated and tested using a range of 

geochemical, mineralogical, electron microscopy, microbiological and spectroscopic 

techniques: 

1. Identify the bioavailability of ferrihydrite to an indigenous sediment microbial 

community using batch microcosm experiments with and without added electron 

donor (lactate and yeast extract), with appropriate aerobic controls.  

2. Determine the impact of redox mediators (such as humic substances and 

endogenous flavins) on microbial Fe(III) reduction under alkaline conditions 

using the same batch experimental setup. 

3. Characterise the post reduction mineral phases produced in these Fe(III) 

enriched sediment systems using mineralogical techniques (XRD, TEM, SAED, 

EDX, XAS, XMCD). 

4. Determine the fate of priority long lived radionuclides (U, Tc and Np) in batch 

sediment microcosm experiments under alkaline conditions with and without 

added Fe(III) as ferrihydrite. 

5. Characterise the end-member radionuclide speciation and coordination 

environment using synchrotron techniques (XAS). 

6. Assess the stability of radionuclides (U and Tc) to oxidative perturbations with 

air and nitrate under alkaline conditions. 

7. Use microbiological techniques to characterise the microbial communities in all 

of these systems. 

1.3. Thesis structure 

This thesis consists of a detailed background into the relevant literature, a chapter 

describing the methodologies used, followed by 4 research papers that have been 
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prepared for publication to address the aims and objectives above. These are followed 

by a summary and finally a section describing future work.  

Chapter 2 gives an introduction into the UK nuclear waste legacy, geological disposal, 

neutral and alkaline stable element geomicrobiology and radionuclide biogeochemistry 

(U, Tc and Np).  

Chapter 3 covers all of the methods used in this thesis and outlines the theory behind 

each technique. 

Chapter 4 contains the paper “Microbial reduction of Fe(III) under alkaline conditions 

relevant to geological disposal”, published in Applied Environmental Microbiology in 

June 2013. This work investigates the potential for microbial redox processes in pH 10 

Fe(III) enriched Buxton sediments, as Fe(III) reduction has the potential to play a 

defining role in controlling radionuclide biogeochemistry in and around a GDF for 

cementitious ILW. The impact of redox mediators (AQDS, riboflavin and soluble and 

insoluble humic acids) were also explored. A microcosm approach was taken in 

conjunction with mineralogical (XRD, TEM, SAED, EDX, XAS, XMCD) and 

microbiological (RISA and clone libraries) techniques.  

Chapter 5 comprises of the paper “Microbial reduction of U(VI) under alkaline 

conditions; implications for radioactive waste geodisposal”. This paper investigates the 

redox cycling of uranium under alkaline conditions using Buxton sediments with and 

without added Fe(III) as ferrihydrite. A key focus of this, and later chapters on Tc(VII) 

and Np(V) reduction, is the potential coupling between these priority radionuclides and 

the biogeochemistry of Fe. Select systems were augmented with AQDS (as a humic 

analogue and extracellular redox mediator) to further explore U(VI) reduction 

mechanisms. Synchrotron techniques were used to characterise the speciation and 

coordination environment of oxic, reduced (biotic and sterile) and reoxidised end 

member spectra. 

Chapter 6 consists of the paper “Biogeochemical cycling of 99Tc in alkaline 

sediments”. This paper explores the fate of Tc(VII) in progressive anoxia and pre-

reduced sediment microcosm experiments with and without added Fe(III) as ferrihydrite 

and the stability of these minerals to air and nitrate reoxidation. A combination of 

geochemical (UV/vis, LSC) and mineralogical (XAS), in conjunction with 99mTc γ-

imaging experiments and geochemical modelling, were used to characterise technetium 

transformations in these high pH systems.   
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Chapter 7 is entitled “Microbial reduction of Np(V) under alkaline conditions”. This 

paper investigates neptunium biogeochemistry under alkaline conditions using 

progressive anoxia and pre-reduced batch sediment microcosm experiments with and 

without added Fe(III). Synchrotron techniques were used to characterise the speciation 

and coordination environment of all oxic and reduced (biotic and sterile) end member 

spectra.  

Chapter 8 contains a summary of the work presented in this thesis and suggests future 

directions that may be followed from this work.  

The appendix comprise of a list of oral and poster conference presentations. 

1.4. Paper status and collaborator contributions 

The submission status of the publications and the contributions of the listed authors are 

as follows: 

Chapter 4: Microbial reduction of Fe(III) under alkaline conditions relevant to 

geological disposal, submitted in October 2012 to Applied Environmental 

Microbiology and published in June 2013. 

A. J. Williamson- principal author, microcosm experiments and associated geochemical 

(UV-vis, IC) and mineralogical (XRD, TEM, SAED, EDX) analysis; K. Morris- 

extensive manuscript review; S. Shaw- TEM data acquisition; J. M. Byrne- 

XAS/XMCD data collection and analysis; C. Boothman- RISA and clone libraries; J. R. 

Lloyd- conceptual guidance and extensive manuscript review. 

Chapter 5: Microbial reduction of U(VI) under alkaline conditions; implications 

for radioactive waste disposal, submitted in April 2014 to Environmental Science and 

Technology and currently in review. 

A. J. Williamson- principal author, microcosm experiments and associated geochemical 

(UV-vis, IC, ICP-MS) and mineralogical (XAS) collection and analysis; K. Morris- 

conceptual guidance and extensive manuscript review; J. Charnock- XAS modelling 

guidance; G. T. W. Law- XAS data collection, modelling guidance and manuscript 

review; A Rizoulis- pyrosequencing; J. R. Lloyd- conceptual guidance and extensive 

manuscript review. 

Chapter 6: Biogeochemical cycling of 99Tc in alkaline sediments (Currently in 

preparation for submission to Environmental Science and Technology). 
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A. J. Williamson- principal author, microcosm experiments and associated geochemical 

(UV-vis, IC, LSC) and mineralogical (XAS) collection and analysis; J. R. Lloyd- 

conceptual guidance and extensive manuscript review; C. Boothman- pyrosequencing; 

G. T. W. Law- XAS data collection; J. S. Small- geochemical modelling; H. A. 

Williams- 99mTc gamma imaging experiments; K. Morris- conceptual guidance and 

extensive manuscript review. 

Chapter 7: Microbial reduction of Np(V) under alkaline conditions (Currently in 

preparation for submission to Mineralogical Magazine (special edition for IGDTP 2014 

conference)). 

A. J. Williamson- principal author,  microcosm experiments and associated geochemical 

(UV-vis, IC, ICP) and mineralogical (XAS) collection and analysis; K. Morris- 

conceptual guidance and extensive manuscript review; and XAS modelling guidance; 

G. T. W. Law- Np(V) and XAS preparation; J. R. Lloyd- conceptual guidance and 

extensive manuscript review. 
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2. A Review of Neutral and Alkaline Biogeochemistry, Relevant to 

Radioactive Waste Disposal 

This chapter provides an introduction into the UK radioactive waste legacy and the 

current policy for the disposal of these wastes. This will be followed by a review of iron 

and radionuclide (238U, 99Tc and 237Np) biogeochemistry. The chapter will conclude 

with a short overview of the field site used in this study. 

2.1. The nuclear legacy 

2.1.1. The nuclear fuel cycle 

Following the discovery of nuclear fission in 1938, the UK nuclear weapon program 

started in April 1940, leading to the formation of the Atomic Energy Research 

Establishment in 1946 (Bayliss & Langley 2003). The International Atomic Energy 

Agency (IAEA) was established by the United Nations in 1957 to ensure the peaceful 

use of nuclear energy worldwide and is responsible for safety guideline development at 

each stage of the nuclear fuel cycle (Figure 1). As of 2014, in the UK there are 9 nuclear 

power stations in operation and ~ 15 that are undergoing decommissioning. This 

activity has led to significant quantities of radioactive wastes. 

 

Figure 1: The principal operations in the nuclear fuel cycle, adapted from (Eisenbud & 

Gesell 1997). 
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2.1.2. Radioactive waste legacy 

Defined by the IAEA, radioactive waste is “any material that contains or is 

contaminated by radionuclides or radioactivity levels greater than the exempted 

quantities established by the component authorities and for which no use is foreseen” 

(Jankowitsch 1990). As a result of a number of civil and defence programmes, the UK 

has generated significant quantities of radioactive wastes from operations and 

decommissioning, which can be classified as low (LLW), intermediate (ILW) and high 

level wastes (HLW) (Table 1).  

Table 1: Properties of UK low, intermediate and high level radioactive wastes with 

corresponding volume and activity at 01-04-13 (NDA 2014). 

 LLW ILW HLW 

Radioactive content 
and handling 

Activity < 4 GBq T-1 (α)/ 
12 GBq T-1 (β,γ), do not 

require specialist 
shielding during handling 
or transport operations. 
Primarily short-lived 

radioisotopes 

Activity > LLW but do 
not require special 

disposal procedures 

Activity > LLW 
which require heavy 
shielding to account 
for significant heat 

generation from 
radioactivity 

Total volume (m3) 
(by 01-04-2014) 

1,370,000 
(+ 2,840,000 very LLW) 287,000 1020 

Radioactivity (TBq) 
(by 01-04-2013) 57 3,900,000 78,000,000 

Number of packages 
required 57,370 216,000 7,200 

% by volume 93.6 6.4 <0.1 
% of radioactivity <0.0001 4.64 95.4 

Composition 

Operations-paper, plastic, 
clothing, wood and 

metals. 
Decommissioning- rubble, 
soil, plant, contaminated 

equipment 

A heterogeneous 
wasteform, including 
metals, fuel cladding, 

sludges and flocs, 
organics (cellulose), 
concrete and cement 

Spent nuclear fuel and 
highly radioactive 

reprocessing liquors 

Current storage 

Generally stored on site, 
with the majority (~50 %) 
stored at Drigg Low Level 

Waste Repository 
(LLWR) Cumbria  

Generally on site, with 
the majority at Sellafield 

(~25 %), AWE, 
Berkeley, Harwell, 

Hinkley Point A and B, 
Hunterston A and 

Trawsfynydd 

At Sellafield- vitrified 
waste is stored  in 

stainless steel tanks 
fitted with cooling 

coils 

Future disposal 
routes 

LLWR at the Dounreay 
site in Caithness (20 % 
currently stored here 
awaiting disposal) 

ILW GDF HLW GDF 

 

Reprocessing activities (e.g. at Hanford, USA and Sellafield UK) have significantly 

contributed to the world’s radioactive waste legacy, generating a highly radioactive 

heterogeneous mix of uranium, transuranic and fission products in addition to stable 

element and organic contaminants which poses a significant radiological hazard 
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(Renshaw et al. 2007). Legacy mining and ore processing, particularly during the Cold 

War in central Europe (Wismut in East Germany and Czech Republic) USA, Canada, 

Australia and Russia have generated the largest waste by volume, resulting in millions 

of tonnes of deposits rich in uranium decay products such as radium and radon gas. 

Heap leaching of lower grade ores worldwide and in situ leaching methods, 

predominantly used in Kazakhstan and the USA have also generated large volumes of 

surface and subsurface contamination (World Nuclear Association). 

2.1.3. Geological disposal 

In the UK, it is Government policy that high and intermediate level radioactive waste 

will be disposed of in a deep geological disposal facility, and this position is echoed in 

many other countries (Morris et al. 2011). A geological disposal facility (GDF) is a 

deep underground (200-1000 m depth) bespoke engineered facility for the disposal of 

radioactive wastes. It is a multi-barrier concept, where the combination of natural and 

engineered barriers aims to prevent harmful quantities of radioactive material from 

reaching the biosphere (Figure 2). The work presented in this study focusses on the 

generic ILW disposal system, where cementitious materials will be used. For example, 

in many geodisposal concepts, ILW will be grouted in steel drums and cement will be 

used for engineering or backfill purposes (Morris et al. 2011; Wieland et al. 2013). 

 

Figure 2: Generic radioactive waste disposal scenario. 

In order to meet the applicable safety regulations and requirements, a safety case needs 

to demonstrate evidence to support the GDF during operations and post closure 

(DEFRA 2008). Currently, a generic safety case is being prepared to cover a range of 

possible disposal environments (higher/lower strength or evaporite host rock) and 

materials (Engineered Barrier System (EBS)) and is in an early stage of development.  
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The current UK disposal concept involves backfill with Nirex Reference Vault Backfill, 

a mix of Portland cement and excess hydrated lime (Nirex 2003). Initially, groundwater 

in contact with the cement will lead to KOH and NaOH dissolution, forming a highly 

alkaline leachate of pH ~ 13. These alkaline pore waters will migrate from the facility 

and react with host rock minerals, creating a chemically disturbed zone (CDZ). Silicate 

dissolution will lead to the formation of poorly ordered calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) 

phases and will affect physical (e.g. porosity and permeability) and chemical (e.g. 

adsorption capacity and reactive surfaces) properties of the host rock. After 105 years, 

buffering will be maintained by Ca(OH)2
 at ~ pH 12.5. Over geological timescales, 

Ca(OH)2 will be consumed and in combination with C-S-H dissolution, the pH will fall 

to ~ 10. The pH will return to perturbed groundwater levels as CSH phases are 

consumed. The time taken for these processes to occur will be dependent on host rock 

composition and GDF infrastructure (e.g. cement type). This evolving CDZ will be 

characterised by extreme biogeochemical gradients which will occur over a wide range 

of spatial and temporal scales. Therefore, biogeochemical processes within the CDZ 

have the potential to significantly influence radionuclide transport. 

2.1.4. Natural analogues 

Natural waters with high Ca(OH)2 concentrations may be used as an analogue for when 

groundwater interacts with a cementitious GDF. These are known as natural analogues 

and this offers an opportunity to study interactions with mineral surfaces, solubility and 

speciation of radionuclides, the nature and stability of colloids and the nature and 

viability of microbially mediated processes (wasteform breakdown and near field 

radionuclide mobilisation). These interactions can also be monitored at the interface 

between high pH and neutral waters, similar to the CDZ and hence have become  an 

integral part of the safety case design for a geological disposal facility (Miller et al. 

2000).  

Groundwater interaction with naturally occurring cement materials in Maquarin, Jordan 

has formed hyperalkaline leachates which follow the order NaOH>KOH>>Ca(OH)2 

and can be accurately modelled by groundwater cement degradation models. Combined 

with the other elements of interest (Na, Ca, Si, K, Fe) to the safety assessment of a 

repository make this a realistic analogue of a cementitious repository (Khoury et al. 

1992). The hyperalkaline (pH 10-12) groundwaters (from Allas, Chrisovrysi and Parsata 

Springs) over the majority of the 30 sites that comprise the Cyprus natural analogue 

project are a product of serpentisation of the ophiolites (Alexander et al. 2012). The 
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work conducted here has identified hyperalkaline fluid reactions with naturally 

occurring, GDF representative materials such as bentonite and analogous clay-rich 

sediments (Alexander et al. 2012).  

As well as natural geological and geochemical systems, archaeological systems and 

anthropogenic contaminated sites may also have the potential to provide useful data. 

Archaeological sites include roman settlements, where corrosion of 

metallic/cementitious materials, degradation of glasses, long term evolution of 

cementitious materials, decay and breakdown of organic materials, and chemical 

interactions with surrounding rocks may all provide quantitative (e.g. corrosion rates) 

data if the artefacts are deemed to be relevant to a repository material  (Jones et al. 

1998). Anthropogenically contaminated environments can arise from cement 

manufacture [Ca(OH)2] (section 2.6.2), mining operations, paper and pulp production 

[Na(OH)] and food processing effluents (Jones et al. 1998). 

2.2. Background to the elements in this study 

Typically Fe(III) is the most abundant electron acceptor in soils and sediments, which 

hold one to several g Kg-1 of Fe(III) (Cornell & Schwertmann 2003) and therefore will 

be a significant component of the wider GDF environment. Additionally, anaerobic 

steel corrosion may provide bioavailable Fe(III) for microbial Fe(III) reduction, coupled 

to organic material within the ILW wasteform. Products of microbial Fe(III) reduction 

may have a potential control on radionuclide solubility (Lloyd 2003 and refs therein).  

Civilian and military nuclear programmes over the last 50+ years have led to a 

substantial legacy of radioactive wastes which contain uranium as the most significant 

radionuclide by mass. Natural occurring uranium is primarily comprised of 238U (99.27 

%, t1/2 4.47 x 109 y) and 235U (0.72 %, t1/2 7.04 x 108 y), which decay by α-

emission. 235U is the only naturally occurring fissile isotope, whereas 238U is transmuted 

to the fissile 239Pu within a nuclear reactor. Uranium poses a significant environmental 

hazard primarily due to its heavy metal toxicity which can cause acute renal damage, 

amongst other severe medical disorders (Bryan & Siegel 2003).  

Nuclear fission generates a vast number of long lived radionuclides, primarily 135Cs (6.9 

%, t1/2 2.3 x 106 y), 99Tc (6.13 %, t1/2 2.1 x 105 y), 93Zr (5.5 %, t1/2 1.53 x 106 y) which 

will be present in high, intermediate and low level wastes. Approximately 1 kg of 99Tc 

is produced per tonne of enriched 235U and ~ 15 % of this is partitioned to ILW (NDA 

2014). Additionally, a number of accidental and approved release of TcO4
- to the 
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environment has led to widespread contamination in surface and groundwater and their 

associated sediments (Icenhower et al. 2010 and refs therein).  99Tc is redox active β-

emitter (Emax 0.29 MeV) and particularly problematic in oxic environments due to its 

very mobile pertechnetate (Tc(VII)) species and is readily accumulated by plants (as a 

sulphate analogue), animals and marine biota (Icenhower et al. 2010).  

237Np (t1/2 2.14 x 106 y) is a transuranic alpha emitter with high radiotoxicity and ~ 70 

% of the UK radioactive waste inventory is partitioned to the intermediate level waste 

fraction (NDA 2014). It is primarily formed through 236U neutron capture and β decay 

(Equation 2.1). 

235
92 U

𝑛
→ 236

92 Um  
𝛾 (120 𝑛𝑠)
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯�    236

92
U

𝑛
→  237

92 U  
𝛽− (6.75 𝑑)
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯�  237

93 Np  (2.1) 

As the granddaughter decay product of 241Pu (t1/2 14.4 y) and daughter of 241Am (t1/2 

433 y), it will become the dominant radionuclide in the 104-7 years and within the 

expected lifetime of a geological disposal facility (Lloyd & Renshaw 2005) (Equation 

2.2). 
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It exists predominantly as Np(V) in oxic environments, which has the lowest affinity for 

surfaces of all the transuranic elements (Kaszuba & Runde 1999). If ingested, 

neptunium primarily deposits in the liver and bones, which may cause radiation 

carcinogenesis (Taylor 1989). 

2.3. Stable element biogeochemistry 

Microorganisms play a key part in geochemical and mineralogical transformations in 

ambient environments, through the use of organic and inorganic substrates in respiration 

(Gadd 2010). In oxic environments, microorganisms couple oxygen (the terminal 

electron acceptor, TEA) respiration to the oxidation of an electron donor.  Oxidation of 

an electron donor to CO2 in the citric acid cycle reduces NAD+ (nicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotide) to NADH. A downward electron flow is generated as NADH delivers an 

electron to the electron transfer proteins and extrudes its H ion through the inner plasma 

membrane into the periplasmic space (in Gram-negative bacteria) or into the cell wall 

region (in Gram-positive bacteria). This generates a proton gradient and is balanced by 

adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase), a facilitative protein, which allows protons to 

diffuse back into the cell. This proton motive force generates the energy required for the 

oxidative phosphorylation of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) from adenosine diphosphate 
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(ADP) (Brock 1999). The electron transfer proteins pass the e- towards the terminal 

reductase on the cell surface, which transfers the e- to the TEA. 

Anaerobic microbial respiration proceeds by a cascade of TEAs corresponding to their 

respective energy yields (Gibbs free energy, ΔG0) (Table 2) (Brock 1999). More 

electropositive oxidants (O2 and NO3
2-) are consumed in near surface, oxic 

environments whereas poorer oxidants (Mn(IV), Fe(III), SO4
2-

 and CO2) are reduced in 

anoxic environments at depth (Reeburgh & Henrichs 1987).  

Table 2: Energy yields of terminal electron accepting processes at pH 7 (Konhauser 

2009). 
Terminal Electron Accepting Process ΔG kJ mol-1 CH3COO- 

CH3COO- + 2O2 → H2O + 2CO2 + OH- -854 
CH3COO- + 1.6NO3

- → 2CO2 + 0.8N2 + 2.6OH- + 0.2H2O -801 
CH3COO- + 4MnO2 + 3H2O → 4Mn2

+ + 2HCO3
- + 7OH- -558 

CH3COO- + 8Fe(OH)3 → 8Fe2
+ + 2HCO3

- + 15OH- + 5H2O -337 
CH3COO- + SO4

2- → HS- + 2HCO3
- -48 

CH3COO- + H2O → CH4 + HCO3
- -31 

2.3.1. Iron biogeochemistry 

Chemical weathering of igneous and metamorphic rocks, such as olivine and pyroxene, 

leads to the mobilisation of iron in the environment, which predominantly exist in 0,+2 

and +3 oxidation states. In oxygen rich environments, ferric (Fe3+) complexes form 

strong insoluble oxide and hydroxide complexes at circumneutral pH. Under anoxic 

conditions, ferrous (Fe2+) dominates, typically as lone species in most aqueous 

environments, but can form insoluble salts in high carbonate (siderite, FeCO3), sulphide 

(pyrite, FeS2) and orthophosphate (vivianite, Fe3(PO4)2.8H2O) environments 

(Langmuir 1997). There are sixteen known oxides and oxyhydroxides of iron with 

varying stoichiometric composition of Fe, O and H and crystallinity, depending upon 

formation conditions.  

Ferrihydrite (hydrous ferric oxide) is a fine grain amorphous metastable iron mineral 

and is predominantly found on the coatings of rock fragments in subsurface 

environments or as suspended material in groundwater (Cornell & Schwertmann 2003). 

It is formed via rapid hydrolysis of Fe(III) or oxidation of Fe(II) and exhibits a high 

surface area ( ~100 m g-1). Ostwald ripening/structural aggregation of ferrihydrite can 

form more thermodynamically and kinetically stable crystalline minerals such as 

goethite (α-FeOOH) or haematite (Fe2O3) which has given rise to their abundance in 

natural environments (Johnston & Lewis 1983; Schwertmann et al. 1998; Banfield et al. 

2000). Higher temperatures (> 80 °C), circumneutral pH ranges (pH 7-8), lower 
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humidity (< 40 %) and older sediments favour the stability of haematite (Schwertmann 

& Murad 1983; Torrent et al. 1982). 

At neutral  pH Fe(III) reduction is widely mediated by dissimilatory iron-reducing 

bacteria (Nevin & Lovley 2000). Dissimilatory metal reduction is a microbial 

respiratory process which involves the reduction of an extracellular metallic TEA, 

solely coupled to ATP generation. On the other hand, assimilatory Fe(III) reduction 

generates soluble Fe(II) which is incorporated into cellular proteins (Schröder et al. 

2003). Dissimilatory Fe(III) reduction coupled to electron donors such as H2 and/or 

simple fermentation products, organic matter (OM) or more complex substrate such as 

pyruvate, toluene, amino acids and sugars (Lovley et al. 2004 and refs therein) have 

been observed. This aspect of the energy conservation process contributes to the 

oxidation of 65% of OM in nature in some environments (Canfield & Raiswell 1998).  

Amorphous iron oxide phases such as ferrihydrite are the preferred substrates for 

reduction by Fe(III)-reducing bacteria due to their poor morphology and crystallinity 

and large surface area (Schwertmann & Murad 1983; Lovley et al. 1987; Cutting et al. 

2009). Microbial Fe(III) reduction of hematite is thought to follow the abiotic reductive 

dissolution of a thin surface layer of material that contains bioavailable Fe(III), followed 

by mass transport of Fe(II) from the dissolving mineral surface (Hansel et al. 2003). 

Fe(III) reduction in goethite is thought to proceed by layer by layer etching of the 

surface. Lower Fe(II) fluxes have been shown to favour goethite formation, whilst 

higher concentrations of Fe(II) favour magnetite formation (Nico et al. 2009). 

Additionally, magnetite has been shown to be stabilised at lower Eh and higher pH in 

reducing iron-carbonate-water systems (Figure 3) (Mills et al. 1987).   

 
Figure 3: Eh-pH stability fields for iron, hematite, magnetite and siderite in water at 25 

°C, 1 atm total pressure and total dissolved carbonate activity of 10-1.35. Adapted from 

(Mills et al. 1987). 
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Biomineralisation is the collective term for microbially mediated mineral formation, 

where microbially  produced ligands complex with metals, leading to extracellular 

precipitation (Newsome et al. 2014). Sulphide, phosphate and silicates, and in response 

to localised alkaline conditions carbonates and hydroxides are all ligands capable of Fe 

complexation, forming e.g. pyrite, vivianite, odinite, siderite/ankerite or goethite 

respectively (Newsome et al. 2014 and refs therein). Redox cycling can also lead to the 

precipitation of multi-valent iron minerals such as magnetite (Fe3O4); a black 

ferromagnetic mineral of nanoparticle size with magnetite with a cation site occupancy 

of (1:1:1 Fe(II)Oh:Fe(III)Td:Fe(III)Oh) (Pattrick et al. 2002). Magnetite has commercial 

uses in the bioremediation of toxic metal contaminated wastes (Lovley 1995) and in 

various cancer treatment methods (Kawashita et al. 2005). 

2.3.2. Metal reduction mechanisms 

A wide variety of microorganisms have been found capable of dissimilatory metal 

reduction. These comprise of Gram-negative and Gram-positive species, classified by 

the ability of their cell wall/outer membrane structure to retain crystal violet-iodine 

(CV-I) complex after ethanol treatment (Gram 1884) (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria (note, pili and flagellum are not 

found in all bacteria). 

Geobacter sp (Lovley et al. 1987; Lovley et al. 1993) and Shewanella sp, (Myers & 

Nealson 1988; Caccavo  Jr. et al. 1992; Nealson et al. 1992) are well studied model 

Gram-negative Fe(III)-reducing bacteria. Several Fe(III) reduction mechanisms have 

been proposed in these organisms, including direct cell contact, indirect transfer through 

chelators/ humic substances/flavins and more recently, electron transfer via nanowires 

(Lloyd 2003; Reguera et al. 2005). A number of Gram-positive bacteria have also been 
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found capable of dissimilatory Fe(III) reduction, primarily comprising of Firmicutes 

Clostridia (Dobbin et al. 1999) and Bacilli (Boone et al. 1995), however, the 

mechanisms by which these processes occur are poorly understood.  

i) Direct contact 

Unlike soluble electron accepting species such as O2 or NO3
-, Fe(III) is highly insoluble 

in most terrestrial environments, so cannot diffuse into the cell where it is reduced 

(Lovley et al. 2004). In order for electron transfer to occur between microbe and metal, 

the microbe needs direct contact onto the surface of the mineral. In Gram-negative 

bacteria, electron transfer occurs at 3 key locations; from the inner membrane quinone 

pool to the periplasm, across the periplasmic space and across the outer membrane to 

extracellular acceptors. Cytochromes are electron transfer proteins that have iron 

containing pophyrin rings (heme) capable of shifting between Fe(II) and Fe(III) states. 

Each type of cytochrome has a variable functional or different site within the electron 

transport chain.  

Direct electron transfer by Gram-positive bacteria was not thought to be able to occur 

due to the lack an outer membrane, thicker cell wall (10-80 nm) and glycoprotein S-

layer (Figure 4). However, evidence of direct contact dependent Fe(III) reduction has 

been reported in Thermincola potens strain JR (Wrighton et al. 2011; Carlson et al. 

2012). The peptidoglycan layer of the cell wall of Gram-positive organisms have an 

affinity for proteins, which may allow non-covalent packing of hexaheme cytochromes 

(Desvaux et al. 2006; Carlson et al. 2012). Alternatively, non-peptide teichoic acids 

traverse the cell wall and may reversibly bind metals so may be involved in electron 

shuttling across the cell (Ehrlich 2008). Carboxydothermus ferrireducens was  also 

found to be able to utilise electron shuttles (AQDS) and siderophores (DFO) (section 

2.3.2 (ii)) as complementary mechanisms to promote direct solid phase Fe(III) reduction 

in Gram-positive microrganisms (Gavrilov et al. 2012).  

ii) Indirect contact-chelators 

As iron oxides are insoluble in most natural environments, many microbes rely on iron 

chelators for Fe(III) assimilation. Siderophores are low molecular iron chelators 

secreted by organisms which promote metal dissolution (Drechsel & Jung 1998) and 

many aerobic microorganisms are able to produce catecholate, carboxylate or 

hydroxomate siderophores which form strong complexes with Fe(III) (Gadd 2010).  

Nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) are often used 
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in wastewater treatment, including nuclear facility operations, to complex metals. 

Fe(III)-NTA complexes undergo microbial reduction more readily than ferrihydrite, 

goethite and hematite (Lovley & Woodward 1996). These chelated complexes are able 

to enter the periplasm prior to reduction, increasing its bioavailability for microbe 

delivery to the electron transport chain (Dobbin et al. 1996).  

iii) Indirect contact- exogenous electron shuttles 

Fe(III)-reducing bacteria can overcome the problem of mineral insolubility by using 

organic compounds such as dissolved humic substances to shuttle electrons to mineral 

phases not in direct contact with the cell. Humic substances are high molecular weight, 

heterogeneous organic material, ubiquitous in terrestrial and aquatic environments, 

produced by biodegradation of dead OM such as lignin (Stevenson 1994). Humic acids 

are di/tribasic and contain chelating ligands such as carboxyl (COOH) and phenolate 

(C6H5OH) groups, capable of metal (Mg2+, Ca2+, Fe2+ and Fe3+) ion complexation, 

which may increase their bioavailability (Stevenson 1994).  

Experiments with 2,6-anthraquinone disulphonate (AQDS) identified that humic redox 

chemistry is primarily driven by the quinone/hydroquinone couple (Curtis & Reinhard 

1994). In experiments with Geobacter metallireducens, enhanced Fe(III) reduction 

occurred in the presence of humic acids by electron shuttling, which alleviates the need 

for direct contact between the microbe cell and Fe(III) oxides (Lovley et al. 1996). 

Quinone reduction to hydroquinone was found to proceed via an organic radical 

intermediate semiquinone state (Scott et al. 1998) (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Proposed mechanism of electron shuttling of Fe(III) by AQDS, coupled to 

acetate oxidation via the semiquinone moiety. 
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Model compounds such as AQDS are now widely used as a humic analogue, due to the 

difficulty of handling highly complex and poorly characterised humic substances 

(Lovley et al. 1996; Lovley et al. 2004) and several microorganisms including 

Geobacter metallireducens and Shewanella alga have been shown to use reduced form 

of AQDS, anthrahydroquinone disulphonate (AHQDS) as an electron donor for Fe(III) 

reduction (Lovley et al. 1999). As humic acids are highly resistant to microbial 

biodegradation, and are not consumed during metal reduction, low concentrations (< 

100 µM) of these compounds can significantly increase the rate of Fe(III) reduction in 

both amorphous and more crystalline iron oxides, hydroxides and oxyhydroxysulphates, 

especially akaganeite and schwertmannite (Cutting et al. 2009). Humic substances in the 

environment are primarily in the solid phase however (Stevenson 1994) and recent work 

has demonstrated the ability of Geobacter and Shewanella to also use these solid state 

humic substances as electron shuttles (Roden et al. 2010).  

iv) Indirect contact- endogenous electron shuttles 

These shuttles were first demonstrated by Shewanella putrefaciens, which was found to 

excrete a small non-proteinaceous quinone-type compound under anaerobic conditions 

which were involved in extracellular electron transfer to insoluble ferric oxides 

(Newman & Kolter 2000). The isoalloxazine (flavin) group is capable of Fe chelation 

and found to be responsible for redox shuttling (Figure 6) (Marsili et al. 2008). A range 

of Shewanella species are now known to be capable of secreting and utilising these 

compounds, which have been characterised as flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and 

riboflavin (von Canstein et al. 2008). Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) was only 

found within the cell in strains of Shewenalla but secreted by the majority of the 

Pseudomonas and Escherichia strains (von Canstein et al. 2008).  

 

Figure 6: Flavin redox chemistry. The R group varies depending on the compound 

(R=mononucleotide (FMN), adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and ribose (riboflavin)). 
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v) Indirect contact- nanowires 

It was hypothesised that Geobacter metallireducens  had the potential to scavenge, 

detect and move towards solid oxidised Fe(III) phases (chemotaxis) using their cellular 

appendages, (Childers et al. 2002). This was later contested in a study with pilT 

(required for twitching and motility) deficient Geobacter sulfurreducens which showed 

no effect on the rate or extent of Fe(II) reduction (Reguera et al. 2005). It was also 

found that the pilA deficient strain could no longer reduce insoluble Fe(III) oxides 

suggesting that the conductive pili were serving as biological nanowires and involved in 

electron transfer (Reguera et al. 2005). The OmcS cytochrome thought to be involved in 

electron transfer was not packed close enough within the pili to facilitate electron 

hopping, so it has been suggested that pili exhibit metallic like electron conductive 

properties (Lovley 2012). Nanowire production by Shewanella oneidensis strain MR-1 

was observed in response to low electron acceptor concentrations (Gorby et al. 2006), 

possibly mediated by pilus bound membrane vesicles (Gorby et al. 2008), but have not 

been characterised further. The role of nanowires in electron transfer in these model 

organisms remains highly contested. 

2.4. Alkaline biogeochemistry  

Microbes that require an alkaline pH of 9 or above for growth, are known as alkaliphiles 

(Grant et al. 1990). Strict alkaliphiles either cannot grow, or grow slowly at 

circumneutral pH environments, whereas facultative alkaliphiles are able to survive at 

high pH, but can grow at neutral pH. Additionally, haloalkaliphiles require both a high 

pH and high salinity (up to 33% wt/vol NaCl). 

2.4.1. Physiology 

The internal pH of the majority of alkaliphiles is typically 8 (Horikoshi 1999) and 

cytoplasmic pH regulation in high pH environments involves two regulatory barriers, 

the cell wall and plasma membrane. The peptidoglycan cell wall comprise of acidic 

polymers (e.g. glutamic acid and phosphoric acid in Baccilus spp.) that carry a negative 

charge, which repel OH- and adsorb Na+ and H3O+,protecting the plasma membrane, 

which is unstable at high pH (> 8.5) (Aono & Horikoshi 1983). At high pH, H+ 

concentrations are low and Na+ concentrations are high, providing a low proton motive 

force (-50 mV) at pH 10 which is not sufficient for growth in alkaline environments 

(Horikoshi 2006). Sodium plays an important role in growth, sporulation, germination 

and flagellar motility (Horikoshi 2006). Additionally, Na+ replaces H+ generating a 
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sodium motive force which drives substrate into the cell (Na+/H+ antiporter system). 

The plasma membrane maintains pH homeostasis by Na+/H+ antiporter,  Na+/amino acid 

symporter systems and ATP driven H+ expulsion (Figure 7) (Horikoshi 1999; Horikoshi 

2011).  

 

Figure 7: Simplified schematic representation of cytoplasmic pH regulation, adapted 

from (Horikoshi 2011). (A) Respiratory electron transport chain; (B) ATPase pathway; 

(C) ΔpH and Δψ-dependence Na+/H+ antiporters; (D) amino acid and oligopeptide/Na+ 

symporters.  

2.4.2. Environments 

The most stable naturally occurring alkaline environments are formed by geological, 

climatic and geographical conditions. Alkaline environments which are low in Ca2+ are 

also known as soda lakes or deserts and are formed by the evaporation of sodium 

carbonate rich waters (Jones et al. 1998). Due to the low abundance of Mg2+ and Ca2+ in 

these systems, the lakes can become enriched with CO3
2- and Cl-, which give rise to 

hypersaline soda lakes. Lake Magadi (Kenya) and Wadi Natrun (Egypt) (Grant et al. 

1990) are the most stable, highly alkaline environments known on Earth with site water 

pH levels recorded between pH 10.5 and 12.  

High Ca2+ environments arise from the serpentinization of primary silicate minerals 

olivine and pyroxene by CO2 charged surface waters, which release Ca2+ (which 

precipitates as CaCO3) and OH- into solution. As carbonate depletes, a Ca(OH)2 brine 

equilibrates and maintains hyper alkaline environment (> pH 11). Natural hyperalkaline 

Ca2+ rich groundwater have been located in California, Oman, Yugoslavia, Cyprus and 
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Jordan (Grant et al. 1990) (section 2.1.4). Commercial processes such as cement 

manufacture and chromite ore processing residue can also generate alkaline wastes 

which leach into the aqueous environment (Whittleston et al. 2011; Burke et al. 2012). 

2.4.3. Phylogenetic diversity and metal reduction 

Microbial communities have been found to live at a pH of 12.9 in the soda lakes of 

Maqarin, Jordan (Pedersen et al. 2004), however, microbial growth was slow and low 

cell counts suggested microbial activity will be low during the hyperalkaline phase of 

cementitious repositories. Recent work however has shown evidence for microbially 

mediated NO3
2- and Fe(III) reduction up to pH 12.3 in the organic rich soil beneath the 

calcite precipitate layer of the alkaline impacted sediments from a legacy lime workings 

in Buxton, also used in this study (Burke et al. 2012). Other workers using sediments 

from this site explored the biochemical limits for microbial redox processes using 

microcosm studies in combination with free energy calculations and showed that 

biogeochemical processes were occurring up to pH 12, but the rate and extent of 

reduction decreased with increasing alkalinity (Rizoulis et al. 2012). Although a vast 

number of studies have focussed on alkaliphilic microorganisms over the last 20 years, 

there is a paucity of studies which explore microbially mediated metal reduction under 

alkaline conditions. A list of alkaliphilic microorganisms capable of Fe(III) reduction 

are given in Table 3. 

Recent work has shown that an alkaliphilic enrichment culture from a hyperalkaline 

chromite ore processing residue site dominated by Gram-positive Tissierella, 

Clostridium and Alkaliphilus sp. is capable of Fe(III) reduction at pH 9.2 (Whittleston et 

al. 2011). Further experiments suggested that the consortium secreted a flavin species 

(most likely riboflavin) to facilitate solid Fe(III) reduction at pH 9-11 (Fuller et al. 

2014). Currently, radionuclide biogeochemistry under alkaline conditions is poorly 

understood and only one study has explored Tc(VII) reduction at pH 10, with 

haloalkaliphilic strains of Halomonas suggested to form soluble Tc(IV) carbonate 

complexes (Khijniak et al. 2003). No studies to date however have focussed on 

radionuclide biogeochemistry with sediment consortia. 
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Table 3: Alkaliphilic organisms known to reduce Fe(III). Optimum salinity, temperature and pH for growth are given in parentheses.  

Organism Source 
Electron donors oxidised  

with Fe(III) 
Fe forms 
reduced 

Fe reduction 
product 

Other electron 
acceptors 

NaCl  
content (g l-1) 

Growth 
temp (°C) 

Growth  
pH range  Reference 

Alkaliphilus 
metalliredigens 

Leachate ponds at the U.S. Borax 
Company in Boron, California 

Lactate, acetate, glucose, lactate, 
pyruvate (10 mM) and H2 (20%) 

Fe(III) citrate, 
Fe(EDTA) 

Vivianite 
biomineralisation 

Co(III)-EDTA, 
Cr(VI), UO2CO3

2-, 
Mn(IV)O2 

0-80 (20) 4-45 (35) 7.5-11 (9.5) (Ye et al. 2004; Roh 
et al. 2007) 

Anaerobaranca 
californiensis 

Hot spring sediments, Paoha Island on 
Mono Lake, California, USA 

Peptone and casamino acids 
preferred, slow growth on fructose, 
sucrose, maltose, starch, glycogen, 
cellobiose, glycerol and pyruvate 

HFO, Fe(III) 
citrate 

5-7 % HFO reduced 
and were black and 
magnetic (but not 

further characterised) 

Se(IV), polysulfide 
and thiosulfate 0-60 (5-25) 45-70 (58) 8.6-10.4  

(9-9.5) 
(Gorlenko et al. 

2004) 

Anaerobranca 
gottschalkii Hot inlet of Lake Bogoria, Kenya 

Peptone and casamino acids 
preferred, slow growth on fructose, 
sucrose, maltose, starch, glycogen, 
cellobiose, glycerol and pyruvate 

Fe(III) citrate Not reported Se(IV), polysulfide 
and thiosulfate 0-40 30-65 (50-

55) 6-10.5 (9.5) 

(Gorlenko et al. 
2004) (isolated by  

(Prowe & 
Antranikian 2001)) 

Anaerobranca 
horikoshii 

Hot spring at Old Faithful Hotel, 
Yellowstone National Park, USA 

Peptone and casamino acids 
preferred, slow growth on fructose, 
sucrose, maltose, starch, glycogen, 
cellobiose, glycerol and pyruvate 

Fe(III) citrate Not reported Se(IV), polysulfide 
and thiosulfate Not reported 30-66 (57) 6.5-10.3 (8.5) (Gorlenko et al. 

2004) 

Alkaliphilus 
peptidofermentans 

Soda lake Verkhnee Beloe (Buryatia, 
Russia) 

Peptide fermentation products 
(primarily acetate and formate) 

HFO, Fe(III)-
EDTA but not 
Fe(III) citrate 

Siderite (Chistyakova 
2003) 

AQDS, fumarate, 
crotonate and 

S2O3
2- (did not 

reduce Mn(IV) 

0-50 (20) 6-40 (35) 7.5-9.7 (9.1) (T. Zhilina et al. 
2009) 

Bacillus 
arseniciselenatis 
(strain E1H0) 

Mono Lake, California Lactate Fe(III)-NTA Not reported Se(VI), As(V), 
fumarate, nitrate 20-120 (60) Not reported (8.5-10) 

(Switzer Blum et al. 
1998; Zavarzina et 

al. 2009) 

Bacillus strain SFB Flat sediments of Soap Lake, 
Washington 

Hexose sugars, glucose and 
fructose to lactate, acetate and 

formate 

Fe(III)-citrate, 
Fe(III)-NTA, 

Fe(III)-
pyrophosphate 

Solid phase Fe(II), not 
identified Mn(IV)O2 

0, but tolerant 
up to 15 % 23-40 (30) 8.5-11 (9) (Pollock et al. 2007) 

Geoalkalibacter 
ferrihydriticus 

Bottom sediments of Lake Khadyn in 
Tuva, Russia 

Acetate with HFO and Fe(III)-
EDTA.  Pyruvate, oxolate, ethanol, 

tryptone, arginine, serine, 
propionate and lactate with Fe(III)-

EDTA only 

Fe(III)-EDTA, 
HFO 

Siderite or magnetite, 
depending on growth 

medium 
S0, Mn(IV)O2 

0-3 g L-1 but 
tolerant up to 

50 g L-1 
18-39 (35) 7.8-10 (8.6) 

(Zavarzina et al. 
2006; Chistyakova 

2010) 

Halomonas SL1 Mono Lake, California, USA Acetate Fe(III)-citrate 20 % reduced, not 
further characterised Cr(VI), Tc(VII) Not reported Not reported pH 10 

( Khijniak et al. 
2003; VanEngelen 

et al. 2008) 

Natronincola 
ferrireducens Soda Lake Khadyn (Tyva, Russia) Histidine, peptone Fe(III)-EDTA, 

HFO 
Iron sesquioxides and 

magnetite 

Fumarate, 
crotonate, AQDS, 

Mn(IV) 
0-60 Not reported 7.5-10.2  

(8.4-8.8) 
(T. N. Zhilina et al. 

2009) 

Natronincola 
peptidovorans 

Soda Lake Verkhnee Beloe (Buryatia, 
Russia) Pyruvate, peptone HFO Iron sesquioxides and 

magnetite AQDS, Mn(IV) 0-70 Not reported 7.5-10.2  
(8.4-8.8) 

(T. N. Zhilina et al. 
2009) 
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2.5. Radionuclide Biogeochemistry 

2.5.1. Uranium biogeochemistry 

Uranium exhibits complicated geochemistry and its behaviour is controlled by a 

combination of complexation, precipitation, redox and adsorption processes. Under oxic 

conditions soluble uranyl [UO2]2+ species U(VI) dominate but can form a range of 

insoluble complexes with OH- and PO4
3- (Langmuir 1997). Uranyl adsorbs strongly onto 

iron oxides, forming direct mononuclear bidentate inner sphere complexes with 

ferrihydrite and lepidocrocite (Waite et al. 1994; Dodge et al. 2002). Sorption has been 

found to decrease in the presence of carbonate (Clark et al. 1995; Zheng et al. 2003) and 

humic/fulvic acids, especially in combination with Ca2+ and/or to a lesser extent, 

Mg2+ (Duff & Amrhein 1996). Iron oxide transformations through dissolution-

precipitation reactions coupled to ternary Ca-UO2-CO3 complexes are thought to 

promote U(VI) incorporation into iron oxides (Stewart et al. 2009). U(VI) incorporation 

into hematite (Duff et al. 2002; Ilton et al. 2012; Marshall et al. 2014), goethite (Nico et 

al. 2009; Boland et al. 2011), magnetite (Nico et al. 2009) and a range of iron oxides 

associated with corroded steel surfaces (Dodge et al. 2002) have all been observed. 

Additionally, one study has shown the stability of these uranium complexes to oxidative 

remobilisation (Nico et al. 2009).  

Under anoxic conditions, uranium exists as insoluble U(IV) precipitates, predominantly 

as uraninite (UO2). U(III) phases are readily oxidised whereas U(V) disproportionates 

to U(VI) and U(IV). Several studies however have reported metastable U(V) complexes 

(Docrat et al. 1999; Kerisit et al. 2011; Behrends et al. 2012), where the surrounding 

carbonate ligands may create electrostatic repulsion, which may hinder the reaction 

between two U(V) atoms by increasing the activation energy (Kubicki et al. 2009). 

Geobacter metallireducens and Shewanella putrefaciens were the first microorganisms 

found capable of dissimilatory U(VI) reduction coupled to acetate (Equation 2.3) or 

hydrogen oxidation, forming uraninite (Lovley et al. 1991; Gorby & Lovley 1992). A 

wide range of prokaryotes are now known to be capable of dissimilatory U(VI) 

reduction (Williams et al. 2013). 

CH3COO- + 4U(VI) + 4H2O → 4U(IV) + 2HCO3
- + 9H+ ΔG = -447 kJ mol-1 (2.3) 

More recent studies have also suggested that ‘non-uraninite’ U(IV) bioreduction end 

products can also form in pure culture experiments, and also natural and engineered 

sediment systems (Bernier-Latmani et al. 2010; Veeramani et al. 2011; Alessi et al. 

2012; Bargar et al. 2013; Cerrato et al. 2013). The non-uraninite is thought to be 
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polymeric and coordinated to carboxyl and/or phosphoryl groups on biomass (Williams 

et al. 2013). 

Although U(VI) and Fe(III) exhibit similar redox potentials, heavy metal toxicity 

caused by oxidative stress (Hu et al. 2005) limits the number of microorganisms that are 

capable of dissimilatory U(VI) reduction. Additionally, calcium and carbonate form 

soluble Ca-U(VI)-CO3 complexes which have been reported to be less bioavailable for 

respiration (Clark et al. 1995; Morris 2002; Brooks et al. 2003; Stewart et al. 2010). The 

mechanisms of U(VI) reduction are not yet resolved but it has been postulated that 

direct U(VI) reduction occurs by a one electron transfer to form U(V), which 

disproportionates (Renshaw et al. 2005). Although c-type cytochromes are thought to 

play a role in U(VI) reduction in Geobacter and Shewanella species, the proteins which 

are essential to U(VI) reduction remain unknown and it is likely that multiple electron 

pathways exist. U(VI) reduction by extracellular protein nanowires (pili) remain highly 

contested (Cologgi et al. 2011; Orellana et al. 2013).  

AQDS has been reported to enhance U(VI) reduction in pure culture and sediment 

consortia studies (Fredrickson et al. 2000; Ray et al. 2011), potentially through 

facilitating electron transfer to U(VI) sorbed in enzymatically inaccessible states (Jeon 

et al. 2004), but was not observed in situ (Finneran et al. 2002). Whilst humic acids 

have been shown to enhance U(VI) reduction by complexing Ca2+ and Ni2+ in lab scale 

studies and in situ, they also form soluble U(IV) complexes, increasing its susceptibility 

to oxidative remobilisation (Gu et al. 2005). Additionally, studies with natural OM have 

shown little effect on U(VI) reduction (Chen et al. 2003). FMN has been shown to 

enhance U(VI) bioreduction by Shewanella species suggesting flavins may also act as 

an electron transfer mediator (Suzuki et al. 2010). Abiotic U(VI) reduction by Fe(II) in 

magnetite (Singer et al. 2012a; Singer et al. 2012b) and Fe(II) loaded onto haematite 

(Zeng & Giammar 2011) and goethite suspensions (Fredrickson et al. 2000) have all 

been reported. A recent study however has shown that elevated carbonate 

concentrations inhibit Fe(II)-mediated U(VI) reduction (Fox et al. 2013).  

Uranium immobilisation can also occur through biosorption, where basic carboxylic, 

phosphoric, phosphodiester, amino and hydroxyl groups on bacterial surfaces (Schultze-

Lam et al. 1996) can bind with H+ or metal cations such as UO2
2+. Biosorption depends 

on several factors, such as groundwater pH, temperature, actinide speciation, (e.g. 

oxidation state, complexation and aggregation) and bacterial type. Uranium biosorption 

has been observed in a variety of microorganisms including Gram-negative 
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Pseudomonas species (Bencheikh-Latmani & Leckie 2003) and Gram-positive 

Firmicutes such as Bacillus species (Merroun et al. 2005). Additionally, 

bioaccumulation, and biomineralisation with phosphate have been shown to immobilise 

U(VI) (Macaskie et al. 2000; Suzuki & Banfield 2004; Choudhary & Sar 2011). 

Several workers have assessed the stability of U(IV) to reoxidation. Reoxidation by air 

(O2) has been shown to reoxidise both fresh (Moon et al. 2007; Law et al. 2011) and 

aged uraninite (Komlos et al. 2008; Moon et al. 2009) as well as U(IV) associated with 

iron oxides (Stewart et al. 2009). Additionally, non-uraninite formed in sediments 

(Sharp et al. 2011) and pure culture (Fletcher et al. 2010) have been shown to be more 

susceptible to reoxidation, however, recent work has shown little difference with 

uraninite (Cerrato et al. 2013). Rapid U(VI) reoxidation in situ has also been observed, 

with significant reoxidative remobilisation occurring within minutes (Komlos et al. 

2008). Nitrate is a common environmental contaminant and will be present in the 

nuclear waste of many nations (Jacquot et al. 1997; Albrecht 2013) and workers have 

shown that products of denitrification (nitrite) can serve as efficient U(IV) oxidisers 

(Senko et al. 2002; Beller 2005; Moon et al. 2009). A recent study however has shown 

evidence for U(IV) stability towards nitrate reoxidation in sediments, despite essentially 

complete Fe(II) reoxidation (Law et al. 2011). 

2.5.2. Technetium biogeochemistry 

Technetium is an artificial transition metal that can exist in the -I to VII oxidation states, 

but predominantly occurs as Tc(IV) or Tc(VII) in the environment. In oxic 

environments, technetium exists as the pertechnetate anion, [TcO4]- which is 

electrostatically repelled by surfaces and this poor attenuation leads to its high mobility, 

presenting a significant environmental hazard. Moreover, concern regarding its 

behaviour in the environment is heightened by its uptake by plants and bioaccumulation 

in animals and marine biota such as lobsters for example (Bennett & Willey 2003; 

Howard & Beresford 2009; Hunt et al. 2013). Under reducing conditions, insoluble 

crystalline Tc(IV)O2 (Lloyd et al. 2000a; Wildung et al. 2004), amorphous polymeric 

chains of TcO2.nH2O  (Lukens et al. 2002; Peretyazhko et al. 2008; Peretyazhko et al. 

2012;) or Tc(IV) sorbed to sediments (Fredrickson et al. 2004; Burke et al. 2010; Lear 

et al. 2010) dominate in most natural environments. A recent study has also shown 

evidence for technetium incorporation into corroded steel surfaces (Heald et al. 2012). 

Tc(IV) solubility has been reported to increase with high carbonate (Wildung et al. 

2000; Zachara et al. 2007), chloride, (Hess et al. 2004) and humic content in waters 
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(Sekine et al. 1993; Geraedts et al. 2002; Maes et al. 2004; Wildung et al. 2004; Boggs 

et al. 2011).  

Under ambient conditions, microbial reduction of Tc(VII) has been reported by direct 

enzymatic pathways in strains of Shewanella and Geobacter, mediated by hydrogenase 

enzymes (Lloyd et al. 1997; Wildung et al. 2000). Indirect reduction of Tc(VII) by 

magnetite has also been shown (Lloyd et al. 2000a) and sediment associated Fe(II) 

(Wildung et al. 2004; Jaisi et al. 2009; Bishop et al. 2011) and Fe(II) bearing minerals in 

sediments (Wildung et al. 2004; Burke et al. 2005; Begg et al. 2007; Morris et al. 2008; 

McBeth et al. 2007; Bishop et al. 2011; Geissler et al. 2011; McBeth et al. 2011). The 

Fe(II) concentration, speciation and coordination environment of the Fe(II) have all 

been found to influence the rate of Tc(VII) reduction (Fredrickson et al. 2004; 

Fredrickson et al. 2009; Jaisi et al. 2009). Abiotic coupling of Fe(II) to Tc(VII) is 

thought to be at a 3:1 ratio, forming TcO2 (Equation 2.4) or TcO2.2H2O (Equation 2.5)  

(Icenhower et al. 2010). 

3Fe2+ (aq) + TcO4
-(aq) + 4H+ →TcO2 (s) + 2H2O + 3Fe3+ (aq)  (2.4) 

TcO4 + 3Fe2+ + 9H2O → TcO2 .2H2O(s) + 3Fe(OH)3 (s) + 5H+ (2.5) 

Several studies have focussed on the stability of Tc(IV) to reoxidation in the presence of 

air or nitrate. Workers have shown Tc(IV) to be resistant to air reoxidation, with 

residual technetium thought to be protected (armoured) by structural incorporation into 

the reoxidised Fe mineral (Morris et al. 2008; Fredrickson et al. 2009; Heald et al. 

2012). Technetium has been widely reported to be recalcitrant to reoxidation by nitrate 

(Burke et al. 2005; Begg et al. 2007; McBeth et al. 2007; Morris et al. 2008; Geissler et 

al. 2011; McBeth 2011). 

2.5.3. Neptunium biogeochemistry 

Neptunium is a transuranic element which displays valency between (III) and (VII), but 

only (IV) to (VI) are stable in the environment. In oxic environments, pentavalent 

(Np(V)O2
+) species dominate which have a low affinity for surfaces (Kaszuba & Runde 

1999). Under reducing conditions, Np(IV) complexes form and are scavenged by 

surfaces (Kaszuba & Runde 1999). Microbial reduction of Np(V) has been reported by 

direct enzymatic pathways in strains of Desulfovibrio vulgaris (Banaszak et al. 1999),  

and Shewanella putrefaciens (Lloyd et al. 2000b; Icopini et al. 2007), but not by 

Geobacter sulfurreducens, despite being thermodynamically favourable (Renshaw et al. 

2005). Reductive coprecipitation with phosphate in Citrobacter sp. has also been 
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reported (Lloyd et al. 2000b). Np(V) reduction by sediment consortia has been observed 

and thought to occur during early metal (Mn(IV)) reduction (Rittmann et al. 2002; Law 

et al. 2010). Microbially reduced Np(IV) in these systems exhibited resistance to 

reoxidation by both air and nitrate (< 20 % remobilised after 40 days) forming a mixed 

(IV)/(V) phase (Law et al. 2010). Abiotic reduction of Np(V) by sulphide has been 

reported at neutral pH, with the rate increasing with alkalinity (pH > 10.5) (Nash 1986). 

Biosorptive processes are also thought to be a significant route of Np(V) immobilisation 

in the environment and significant (85 %) Np(V) sorption to Pseudomonas fluorescens 

(Songkasiri et al. 2002) and Shewanella alga (Deo et al. 2010) under neutral aerobic 

conditions has been reported, but decreasing with alkalinity and ionic strength 

(Gorman-Lewis et al. 2013).  

2.6. Summary and site overview 

2.6.1. Summary 

It is policy in the UK that intermediate level radioactive waste will be disposed of by 

geological disposal. Microbially-mediated metal reduction can influence the migration 

of radionuclides in the surface and a number of studies have been conducted at 

circumneutral pH over the last 20 years; however little work to date has studied metal 

reduction by indigenous microbial communities in alkaline impacted sediments. Little is 

known about the development of the CDZ which will form post closure of the GDF and 

the influence on radionuclide transport, so characterising the biogeochemistry and 

associated mineralogical transformations of redox active metals in these systems will 

have clear implications for the safety case of a GDF. In this study, model sediments 

from a legacy lime workings in Buxton, UK have been used. This is an alkaline 

impacted environment, where microbial populations will have had the potential to 

equilibrate with the high pH sediment over decades. The site therefore offers a source of 

microbiologically active materials to study geochemical and mineralogical processes 

which may occur during the evolution of a cementitious ILW disposal facility. 

2.6.2. Overview of the Buxton site 

Buxton lies in Derbyshire, UK, on Lower Carboniferous limestone and Upper 

Carboniferous shale, sandstone and gritstone. Built in 1872, the Hoffman Kiln at Harpur 

Hill was one of several burning kilns built at this site. Operations ended in 1944, and the 

kiln chimney was demolished in 1951, followed by the bottom part of the kiln in April 

1980. Limestone-roasting produces significant quantities of CaO-rich lime kiln wastes, 

which were deposited to the west of the kiln. A spoil heap, approximately 200 m long 
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and 50 m wide was deposited across the valley in location 3 (Figure 8), blocking the 

path of the stream. Drainage continued to develop and flow beneath the spoil heap, 

forming a hyperalkaline spring saturated in Ca, Na and K hydroxides, filling the valley 

with hyperalkaline leachate (pH 11.5-13.5). These Ca2+ rich waters have subsequently 

reacted with atmospheric CO2, forming calcium carbonate precipitates (Burke et al. 

2012).  

 

Figure 8: The Buxton site (Google Earth 2014). (1) The waste margin sampling 

location; (2) hyperalkaline spring; (3) the lime kiln waste deposits (described as “Rises” 

in OS maps from 1924) and (4) the former Hoffman kiln site (Derbyshire County 

Council). 

Near surface (~10 cm depth) sediments from the waste margin sampling location 

(Figure 8) are dominated by calcite, with minor quartz and ankerite. The elemental 

composition is dominated by Ca (51.2 wt %), with significant concentrations of Si (1.1 

wt %), Al (0.5 wt %) and Fe (0.17 wt %). The pH of surface waters across the site 

ranges from pH 10-13 and are dominated by Ca2+, Na+ and K+ (Table 4). 

Table 4: Buxton Harpur Hill surface water major anions and cations. 

Cations Na+ Ca2+ Si4+ K+ Sr2+ Ba2+ 

Concentration (mg L-1) 38.7 270 10.4 58.2 1.0 0.6 

       
 Anions Cl- NO3

- NO2
- SO4

2- PO4
3-  

 Concentration (mg L-1) 60.5 31.9 0.2 3.6 0.27   
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3. Materials and Methods 

A series of geochemical, mineralogical, microbiological and radiological techniques 

have been used to characterise biogeochemical processes in the experiments in this 

project. This chapter will focus on the theoretical aspects of each technique, whereas 

experimental details are given in Chapters 4-7. 

3.1. Geochemical analyses 

3.1.1. pH 

The pH scale is a measure of acidity or basicity of a solution. It is the negative 

logarithm of the solvated hydronium ion (Equation 3.1). 

pH = -log10[H+] (3.1) 

The microcosms in the experiments in the study were established at pH 10.5, however 

microbial activity in all anoxic (especially electron donor amended) incubations lead to 

the production of organic acids which acidified the sample. To combat this, in selected 

experiments, manual injections of 2 M NaOH held the pH at 10. 

3.1.2. Eh (the reduction potential) 

A measure of the tendency of a chemical species to gain (become reduced) or lose 

(become oxidised) electrons or hydrogen. A solution with a low reduction potential 

suggests that one species is gaining electrons from a reducing agent (which in turn 

becomes oxidised). Several factors can limit its interpretation, including temperature, 

pH, the presence of multiple redox couples and inert redox couples. Due to these set-

backs it is a useful qualitative analytical tool to monitor changes in a reaction rather 

than quantitative absolute data values.  

3.2. Spectrophotometry (UV-vis) 

If a monochromatic wave of light of initial intensity (I0) is shone through an aqueous 

sample, a portion will pass through (I) and the ratio I/I0 is known as the transmittance 

(T). The remainder will be attained (absorbed, A) by the sample (Figure 1; Equation 

3.2) 

A= log10 1/T  (3.2) 

The amount of absorption will depend on the concentration of the absorbing species (c, 

mol l-1), the path length (b, cm) through the sample (i.e. the width of the cuvette the 

sample is in) and a measure of how strongly the chemical species absorbs light (the 
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molar absorptivity (extinction) coefficient, ε (l mol-1 cm-1)). The relationship between 

the light absorbed, the thickness of the sample and the concentration of the sample is 

generally linear and is based upon the Beer-Lambert Law (Figure 1; Equation 3.3). 

A=εbc  (3.3) 

 

Figure 1: Simplified schematic of a spectrophotometer. 

This linear relationship has been shown to break down with increasing concentration 

and through instrument performance limitations (primarily stray (unwanted) light from 

the diffraction gratings of the monochromator). If samples exceed the upper absorbance 

limit of the spectrophotometer, they can be serially diluted, or a shorter path length cell 

can be used. Linearity can also be affected occasionally by fluorescence, pH (which can 

shift the absorption wavelength of some chromophores) and sample turbidity (Upstone, 

2000).  

Cuvettes are often glass (transmit light > 320 nm) or quartz (transmits light well below 

190 nm, which is the usual low level wavelength limit for most photospectrometers). 

Alternatively, many manufacturers produce disposable cuvettes, which are generally 

used in laboratories and have been used for all the experiments in this thesis. UV-vis 

spectroscopy was also used to check the Np spike purity prior to addition into 

microcosm experiments. Quartz vials were used for this as these cells have a wider 

wavelength range, a higher optical performance and more accurate cell path length 

(Upstone 2000). UV-vis spectroscopy was obtained on a Jenway 6715 spectrometer at 

the selected wavelength for the species to be determined and the measured absorbance 

for each sample were compared to matrix matched calibration standards of known 

concentrations and typically, calibration regressions had R2 > 0.99. The path length is 

defined as the cuvette width which typically is 1 cm (and was consistent throughout this 

project). The following colorimetric assays have been used in this study:  
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3.2.1. Determination of Fe(II): the ferrozine method 

Ferrozine is a disodium salt of 3-(2-pyridyl)-5,6-bis(4-phenysulfonic acid)-1,2,4-

triazine and forms a stable soluble magenta complex with ferrous iron (complete 

complexation occurs between pH 4 and 9). Fe(II) complexes with the bidentate ligand –

N=C-C=N-, known as the ferroin group (Figure 2) and absorbs visible light at 562 nm 

with ε of 27,900. The Beer-Lambert Law is obeyed to approximately 4 mg L-1 of Fe 

(Stookey 1970). 

 

Figure 2: Structure of ferrozine. The ferroin group is highlighted in red. 

In order to determine Fe(II) concentration in sediments, a 1 hour extraction of 20 μl 

slurried sample into 980 μl 0.5 N HCl is required, as this was deemed a valid 

approximation of the bioavailable fraction of iron to microorganisms (Lovley & Phillips 

1987). The digest was centrifuged at a relative centrifugal force (RCF) of 12, 500 g for 

5 minutes and then 50 μl of the supernatant was added to 2.45 ml ferrozine solution 

(ferrozine (1 g L-1) and HEPES buffer (11.96 g L-1) adjusted to pH 7) and mixed 

thoroughly, before measuring absorbance at 562 nm (for concentrations between 1 mM 

and 50 mM). In order to determine Fe(II) concentration for no added ferrihydrite 

systems in this study, 200 ul of sample or standard was added to 2.3 ml of ferrozine and 

adjusted to pH 4-9 with 2 M NaOH. 

To determine the total bioavailable Fe(III) fraction, typically 20 μl slurried sample and 

40 μl of 6.25 N hydroxylamine hydrochloride (a strong reducing agent) was digested 

into 940 μl of 0.5 N HCl for 1 hour. The same method as Fe(II) determination was then 

used. Additionally, a total iron digest was achieved using aqua regia (1:3 ratio of conc 

HNO3: conc HCl), but Fe (aq) concentrations here was measured using ICP-AES 

(section 3.4.1.). 

3.2.2. Determination of U(VI): the bromo-PADAP method 

Bromo-PADAP (2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-diethylaminophenol) was derived from 

PADAP as a sensitive and species specific method for U(VI) determination. When a 

U(VI) containing sample is mixed with a Bromo-PADAP ethanolic solution (0.5 g L-1), 
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the uranyl-bromo-PADAP complex that forms in the organic phase has an ε of 74,000 at 

578 nm. In the presence of a mixed complexing solution (containing 1,2-

cyclohexylenedinitrilio) tetraacetic acid (CyDTA) (26.3 g L-1), sulphosalicyclic acid (65 

g L-1) and 0.5 g NaF (5 g L-1)), only Cr(III), V(V) and PO4
3- interfere significantly (e.g. 

1 g of phosphate causes only a ~ 7 % error) (Johnson & Florence 1971). The solution is 

buffered to 7.85 (for optimum absorption) using a solution of triethanolamine (149 g L-

1), adjusted to pH 7.85 using 9.2 M HClO4 (Johnson & Florence 1971; Wielinga et al. 

2000) 

3.3. Ion chromatography (IC) 

IC is a commonly used technique which involves the separation and quantification of 

ions (analytes) based on their charge in solution at ppm concentrations. Its popularity 

has arisen from its efficiency (cost and time) and accuracy (less interferences) over 

other geochemical methods such as colorimetric assays. There are two forces acting 

upon an analyte on the IC column, the ability of the mobile phase (known as the eluent) 

to take the analyte through the column and the ability of the stationary phase (the 

column) to sorb the analytes (Small 1989). The speed in which an ion passes through 

the column depends on its size and charge, i.e. stronger interactions with the stationary 

phase slow elution. Several factors influence the selectivity of the column, including the 

support material and the chemical structure of the ion exchange group. The selectivity is 

thus due to the interaction of the column and the ion properties, charge 

(monovalent/multivalent), hydrated radii and the ability of the ion to contribute or 

disrupt the hydrogen bonding of the surrounding water (SeQuant 2007). 

Guard columns are used to protect the column from dissolved metal contaminants, 

particulates or biomass. A suppressor removes background conductivity from the 

mobile phase before the eluent and analyte ions reach the detector and increase the 

analyte ion signal. As the eluent passes through the detector, different ions give separate 

peaks and using matched matrix standards, these peaks can be quantified. Ion exclusion 

chromatography allows fine separation of the organics in the system, but cannot 

separate inorganic anions. During ion exchange, all of the anionic analytes are attracted 

to the column and then washed off sequentially by the eluent. 

Eluents can be aqueous, water containing only or a strong electrolyte. The ionic 

strength, pH, temperature, flow rate and choice of buffer salt of the eluent all affect 

anion retention on the separation column. The choice of eluent is dependent on elution 

strength, separation efficiency and the resolution of the analytes of interest (Dionex 
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1998). Organic solvents (e.g. methanol or acetonitrile) can provide important selective 

control during ion exchange separations but can only be used in conjunction with an 

organic solvent compatible column. As they are non-conductive they do not interact 

with the conductivity detection.  

Carbonate eluents are traditionally used for anion separation as it allow the proportions 

of monovalent (HCO3
-) and divalent (CO3

2-) ions to be adjusted to optimise retention 

time and selectivity between monovalent and multivalent anions (SeQuant 2007). It is 

supressed to carbonic acid, hence some background conductivity is observed. 

Hydroxide eluents are advantageous as it is neutralised in the suppressor to water and 

hence gives very low background conductivity. A CO2 trap is used to protect the eluent 

from CO2 absorption, which can increase background conductivity (SeQuant 2007). For 

cation exchange, dilute strong acids, (e.g. 1 mM HNO3) are the best eluents. They are 

often mixed with organic solvents and are good eluents for monovalent and divalent 

cations (e.g. octane sulfonic acid (OSA)). 

Conductivity detection is the most commonly used mode of detection in IC and was 

employed by all the IC systems used in this thesis. Conductivity detection is best for 

anions (e.g. chloride, nitrate, phosphate and sulphate) and cations (e.g. sodium and 

potassium) of strong acids and bases, with pKa < 6. Most transition metal cations are 

not detected as they either hydrolyse in water to form anions or precipitate in the 

suppressor (Dionex 1998). 

Table 1: Specifications for the IC systems used in this thesis. 

Chapter 4 (Organic acids) 4 (Anion/cation) 5-7 
Technique Ion exclusion Ion exchange Capillary ion exchange 

System DIONEX D120 BioLC DIONEX ICS5000 
Sample loading onto 

sample loop 
50 μl by an AS 
auto sampler 

50 μl by an AS auto 
sampler 

0.4 μl by an AS-AP auto 
sampler 

Guard column ICE-AS1 IonPAC AS11-HC 
guard column 

AS11-HC capillary (0.4 
um) 

Column none IonPAC AS11-HC IonPAC AS11-HC capillary 
(0.4 um) 

Eluent Isocratic with 1 
mM OSA 

NaOH gradient 
(created by a 

quaternary pump) 

KOH gradient (1-40 mM, 
electronically generated) 

Flow rate (ml min-1) 0.5 1 0.015 
Suppressed 
conductivity 100 mM TBAOH AS-RS electronic 

suppressor 
AS-RS electronic 

suppressor 
Detection limit ~100 ppb ~100 ppb ~10 ppb 

Reference (Dionex 1998) (Dionex 2006) (Dionex 2012) 
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The advantage of using the Dionex ICS5000 system is that it runs with higher precision 

(detection limit of ~10 ppb) and allows inorganic anions and organic acids 

concentration to be determined in a single run. Additionally, due to low sample 

injections (0.4 μl), negligible waste is created, making it suitable for radioactive 

samples. For all experiments, samples were centrifuged at a RCF of 12, 500 g in a 

microcentrifuge for 5 minutes to separate biomass and sample particulates and then 

diluted to the correct limits of detection for analytes (typically 0.5 mg L-1 for organic 

acids and 0.05 mg L-1 for nitrate, nitrite and sulfate) into IC vials. For radionuclide 

experiments, samples were diluted below 0.4 Bq ml-1) prior to analysis for radiological 

safety considerations.  

3.4. Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) 

3.4.1. Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) 

ICP-AES is an analytical technique for trace metal concentration determination (Figure 

3). In this thesis, a Perkin Elmer Optima 5300 dual view ICP-AES was used. The 

dissolved sample is delivered to a nebuliser by a periplasmic pump where it is converted 

into an aerosol and is passed through to the argon ICP torch, which creates an intense 

electromagnetic field which creates high T (7000 K) plasma (Jarvis et al. 1992; Gill 

1997). The sample aerosols pass through the plasma, where the analyte atoms are 

energised and emit photons of energy characteristic to that element. The echelle grating 

resolves the incident light into its component wavelengths and these are diffracted 

accurately onto specific pixels on a charged coupled device (CCD). The CCD 

multipliers are mounted behind secondary (exit) slits and aligned to measure specific 

wavelengths (spectral lines for each element). 

 

Figure 3: Periodic table showing elements that can be detected by ICP-AES, with their 

working detection limits, adapted from (Gill 1997). 

3.4.2. Inductively coupled plasma- mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) 
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One of the great advantages of ICP-MS is the extremely low detection limits for a wide 

range of elements (most at the ppt level) (Figure 4). In this thesis, an Agilent 7500cx 

ICP-MS was used. Unlike AES, ICP-MS must operate under high vacuum so that ions 

are free to move without colliding with air molecules (Gill 1997). It has a differentially 

pumped interface region which transmits the supersonic jet of ions from the 

atmospheric pressure plasma into the mass spectrometer (Jarvis et al. 1992; Gill 1997). 

Two conical nickel apertures are used, the sampling cone and the skimmer, which allow 

ions to pass into the MS but deflect away a majority of uncharged molecules and atoms 

(Gill 1997). A collision cell is placed in the ion beam path and prevents light reaching 

the ion detector and thus removes background interferences, giving a higher resolution. 

 

Figure 4: Periodic table showing elements that can be detected by ICP-MS, with their 

working detection limits, adapted from (Gill 1997). 

3.5. Electron microscopy 

3.5.1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

 

Figure 5: Schematic of a TEM, adapted from (Williams & Carter 1996). 
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TEM was carried out using a Philips CM 200 electron microscope at the Leeds Electron 

Microscopy and Spectroscopy (LEMAS) Centre, University of Leeds, UK. The 

microscope was equipped with a field emission gun, which emits electrons up to 200 kV 

into the vacuum which is subsequently manipulated by electromagnets, creating a 

distribution of magnetic flux and forms a magnetic lens. Electrostatic fields can cause 

the electrons to be deflected through a constant angle. Apertures are placed in the TEM 

to remove diffracted electrons and the objective aperture is important for image contrast 

(Figure 5). These diffracted electrons contribute to dark areas on the image, The 

absorption and transmission of electrons through the sample give rise to the contrast in 

the sample image, which is magnified and focussed onto the Gatan imaging filter 

(GIF200) with a 1k x 1k CCD camera mounted below the viewing chamber, with 

energy resolution of 0.9 eV and 1 nm spatial resolution. As electrons have a small de 

Broglie wavelength we can obtain a much higher resolution than a light microscope. 

This extreme magnification is useful for the identification of nanoparticles such as 

magnetite, however, it is difficult to determine the surrounding environment and 

therefore this technique is more useful in conjunction with other mineralogical analyses. 

TEM imaging has no depth sensitivity and the data is averaged through the thickness of 

the specimen (projection-limitation) and the thinning process for sample preparation 

(usually require ~ 50 nm) can cause structural and chemical changes (Williams & Carter 

1996). Due to high acceleration voltages, TEM may also cause electron beam damage to 

the specimen of interest, particularly polymers, most organics, and a number of minerals 

(Williams & Carter 1996). 

3.5.2. Select area electron diffraction (SAED) 

Adjusting the intermediate lens and removing the objective aperture (which allows the 

electron beam to pass through) so that the back focal plane of the lens (rather than the 

imaging plane) is placed on the imaging apparatus allows a diffraction pattern to be 

generated on a small area. Introducing the selected area aperture limits electron 

diffraction to the sample area only (Figure 5+6). SAED occurs due to electron beam 

diffraction by crystal lattice planes, similar to X-ray diffraction (XRD) (section 3.6.4.) 

and can give structural characteristics of samples up to 1 μm. A single wavelength of 

electrons can see many diffracted beams, whereas in XRD, the crystal has to be rotated 

to see all the beams (Williams & Carter 1996). Dots indicate crystalline material and 

rings suggest the material is polycrystalline or an amorphous solid (Williams & Carter 

1996). 
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Figure 6: TEM image of magnetite and its corresponding SAED (taken from Chapter 4). 

3.5.3. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 

The TEM was also equipped with an EDX detector (Oxford instruments, ISIS 

software). EDX is an analytical technique to determine elemental composition of a 

sample. The incident electron beam excites ground state electrons of elements to an 

excited state. When the electron relaxes to the ground state it releases an X-ray photon 

with a wavelength characteristic of that element, forming an EDX spectrum (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: EDX spectra taken on nanocrystalline magnetite (taken from Chapter 4). 

3.6. X-ray techniques 

3.6.1. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 

XAS is a technique used in mineralogical and biological systems to identify the 

oxidation state and coordination of a target element. In this study, XAS was used to 

characterise Fe, U, Tc and Np in oxic, reduced and reoxidised samples on the magnetic 

spectroscopy beamline 4.0.2 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA (Fe), Diamond Light Source B18, UK (U and 

Tc)  (Dent et al. 2009) and the INE-Beamline at ANKA, Germany (Np) (Rothe et al. 

2012). Here, an overview of the theory behind XAS is given; the specific sample 
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preparation and data analysis for these experiments are given in the corresponding 

research papers. 

XAS is a largely non-destructive and non-invasive technique and is advantageous over 

other mineralogical techniques such as XRD as it allows analysis on both crystalline 

and amorphous solids and solutions. Other advantages include fast data collection 

(beneficial for in situ chemical processes), the ability for data collection at extreme 

temperatures and pressure and the fact that only small sample volumes and relatively 

low concentrations of analyte are needed (Newville 2004). As the detector takes an 

average environment around the element of interest however, mixed phases can be 

challenging to interpret, as it only provides averaged interatomic distances and cannot 

distinguish between backscattering atoms with similar atomic number. Interatomic 

distances are accurate to ± 0.02 Å and coordination numbers to ± 25 % for inner 

coordination shells, with larger errors for outer shells or very noisy data. 

When an X-ray (an electromagnetic wave (λ 0.01 to 10 nm (0.1 to 100 KeV)) hits 

matter, some is transmitted through and a fraction is absorbed. A portion of X-rays are 

also scattered back by Compton scatter (scatter with a loss of energy) or Raleigh scatter 

(scatter without a loss of energy). The amount of scatter depends on thickness, density 

and composition of the material and the energy of the X-ray.  

X-ray absorption is reported as the absorption coefficient (μ) which gives the 

probability that an X-ray will be absorbed (Equation 3.5), based on the Beer-Lambert 

Law (Equation 3.4). I0 represents the incident X-ray intensity and I is the intensity 

transmittted through the sample of thickness (t). The absorption coefficient is dependent 

on the sample density (ρ), the atomic number (Z), the atomic mass (A) and the X-ray 

energy (E). 

𝐼 = 𝐼0𝑒−𝜇𝑡  (3.4) 

𝜇(𝐸) ≈ 𝜌𝑍4

𝐴𝐸3
  (3.5) 

If the incident X-ray is of lower energy than the electron binding energy, the electron is 

excited into a higher energy state but does not leave the atom. When the incident X-ray 

energy is larger than the binding energy, the electron is ejected as a photoelectron with 

kinetic energy (the difference between the incident X-ray and the binding energy of the 

electron, E-E0) as a spherical sine wave (where λ ~ 1/(E-E0)1/2), leaving a core hole 

(Figure 8). This is observed as a sharp increase in absorption, known as the absorption 

edge, and corresponds to the absorbing atoms characteristic ionisation energy (E0: the 
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energy at which the X-ray energy overcomes the binding energy of a core electron) of a 

1s (where n=1 represents the K edge, e.g. Tc) or 2p (where n=2 represents the L(III) edge 

for e.g. U, Np) electron. Outer electrons can drop into the core hole, with the emission 

of a fluorescent X-ray with characteristic energy (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8: An X-ray interacting with an absorbing atom.  

XAS can be collected in transmission or fluorescence, usually depending on the nature 

of the sample (priamrily due to the concentration of the central scatterer of interest). In 

this study, all samples were collected in fluorescence mode, apart from the schoepite 

(U(VI)) and pertechnetate (Tc(VII)) standards, which were collected in transmission 

mode. 

To record a transmission spectrum, the photon intensity is measured at a specfic energy 

in front of (I0 (X-ray intensity)) and behind (I1 (tranmission intensity)) the sample, 

which can be converted to 𝜇(𝐸) (Figure 9; Equation 3.6) (Denecke 2006). A reference 

channel is placed upstream and the absorption is also measured simultaneously for 

energy calibration (For the reference absorption, I0 = I1 and I1=I2). In this study, the K 

edge of Y (E0 of 17.038 keV) was used for actinide LIII edges U and Np. 

𝜇(𝐸) = ln [𝐼0(𝐸)
𝐼1(𝐸)

] (3.6) 

 

Figure 9: Simple beam schematic, adapted from (Denecke 2006; Charnock 1995). 
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In fluorescence mode, the sample is rotated 45 ° to the incident beam direction to 

minimise elastic and Compton scattering radiation noise on the detector. It is used on 

dilute samples (actinide concentration generally <1 %) which are totally absorbing or 

impermeable for X-rays, such as sediment samples. The advantage of this technique is 

that it is surface specific, however, it is less useful for aqueous or wet samples. 

 

Figure 10: Uranium LIII edge XAS spectrum (taken from Chapter 5) with the origin of 

EXAFS oscillations from constructive and destructive interference of neighbouring 

atoms (A and B) with outgoing photoelectron (e-).  

The X-ray near edge structure (XANES) region can be divided into 2 parts, the pre-edge 

and the near-edge region (Figure 10). The pre-edge is below the absorption edge (at E 

below E0) and involve transitions from core level to the lowest partially unoccupied 

level (e.g. 1s to 3d in Fe, or 4d in Tc) (Newville 2004). L edge actinides such as U and 

Np however show no pre-edge structure (Newville 2004). A common application of 

XANES is to determine the valence state by the shift in edge position (Newville 2004). 

The peak intensity is sensitive to oxidation state and site symmetry and the edge 

position changes with the charge on the absorbing atom, i.e. energy increases with 

positive charge. The structure in the near-edge region (at E0 50-100 eV above the edge) 

is produced by ionisation of a core electron to a delocalised energy band, or complete 
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ejection of the electron from the structure. The interference of electron waves produce 

the edge structure and this is effected by site geometry and neighbouring atoms. 

Fingerprinting technique can be used to compare unknown with model compounds and 

linear combination fitting of XANES to standard compounds can provide quantitative 

and phase specific information, which allows the approximate proportion of each 

standard in the sample to be determined. 

The extended X-ray fine structure (EXAFS) spectra are at the high energy end of the 

absorption edge (up to 1000 eV past the edge) (Figure 10). The outgoing photoelectron 

is emitted as a spherical wave; if the absorbing atom is isolated then the wave will 

escape freely and no EXAFS structure will be observed. If the atom is incorporated in 

matter however, it can be elastically scattered by neighbouring atoms. EXAFS 

interferences can be constructive (lead to a maxima in the EXAFS oscillations) or 

destructive interference (lead to a minima) (Figure 10). In highly symmetrical 

coordination environments, the electron wave can interact with several scatterers, which 

give multiple scatterer effects. The EXAFS is the summation of several of these sine 

waves from n coordination shells.  

To isolate the EXAFS oscillations, the energy axis is converted to photoelectron (wave) 

vector (k) values, which is proportional to the square of the difference between the X-

ray energy and E0 (Equation 3.7) (Denecke 2006). me is the mass of an electron and ħ= 

h/2π (where h is the Planck’s constant). The difference between the incident X-ray 

energy (E) and the energy of the most prominent feature in the XANES (commonly 

known as the white line, E0) is the kinetic energy of the emitted photelectron (Ekin). 

𝑘 = �2𝑚𝑒(𝐸−𝐸0)
ħ2

  (3.7) 

The next step in EXAFS data reduction is the background subtraction of pre-edge (to 

remove instrumental background and absoprtion from other edges) and post-edge 

(which represents the photoelectron from an isolated atom (which has no structure) and 

approximates μ0(E)) regions (Figure 10). The threshold energy (E0) is identified as the 

maximum derivative of μ(E). The data is then normalised between 0 and 1, to represent 

the absorption of one X-ray. This allows the EXAFS fine structure function (Χ(E)) to be 

expressed as the change in the absorption coefficient (μ) by scattering on neighbouring 

atoms (Equation 3.8). μ(E) is the measured absorption coefficient, μ0(E) is a smooth 

background function representing the absorption of an isolated atom and Δμ0 is the 

measured jump in the absorption at the threshold energy E0. 
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𝜒𝜒(𝐸) =  𝜇(𝐸)−𝜇0(𝐸) 
𝛥𝜇0(𝐸)

  (3.8) 

The EXAFS (𝜒𝜒(𝑘)) is comprised of oscillations as a function of the photoelectron wave 

number, proportional to the amplitude of the scattered photoelectron at the absorbing 

atom and decays quickly with k. To emphasise the oscillations, 𝜒𝜒(𝑘)is usually 

multiplied by a power of k (k2 or k3). By fitting the experimental data to the EXAFS 

equation (Equation 3.9), the coordination structure of the absorbing atom can be 

obtained (Denecke 2006). 

𝜒𝜒(𝑘) =  𝑆0
2

𝑘
𝑙−1  ∑ 𝑁𝑗�𝑓𝑗(𝑘,𝜋)� 𝑒

−2𝑅𝑗/𝜆(𝑘)

𝑅𝑗
2

𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑒−2𝑘2𝜎2 ×  sin�2𝑘𝑅𝑗 + 𝛷𝑗(𝑘,𝑅)� (3.9) 

The sum in the EXAFS equation is over each coordination shell j, up to the nth 

cordination shell and generally up to distances of 5 Å. 𝑆02 is the amplitude reduction 

factor, 𝑙 is the angular momentum quantum number, and 𝑒
−2𝑅𝑗/𝜆(𝑘)

𝑅𝑗
2  accounts for the 

energy loss of a photoelectron (where λ = mean free path of photoelectron) with 

distance from the central scatterrer atom (inelastic scattering).There are 5 terms in the 

EXAFS equation that are unknown. The amplitude of the EXAFS is proportional to Nj, 

which is the number of scattering atoms of element at distance Rj from the target atom 

(coordination number). �𝑓𝑗(𝑘,𝜋)� is the amplitude of backscattering by atom j. 𝑒−2𝑘2𝜎2 

is the Debye-Waller factor term, which is the dampening factor on the outgoing sine 

wave and σ2 is the Debye-Waller factor, a measure of the oscillation of the absorber-

scatterer distance around the mean value for a pair of atoms. The two forces which 

affect σ2 are dynamic disorder (mean distance and atomic vibrations by thermal motion) 

and static disorder (due to differences in absorber-scatter distance in a single shell of 

interest- scatterers in the same shell with the same R would result in low σ2, however as 

more scatterers vary in difference in that shell, σ2 increases). The Debye-Waller factor 

can therefore be improved by cooling the sample with a cryostat (however static 

disorder still exists). The phase term �2𝑘𝑅𝑗 +  𝛷𝑗(𝑘,𝑅)� represents the wave nature of 

the photoelectron and accounts for phase shifts that occur during scattering. As 𝛷𝑗(𝑘,𝑅) 

and f(k) are dependent on the backscatterer we can identify elements which comprise a 

coordination shell. It is only possible to differentiate between atoms which significantly 

differ in atomic number however and Z+1 atoms (e.g. C and N) cannot be distinguished. 

Performing a Fourier transform from the wave (k) space to the real (R) spaces gives a 

1D radial distribution function showing shells of scatterers (i.e. groups of scatterers at 
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similar distance) around the absorber atom. The Fourier transform peaks appear at 

distances shorted than the real value due to the Φ(k,R) phase shift (which is typically ~ 

0.5 Å shorter). The functions f(k) and the phase shift Φ(k,R) can be theoretically 

calculated by the FEFF code (named after the 𝑓𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑘) notation for the effective curved 

wave scattering amplitude). In this study, EXCURV98 (Binsted 1998) was used for U 

experiments and ARTEMIS (Ravel & Newville 2005) was used in Tc and Np 

experiments to calculate f(k) and Φ(k,R) and by refining parameters in the model (n, r 

and σ2) as well as Ef (Fermi energy, an energy correction factor). These software 

packages allow the user to  build a theoretical model of distribution of scatterers around 

the central atom to to minimise the least squares residual, giving the best fit to the 

experimental data Χ(k). 

The EXAFS least squared residual gives a meaningful indication of the quality of the fit 

to the EXAFS data in k-space. Combining this with the standard deviation during 

averaging of experimental spectra (σi) allows the R factor to be defined, where 𝜒𝜒i
exp is 

the experimental EXAFS and 𝜒𝜒i
th is the theoretical model (Equation 3.10). 

𝑅 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =  ∑ 1
𝜎𝑖
��𝜒𝜒𝑖

𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑘)−  𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑡ℎ(𝑘)��𝑥 100%𝑁
𝑖  (3.10) 

An absolute index of goodness of fit is given by the reduced chi squared (𝜀𝜐2) function 

(Equation 3.11) (Binsted et al. 1992). To calculate this, the number of independent 

points (Nind) (Equation 3.12) and number of parameters (Npars) need to be quantified to 

determine the number of degrees of freedom (Nind-Npars) (Binsted et al. 1992). N 

represents the number of data points, Kmin and Kmax is the data range being fitted and 

rmin and rmax indicate the range in the r-space actually being fitted (not just where the 

structure is apparent). A refinement that gives Nind/Npar < 1 cannot be justified as it 

suggests that less than one observation accounts for each parameter.  

𝜀𝜐2 =  1
�𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑑−𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟�

(𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑑
𝑁

)∑ 1
𝜎𝑖
2 (𝑁

𝑖 𝜒𝜒𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑘𝑖) −  𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑡ℎ(𝑘𝑖))2 (3.11) 

  𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑑 =  2(𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛)(𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝜋

 (3.12) 

In this thesis, shells of backscattering atoms were only accepted if there was a > 5 % 

decrease in the R factor and a significant reduction in 𝜀𝜐2.  

3.6.2. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) 

In this study, XMCD was used to identify the presence and properties of magnetite 

produced in sediment microcosms. The XMCD is derived from XAS at the Fe LII/III 
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edge. At the LII,III edge, 2p electrons (L) are excited into (partially) localised  

unoccupied 3d (M) states. Fe LII,III edge XAS data were collected in magnetic fields set 

to parallel and antiparallel to the helicity vector of the X-rays (± 0.6 T), which is set 

along the beam direction. XMCD is the difference between the two XAS profiles. The 

measured Fe LII/III XMCD was used to obtain the Fe cation site occupancies in the 

spinel structure of magnetite using QFit (Coker et al. 2006). 

XMCD provides information regarding the local electronic and magnetic structure of 

the absorbing atoms in the material (Pattrick et al. 2002). The magnetic properties of 

magnetite is derived from the Fe2+ Oh magnetic contribution after the two sub lattices, 

Td and Oh Fe(III), which have anti-parallel magnetic moments, cancel. The XMCD 

spectrum of magnetite consists of 3 main components, characteristic of magnetite: 

Fe(II) Oh (d6), Fe(III) Td (d5) and Fe(III) Oh (d6). The sign of the magnetic dichroism 

for each component is given by the direction of its magnetic moment: Oh sites are 

arranged ferromagnetically and Td sites are antiferromagnetically to these (Figure 11). 

Fe(II) ions are shifted to the left of this spectrum due to Coulomb interactions of core 

valence electrons (van der Laan and Thole, 1991). The XMCD spectrum changes, 

depending upon magnetisation, site location and valence state (number of d electrons).   

 

Figure 11:  Fe LII,III edge XAS and XMCD (taken from Chapter 4). 

Atomic multiplet calculations were calculated using QFit (Coker et al. 2006) and were 

fitted to the XMCD to quantify the site occupancies of Fe cations with the crystalline 

material (i.e. Fe(II) and Fe(III) in octahedral (Oh) and tetrahedral coordination (Td)) 

(van der Laan & Thole 1991; van der Laan & Kirkman 1992; Thole et al. 1992). 

3.6.3. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 

XRF is a near surface, non-destructive method to determine chemical composition of a 

sample. The principal behind XRF is similar to the photoelectron emission described in 
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the previous section. XRF on the Buxton sediments used in this thesis was achieved 

with an Axios Sequential XRF Spectrometer (PANalytical 2014). It is a wavelength 

dispersive system (WDXRF), which has a high resolution (typically 5-20 eV) and 

minimal spectral overlaps and can determine Be to U concentration in the range from 

sub ppm levels to 100 %. Elements with higher atomic numbers have a better detection 

limit than lighter elements (Figure 12). This is due to the increasing likelihood of auger 

electron emission, where the excess energy from an electron from a higher atomic 

orbital relaxing back to fill a lower orbital may be transmitted to a second electron, 

which in turn can be excited to a higher orbital. 

 

Figure 12: Periodic table showing elements that can be detected by XRF, with their 

working detection limits, adapted from (Gill 1997). 

The WDXRF uses collimators to maintain symmetrical geometry between the sample, 

the crystal and the detector. All of the elements in the sample are excited simultaneously 

and a diffraction crystal (which acts like a prism), disperses the different fluorescent 

wavelengths in different directions (PANalytical 2014). As each element has a 

characteristic d-spacing, mounting the XRF on a goniometer and moving through an 

angular range to sequentially measure the intensities of each wavelength can allow the 

user to determine the quantity of each element present by Bragg’s Law (𝑛λ = 2dsinθ). 

WDXRF uses gas filled detectors and scintillation detectors which produce an electrical 

pulse when X-ray photons enter the detector. The pulse intensity is proportional to the 

energy of the incoming photon. The spectrometer sums primary fluorescence 

(characteristic radiation produced directly by incoming X-rays) and secondary 

fluorescence (produced in the sample by primary fluorescence of other atoms). Tertiary 

and further radiation can occur, but are negligible. The pulses are amplified and counted 

in each height level by a multi-channel analyser. The number of pulses at a certain 

height gives the intensity of the corresponding energy. The measured energies are 

plotted as an emission spectrum and peak search and peak match determines the 
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elements present in the sample (qualitative). After background subtraction, the peak 

intensity can be measured and converted to element concentration (quantitative) (Gill 

1997). 

As the spectrometer only analyses the samples surface layer, it must be representative of 

the whole sample. To achieve this, samples are made into a homogenous circular disc 

with a radius between 5 and 50 mm and then subsequently placed in a cup which is 

positioned in the spectrometer. 

3.6.4. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

XRD is an analytical technique to determine atomic and molecular structures and 

identify crystalline components in solids. XRD can be used to identify what mineral 

phases are present (qualitative) and calculate the percentage of each phase present, 

particle size and strain (quantitative). It is a non-destructive technique and requires little 

material (~0.2 g). However, the technique is restricted by a detection limit of 5 % by 

mass, and inability to quantify elemental composition or identify amorphous materials.  

 
Figure 13: Bragg diffraction, adapted from (Williams & Carter 1996). 

The Bragg law assumes that incoming X-rays scatter spectrally from each plane and X-

rays scattered from adjacent planes will combine constructively (as constructive waves 

remain in the same phase) (Figure 13; Equation 3.13). 2dsinθ represents the constructive 

interference of multiple reflected incidence waves in adjacent planes. n is the order 

given (a defined integer, usually 1). 

𝑛λ = 2dsinθ  (3.13) 

The Bragg equation can be used to determine the distance between atomic layers in the 

crystal (d), which can then be used to determine the crystal cell structure (Equation 
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3.14). α represents the lattice spacing of the cubic crystal and the orientation of crystal 

lattice planes is determined by its 3 miller indices (h, k and l), which are based on the 

selection rules and vary for different cubic Bravis lattices 

𝑑 = 𝑎
√ℎ2+𝑘2+ 𝑙2

  (3.14) 

In this thesis, samples were then mounted on a goniometer of a Bruker D8 Advance X-

ray diffractometer with a Cu Kα1 source. As the sample rotates it is bombarded/ 

irradiated with a beam of monochromatic X-rays (collimated to reduce crystal damage) 

and 2D diffraction patterns were collected at 5° < 2θ < 70° with a 0.02 °C step size. The 

reflections were converted into a 3D model of electron density by Fourier Transform. 

Each component of the sample gives a set of diffraction peaks, with intensity 

proportional to the amount in the sample (LLD ~5 % abundance). Fingerprinting 

identification of these peaks allows the mineral phase(s) to be characterised, however 

there is a limit to the number of components that can be detected before the diffraction 

pattern becomes too complex (Lloyd et al. 2007). Phase percentage compositions can 

also be calculated against known standards (Lloyd et al. 2007). 

3.7. Microbiological techniques 

3.7.1. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

DNA in a single cell is too dilute to be detected analytically; therefore small sections of 

the DNA can be replicated (amplified) by several orders of magnitude to create a high 

enough concentration to be measured analytically. The 16S rRNA gene is used for 

phylogenetic studies as it is highly conserved between different species of bacteria and 

archea as it encodes for ribosomes, involved in protein synthesis (Coenye & Vandamme 

2003). The 16S rRNA gene also contains 9 hypervariable regions, which allows us to 

differentiate between different species. Universal primers (small sections of DNA/RNA, 

generally ~20 base pairs) are used in PCR to amplify conserved regions of DNA.  

The PCR process is initiated by heating the sample to 94 °C for 4 minutes and further 

melting for 30 seconds, which breaks the hydrogen bonds between base pairs of the 

double helix and splits the DNA into two strands. Primers for the 16S bacterial gene 

amplification are then added, where forward (8F (position 8 to 27)) and reverse (1492R 

(position 1510-1492)) primers (Eden et al. 1991) attach to each strand and the primer-

DNA strands are cooled and allowed to anneal. The denaturing and annealing cycle 

leads to the increase in concentration of the 16S gene over the complete genome of the 

microbial community. Taq polymerase is a thermostable DNA replicating enzyme 
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isolated from the thermophilic bacterium Thermus aquaticus (Eckert & Kunkel 1991). 

Added alongside a suite of PCR reagents (see Chapters 4-6 for specific details) over a 

range of temperature cycles can replicate the DNA in the sample during the extension 

stage at 72°C for 35 cycles over 1 minute and a final extension step at 72°C for 5 

minutes (Eden et al. 1991). This creates 235
 copies of the gene, which multiplied by the 

number of genes per species and number of species per environmental sample generates 

a substantial amount of genetic information.  

 

Figure 14: The polymerase chain reaction and the clone library procedure. 

3.7.2. 16S rRNA gene based clone libraries 

The products of PCR are mixed with plasmids (bacterial vectors) which uptake the 

genes (ligation stage), activated by the T4 DNA ligase enzyme and incubated at 14 °C. 

This is performed on agar plates loaded with antibiotics (kanamycin and ampicillin). 

Plasmid vectors contain genes which code for the aforementioned antibiotic resistance 

thus preventing non-targeted DNA contamination.  

Escherichia coli are a bacterium capable of plasmid uptake and used in the 

transformation stage of the cloning process (Hanahan 1983). Cooling the cells on ice 

with divalent cations (Ca or Mg chloride) increases the cell membrane permeability and 

heat shocking the cells (42 °C for 45 seconds) causes plasmid vector uptake (Hanahan 

1983). The cells are then grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) media (supporting E-coli growth) 

for 24 hours and each new cell will contain the DNA strand of interest. The E-coli 

culture is spread onto agar plates loaded with X-gal (a colourless structural analogue of 

lactose). This is the known as the blue white screening step. Plasmids contain the lacZα 

gene sequence which is broken when a gene is inserted, thus disrupting the production 

of α-peptide (β-galactosidase). X-gal can detect the presence of plasmid uptake because 

it is cleaved by β-galactosidase, which forms bromo-4-chloro-indoxyl, which then 

spontaneously dimerizes and oxidizes to form a bright blue insoluble pigment 5,5'-

dibromo-4,4'-dichloro-indigo. Blue colonies contain a vector with a functional lacZα 

gene, however colonies which have produced no β-galactosidase, remain white. Under 

sterile conditions, 96 of the white colonies are picked at random and resuspended in 

sterile water containing PCR tubes for each microbial gene fragment library. The cells 
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are lysed in a thermal cycler (run at 100 °C for 5 mins) to extract the DNA. The DNA is 

then screened using primers (ST1F and ST1R) which target the PCR insertion regions 

of the plasmid vectors. The resulting PCR products are purified and nucleotide 

sequences were analysed using Mallard (Ashelford et al. 2006) to check for sequencing 

anomalies. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs=species) were determined at the 97 % 

sequence similarity level using Mothur (Schloss et al. 2009) and then analysed against 

known 16S rRNA gene sequences provided on the Ribosomal Database Project (Cole et 

al. 2009) to the nearest neighbours. Due to the bias in this process and the number of 

possible genes in the pot this may not give the best representation of the microbial 

community present in the sample.  

3.7.3. Ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis (RISA) 

Often described as a community fingerprinting, it is a commonly used technique to 

microbial population shifts under different experimental treatments (Borneman & 

Triplett 1997; Cardinale et al. 2004). Electrophoresis of the PCR products in Tris base, 

acetic acid and EDTA (TAE) gel, followed by staining with ethidium bromide allows 

the visualisation of the banding pattern under short-wave UV light. Each band 

corresponds to a bacterial population, so it can be used as a quantitative method to 

detect community simplification, for example (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15: RISA (taken from Chapter 4). 

3.7.4. 16S amplicon pyrosequencing and data analysis. 

Pyrosequencing is a relatively new sequencing technique that is robust, expedient and 

has a high throughput (> 200,000 sequences (compared to the 96 sequences of clone 

libraries) and sequence length can exceed 200 bp) which gains an unprecedented insight 

into the microbial diversity present in a sample. Simple frequency data can be collected 

in real time at a high rate (overall reaction from polymerization to light detection takes 

place within 3–4 seconds at room temperature (Ronaghi 2001). Sample preparation is 
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also relatively rapid, reagent costs are considerably lower than other methods and can be 

easily automated (Ronaghi 2001). It is however expensive and short reads give 

phylogenetic interference (noise), long fusion primers may bring bias and the 

bioinformatics are cumbersome (Fakruddin et al. 2012). 

Pyrosequencing involves the synthesis of  a complementary strand alongside a single 

strand of DNA, one base pair at a time, with one of the 4 deoxynucleoside triphosphates 

(dNTPs) A, C, G an T nucleotides sequentially added. If a base pair does not match, 

they are degraded by apyrase, and the reaction starts again with another nucleotide. As a 

nucleotide is added, inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi) is released and adenosine 5’ 

phosphosulfate (ATP sulfurylase, a recombinant version from the yeast Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae (Karamohamed & Nilsson 1999) and the luciferase is from the American 

firefly Photinus pyralis (Ronaghi 2001) converts PPi to ATP. In a pyrosequencing 

reaction, typically 1 pmol of DNA in a pyrosequencing reaction yields 6 x 1011 ATP 

molecules (Ronaghi 2001). ATP fuels luciferase, which oxidises luciferin to 

oxyluciferin which generates > 6 x 109 photons at λ 560 nm (Ronaghi 2001), which is 

detected by a CCD camera. This process allows the sequence of the DNA template to be 

determined and all the sequences are translated concurrently. 

The pyrosequencing reads in this study were analysed using Qiime 1.6.0 release 

(Caporaso et al. 2010). Low quality reads (mean qual score less than 25) and short 

sequences (less than 300 bp) were discarded, and both forward and reverse primers were 

removed from further analysis. Pyrosquencing produces ‘noise’, which needs to be 

removed before analysis begins. The main source of noise is when light intensities do 

not faithfully reflect the homopolymer lengths (Quince & Lanzén 2009). This noise has 

to be reduced, otherwise the number of OTUs is overestimated. Denoising and chimera 

detection were removed during OTU picking (at 97% sequence similarity) with usearch 

in this study. Taxonomic classification of all reads was performed in Qiime using the 

RDP at 80% confidence threshold (Cole et al. 2009), while the closest GenBank match 

for the OTUs that contained the highest number of reads (the representative sequence 

for each OTU was used) was identified by Blastn nucleotide search. In addition, Qiime 

was used to calculate and compute alpha and beta diversity indices and rarefaction 

curves. Details on the PCR procedure and pyrosequencing are given in Chapters 5 and 

6. The emulsion PCR and the pyrosequencing run were performed at the University of 

Manchester sequencing facility, using a Roche 454 Life Sciences GS Junior system.  

3.7.5. Microcosm experiments 
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Microcosms are simplified ecosystems that are used to simulate natural biogeochemical 

processes under controlled conditions. They are often used to monitor biogeochemical 

transformations by indigenous sediment microbial communities and are advantageous 

due to their reproducibility over dynamic ecosystems and the ease of variable (e.g. pH, 

temperature, electron donor/acceptor concentration) control. However, as these are 

closed systems (which may lead to the accumulation of species and pH alterations) and 

involve biased sediment to surface water ratios (for lab practicality, e.g. ease of 

sampling) give an uncharacteristic representation of the environment. In Chapter 4, 

serial dilutions were performed from the initial microcosm experiment in attempt to 

enrich the microbial community, by using freshwater minimal media that favours 

Fe(III)-reducing bacteria (Lovley & Phillips 1988). The media (containing NaHCO3 

(2.5 g L-1), NH4Cl (0.25 g L-1), NaH2PO4.H2O (0.6 g L-1), KCl (0.1 g L-1), and defined 

vitamin solution (10 ml) (Wolin et al., 1963) and mineral elixir (10 ml) (Coppi et al., 

2001)) was adjusted to pH 10 and augmented with 10 mM Na lactate, 1 g L-1 yeast 

extract and 50 mM ferrihydrite.  

3.8. Radiological techniques 

3.8.1. Liquid scintillation counting (LSC) 

This is a useful technique to quantify radioactivity in a sample, particularly dilute α and 

β (0.05-0.2 MeV) emitters. In this thesis LSC was conducted on samples 

containing 99Tc using a Tri-Carb 1900 TR Scintillation Counter. In a translucent vial, 

samples are thoroughly mixed and suspended in a cocktail (Optiphase HiSafe3 Liquid 

Scintillant, Perkin Elmer), composed of trace amounts fluorescent solute molecules 

(fluors) suspended in an organic solvent such as toluene. The kinetic energy from β-

emission is absorbed by the π cloud of the aromatic ring of an organic solvent molecule 

(excimer), bringing them to an excited state. As the solvent relaxes back to the ground 

state, it emits energy as UV light. These electrons are passed between excimers until it 

is absorbed by the primary fluor (e.g. Butyl PBD (C24H22N2O)), which releases short 

wavelength photons of light. These are converted to longer wavelengths by secondary 

fluors (e.g. Dimethyl POPOP (C26H20N2O2)) and these photons are converted to 

electrical pulses by the photomultiplier (Figure 16). A spectrum of detected amplitudes 

is outputted, which can be used to identify the radioisotope present. 
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Figure 16: Energy transfer in LSC. 
As heat, sun light, static charge and chemical reactions can cause the fluor molecules to 

become excited, a correction for background must be made. To account for this, a blank 

with pure water in scintillation cocktail is also placed along with the samples. The 

background radiation in the laboratory is ~ 30 counts per minute (averaging over 20 

blanks). To minimise background radiation a region of interest is selected (~2-300 keV 

for 99Tc) to maximise the signal to noise ratio. Samples were counted for 10 minutes in 

two windows; window A (0-300 keV) and window B (0-2000 keV). A higher count 

number in window B would indicate interference or quenching. There are three types of 

quench, which all cause counting inefficiency from energy loss. Chemical quenching 

occurs from poor energy transfer between solvent and fluors, or primary and secondary 

fluors. Colour quench causes signal suppression, and arises from absorption of energy 

from coloured samples. Alternatively, scintillation vials may degrade and become 

coloured. Photon quenching occurs when β-emission is incompletely transferred to the 

solvent. Quench is measured using a closed source to obtain a spectral index of sample 

(SIS) reading. The SIS value should not vary more than ± 20 units between samples 

(including blanks). If the SIS value is > 20 % different, significant quenching is 

occurring. 

3.8.2. Determination of pertechnetate: the TPAC method  

Tetraphenylarsonium chloride (TPAC) forms a 2:1 complex with Tc(VII) in chloroform 

(Singh et al. 1979). LSC on the organic phase can therefore be used to determine 

species specific TcO4
- concentration (Tribalat & Beydon 1953; Wildung et al. 2000; 

Geissler et al. 2011). 

3.8.3. Gamma camera imaging 

Gamma camera imaging is commonly used to study the function of the human body by 

mapping the distribution of radiotracers incorporating gamma emitters in the energy 

range 70-370 keV with a half-life of several hours. A wide range of radiotracers are 

commercially available for this purpose, including 123I, 67Ga and 111In, but the most 

commonly used is 99mTc which is readily and cheaply available from a 99Mo/99mTc 
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generator. 99mTc has a half-life of 6 hours, and decays by gamma (140 keV) emission 

which can be imaged using a gamma camera based on a solid scintillator crystal 

detector. Gamma emissions from 99mTc can be used in the context of biogeochemistry to 

monitor and semi-quantitatively evaluate real-time transport, and the ability of gamma 

cameras to acquire a long series of sequential images enables automated data collection 

and overnight imaging.  

A row of samples were placed between the two detectors of a dual-headed gamma 

camera fitted with lead high resolution parallel hole collimators, to filter out gamma 

photons which are not perpendicular to the camera detector. Gamma photons hit the 

sheet of scintillator crystal (NaI(Tl)) which is coupled to a close-packed hexagonal array 

of photomultiplier tubes, resulting in position signals from which the energy and x, y 

coordinates of the detected scintillation are computed. In this study, scintillations were 

collected over a period of 12 hours using a series of 48 sequential 15 minute 

acquisitions, followed by an additional 15 minute acquisition 16 hours later. 

3.9. Radiation safety 

The work in this thesis involved the radioactive isotopes 238U, 99Tc, 99mTc and 237Np. 

Radioactive isotopes produce ionising radiation which can be hazardous to human 

health, therefore the correct safety training and practice has to be implemented in a 

satisfactory radioactive laboratory. A user of these radioactive sources must adhere to 

the guidelines outlined by their institution (The University of Manchester Health and 

Safety Service 2010). Users must ensure compliance with the Environmental Permitting 

Regulations 2010, the Ionising Radiations Regulations 1999 and the Health and Safety 

at Work act 1974. The possession and use of radioactive sources is subject to statuary 

controls. 

3.9.1. Protocols 

Before working with sources of ionising radiation, workers must use the appropriate 

protective equipment, exercise care in sample manipulations and work within 

designated radioactive controlled areas. Dosimetric monitors must be worn at all time 

and be regularly checked to determine the dose a worker has received and a Geiger 

counter should be used to monitor dedicated work stations before, during and after 

working with radioactive sources. Personnel must also keep careful and complete 

records of the use and disposal of radionuclides. 

3.9.2. Radioactive Characteristics of 238U, 99Tc, 99mTc and 237Np 
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The annual limit of intake (ALI) gives an indication of the radiological hazard 

association with a particular radionuclide and are available for inhalation and ingestion 

scenarios (Lloyd et al. 2007). The ALI indicates the maximum amount that a member of 

public can uptake before their annual dose limit (1 mSv) is reached (Lloyd et al. 2007). 

This is derived from the committed effective dose per unit intake (Sv Bq-1) (Delacroix et 

al. 1998). Although 238U and 99Tc pose a significant radiological hazard, they are much 

less problematic than 237Np (Table 2). Specialist radiochemistry laboratories are needed 

to handle these long lived radioisotopes, which require safe disposal via designated 

disposal routes (designated sinks and solid waste bins), specified by the local rules of 

the lab. 

Table 2: Radionuclide (U, Tc and Np) concentration used in low and high level 

experiments with corresponding multiple of the ALI. 
Radionuclide Half life 

Mode of decay 
Energy of decay 

Microcosm concentration (μM) 
Number of inhalation ALIs 
Number of ingestion ALIs 

 XAS concentration (μM) 
Number of inhalation ALIs 
Number of ingestion ALIs 

238U 4.47 x 109 y 
alpha 

4.20 MeV 

420 μM 
0.0091 

0.0000546 

420 μM 
0.0091 

0.0000546 
99Tc 2.10 x 105 y 

beta 
294 KeV 

1.6 μM 
0.117 

0.0234 

898 μM 
1.17 

0.234 
237Np 2.14 x 106 y 

alpha 
4.79 MeV 

3.31 μM 
12.6 

0.066 

414 μM 
210 
1.1 

 

Depleted uranium (DU), was used in Chapter 5 and is ~ 60 % the activity of natural 

uranium (Bleise et al. 2003), hence the chemical (heavy metal (Z 92)) toxicity of 

uranium is more significant than its radiological hazard. Alpha emission has a 

penetration range of approximately 4 cm in air and ~ 50 μm in soft tissue thus is unable 

to penetrate human skin and so uranium only represents an internal radiological hazard 

(Bleise et al. 2003). Uranium is absorbed into the blood as a soluble U(VI) species and 

retained in tissue and organs, where it can form complexes with bicarbonate, citrate or 

proteins (Cooper et al. 1982). During filtration in the kidneys, the uranyl ion can 

concentrate, leading to acute renal damage (Bryan & Siegel 2003). It is rapidly 

eliminated from the body (60% in 1h) and is rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal 

tract (Bryan & Siegel 2003).  

99Tc and 99mTc were used in Chapter 6. 99Tc emits β-particles that are easily attenuated 

by surfaces (typically can only penetrate ~1cm) so do not pose a significant threat 

unless ingested. The biological half-life of 99Tc is short (~60 hours in humans) and is 
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rapidly excreted form the body (<1 % retention after 60 days) so due to the low β 

emission poses little radiological threat to human health  (Icenhower et al. 2010). 

Inhalation of Tc however can result in its accumulation in lung tissue, which has a 

longer biological excretion half-life and presents a more significant risk, which could 

lead to lung cancer and related illnesses (Icenhower et al. 2010). Experimental work 

with 99mTc was conducted at the Department of Nuclear Medicine, Manchester Royal 

Infirmary (MRI) by Dr. Heather Williams. 99mTc pertechnetate was supplied from the 

hospital radiopharmacy in a syringe, within a tungsten syringe with lead glass window 

and lead-lined carrying case. This was diluted further in a sample tube within a lead pot 

and 5 0.3 ml samples of this solution drawn into labelled syringes, working behind a 

lead body shield, which were transported in the lead-lined carry case. The 99mTc spike 

(18-22 MBq at the start of image acquisition) was injected into sample bottles which 

were kept at least at arm’s length from the body for the remainder of the experiment. At 

the end of the imaging experiments, samples were stored in a secure laboratory at 

ambient temperature for 7 days to ensure the 99mTc had decayed to background levels. 

237Np undergoes higher energy α-decay (4.79 MeV) than 238U, to Pa, which has a very 

energetic β-particle (t1/2 26.9 d). It is also a weak γ emitter. If ingested, Np primarily 

deposits in the liver (complexes with ferritin) and bones, which may potentially induce 

cancers of bone, lung and liver (Taylor 1989).  
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Microbial Reduction of Fe(III) under Alkaline Conditions Relevant to
Geological Disposal

Adam J. Williamson, Katherine Morris, Sam Shaw, James M. Byrne,* Christopher Boothman, Jonathan R. Lloyd

Research Centre for Radwaste and Decommissioning and Williamson Research Centre for Molecular Environmental Science, School of Earth, Atmospheric, and
Environmental Sciences, The University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom

To determine whether biologically mediated Fe(III) reduction is possible under alkaline conditions in systems of relevance to
geological disposal of radioactive wastes, a series of microcosm experiments was set up using hyperalkaline sediments (pH
�11.8) surrounding a legacy lime working site in Buxton, United Kingdom. The microcosms were incubated for 28 days and
held at pH 10. There was clear evidence for anoxic microbial activity, with consumption of lactate (added as an electron donor)
concomitant with the reduction of Fe(III) as ferrihydrite (added as the electron acceptor). The products of microbial Fe(III) re-
duction were black and magnetic, and a range of analyses, including X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray
absorption spectroscopy, and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism confirmed the extensive formation of biomagnetite in this sys-
tem. The addition of soluble exogenous and endogenous electron shuttles such as the humic analogue anthraquinone-2,6-disul-
fonate and riboflavin increased both the initial rate and the final extent of Fe(III) reduction in comparison to the nonamended
experiments. In addition, a soluble humic acid (Aldrich) also increased both the rate and the extent of Fe(III) reduction. These
results show that microbial Fe(III) reduction can occur in conditions relevant to a geological disposal facility containing cement-
based wasteforms that has evolved into a high pH environment over prolonged periods of time (>100,000 years). The potential
impact of such processes on the biogeochemistry of a geological disposal facility is discussed, including possible coupling to the
redox conditions and solubility of key radionuclides.

Many nations have now decided that radioactive wastes, in-
cluding intermediate-level radioactive wastes (ILW) from

civil nuclear power programs, will be disposed of in deep geolog-
ical disposal facilities (GDFs) (1). In the United Kingdom, the
current GDF concept comprises ILW encapsulation typically in
cementitious grout and steel canisters prior to emplacement in the
GDF between 200 and 1,000 m below the surface (1). After the
operational lifetime of the facility, the current generic plan for
United Kingdom ILW involves backfilling with cementitious ma-
terials. Regardless of the backfill material, it is clear that the grout
within the ILW waste form and the engineering of any GDF will
result in a significant amount of cementitious materials in many
different GDF designs. In the current generic United Kingdom
model for ILW, with cementitious backfill, it is expected that re-
saturation will result in the generation of an alkaline plume from
reaction with the cementitious materials in the disposal facility.
This alkaline plume will evolve with time as the chemical make-up
of the repository is altered by reaction with deep groundwater (2).
Furthermore, the alkaline fluids will react with the surrounding
environment to form a hyperalkaline chemically disturbed zone
that persists over tens to hundreds of thousands of years (1).

The repository will be exposed to air during the operational
lifetime of several tens of decades. After closure, microbially me-
diated anoxia is predicted to develop as oxygen is purged from the
repository by chemical and presumably biological processes. In-
deed, biogeochemical processes are potentially important in geo-
logical disposal, but very little work has explored anaerobic redox
cycling pathways at high pH. The ILW waste packages are likely to
contain elevated levels of organics such as cellulose, which have
been found to degrade into a range of electron donating substrates
under alkaline conditions (3). Both corrosion of the steel drums
and radiolysis of groundwater are expected to liberate hydrogen
gas which may also serve as a potent electron donor for anoxic

microbial communities (4). In terms of electron accepting pro-
cesses, the ILW materials will undoubtedly contain Fe(III) from
oxic corrosion of wasteforms and iron used in engineering (e.g.,
rock bolts), and Fe(III) may form a significant part of the geo-
sphere surrounding the disposal facility.

Microbially mediated metal reduction is ubiquitous in both
natural and engineered environments (5, 6), and Fe(III) reduction
can lead to gross changes in iron speciation, with the precipitation
of mixed Fe(II)/Fe(III)-bearing phases such as magnetite and
Fe(II) phases such as siderite or vivianite all possible end products.
There are a wide variety of prokaryotes that are able to respire
Fe(III) at circumneutral pH (6), with the best-studied examples
being Geobacter (7) and Shewanella (8) species, and microorgan-
isms such as these may exist in localized, neutral pH microniches
within the pH 13 waste form. However, in the United Kingdom
generic ILW system, after closure, resaturation will produce a hy-
peralkaline leachate where the initial pH is expected to be �13,
with pH 10 to 11 conditions expected to occur in the chemically
disturbed zone for several tens to hundreds of thousands of years.
Clearly, under these high-pH conditions and adequate concentra-
tions of suitable electron donors and electron acceptors, the de-
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velopment of microbial communities within the waste and host
rock may be promoted. There is, however, a paucity of informa-
tion about the extent and type of microbial processes operating
under such conditions. Natural hyperalkaline Ca2�-rich ground-
waters formed by the serpentization of primary silicate materials
olivine and pyroxene, have been studied for their microbial diver-
sity (9). Furthermore, a select range of alkaliphiles capable of
Fe(III) reduction have also been isolated from natural (10–13)
and anthropogenic (14, 15) sites with pH values from 9.5 to 12.9.
However, the impact of these microorganisms on materials and
processes related to ILW remain essentially unknown.

Humic substances, both naturally occurring and anthropo-
genic derivatives from the waste form, may influence the biogeo-
chemistry in radioactive waste disposal through their ability to act
as both ligands for radionuclides (16, 17) and as “electron shut-
tles” for extracellular redox processes such as Fe(III) reduction. In
terms of impacts on Fe(III) reduction, shuttling electrons via
semiquinone moieties alleviates the need for direct microbe-min-
eral surface interactions, increasing the rates of Fe(III) reduction
(6, 18, 19). In addition, secreted electron shuttles, including flavin
compounds such as flavin mononucleotide and riboflavin pro-
duced by Shewanella sp., have also been shown to accelerate the
rate of Fe(III) reduction (20). Microbially mediated Fe(III) reduc-
tion also affects the speciation of key long-lived radionuclides
such as U (21), Tc (22), and Np (23) under ambient conditions.
Reduction can be enzymatic (24, 25) or due to abiotic electron
transfer reactions with products of microbial reduction (23, 26),
for example, mediated by Fe(II)-bearing minerals (5). Thus, it is
critical to understand the potential for microbially mediated bio-
cycling processes under conditions relevant to geological disposal
facilities. Here, we explore microbially mediated Fe(III) reduction
in a model alkaline system chosen to be of relevance to interme-
diate level waste disposal. Specifically, we have explored the reduc-
tion of Fe(III) oxyhydroxides added to near surface alkaline sedi-
ments taken from a legacy lime working site in the Peak District,
Derbyshire, United Kingdom, and determined the effect of micro-
bial reduction on iron mineralogy at pH 10 in this system. Overall,
our aim was to assess the scope for bioreduction processes by
indigenous microbial populations in sediments from an alkaline
impacted environment. In turn, this will inform the significance
of such anaerobic microbial processes in the safe geological dis-
posal of alkaline, intermediate level wastes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Near surface sediment (�20-cm depth) was collected adjacent to legacy
lime workings at Harpur Hill Buxton, United Kingdom. Sediment was
placed into sterile plastic containers and stored in the dark at 4°C. Sedi-
ments were dominated by calcite, quartz, and ankerite. Surface waters
were at pH �11.8 and were dominated by Na�, K�, and Ca2� with mea-
surable Sr2� and silicon. For microcosm experiments, ferrihydrite was
synthesized using methods outlined by Cornell and Schwertmann
(27, 28).

Microcosm experiments. To investigate the impact on indigenous
microorganisms on high pH sediments, microcosms were prepared, in
triplicate, in sterile serum bottles with Buxton sediment slurried with
surface waters (solid solution ratio 1:5). The sediment slurry was then
supplemented with excess Fe(III) as ferrihydrite (120 mM) to provide
Fe(III) as an electron acceptor for anaerobic growth. This allowed explo-
ration of biogeochemical processes at a pH known to allow microbial
reduction to develop in these sediments (2) and under conditions ex-
pected to be relevant to deep geological disposal. The following variations
were tested: (i) an oxic control, (ii) Buxton sediment slurry at pH 10

groundwater with no added electron donor (“anoxic, no electron do-
nor”), (iii) Buxton sediment slurry at pH 10 with 10 mM sodium lactate
and 5 g of yeast extract liter�1 (0.5% [wt/vol]; “anoxic, electron donor”),
(iv) Buxton sediment slurry at pH 10 with electron donor and 100 �M
anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate (AQDS) (“anoxic AQDS”), (v) Buxton
sediment slurry at pH 10 with electron donor and 100 �M riboflavin
(“anoxic riboflavin”), (vi) Buxton sediment slurry at pH 10 with electron
donor and 2 mg ml�1 of a natural source of Elliot Lake humic acid (ELHA;
“anoxic ELHA”), and (vii) Buxton sediment slurry at pH 10 with electron
donor and 2 mg of Aldrich humic acid ml�1 added (“anoxic AHA”). The
Elliot soil humic acid was purchased from the International Humic Sub-
stances Society (1S102H), and Aldrich humic acid was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich; in both cases the humic acids were used as received. The
bottles were sealed with thick butyl rubber stoppers and the headspace was
flushed for 5 min with N2 to create anoxic conditions. The bottles were
then incubated at 20°C in the dark. Throughout the incubations, the pH of
the microcosms dropped, especially during the first week of incubation, so
manual daily pH adjustment of the experiments to pH 10 was achieved
with 2 M NaOH. Sample manipulations and analyses were performed
under anoxic conditions as appropriate using an aseptic technique.

Geochemical analyses. The pH and the reduction potential (Eh) were
measured upon sample withdrawal with a calibrated (pH 7, 10, and 12)
Denver Instrument digital meter. Biogenic Fe(II) and total Fe concentra-
tions on sediment slurries were assessed by the ferrozine assay (29). In
addition, sediment porewaters were filtered (�0.2-�m pore diameter;
Acrodisc) under anaerobic conditions and organic acids, NO3

�, and
SO4

2� were analyzed using a Dionex DX120 ion chromatograph.
Mineralogical characterization X-ray (powder) diffraction. At ex-

perimental endpoints, mineral residues were removed from the reduction
experiments and dried under anoxic conditions. The dried solid was
ground into a fine slurry under anoxic conditions with a few drops of amyl
acetate and the sample was then analyzed using a Bruker D8 Advance
X-ray diffractometer with a Cu K�1 source. The data were collected at 5°
� 2� � 70° with a 0.02° step size.

TEM. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out using
a Philips CM 200 electron microscope at the Leeds Electron Microscopy
and Spectroscopy (LEMAS) Centre, University of Leeds, Leeds, United
Kingdom. The microscope was equipped with a field emission gun, an
energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) detector (Oxford Instruments,
ISIS software), and a Gatan imaging filter (GIF200). All images were ob-
tained using an operating beam voltage of 200 kV. In order to confirm the
presence of specific mineral phases, selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) patterns were acquired using an appropriate diffraction aperture.
Prior to introduction in the chamber, aliquots were obtained from each of
the anoxic dry powder samples (typically several milligrams) and dis-
persed in several milliliters of anoxic water using an ultrasonic probe
(Misonix; Microson XL) operating at a power of 15 W (root mean
square). A droplet of each of the resulting dispersions was placed on a
carbon grid (Agar Scientific) and allowed to dry under anoxic conditions
before imaging.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD). XAS spectra at the Fe L2,3 edge were collected on the
Magnetic Spectroscopy beamline 4.0.2 at the Advanced Light Source,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA. Samples were
dried and ground in an anaerobic cabinet and mounted onto carbon tape
attached to the sample probe. The sample probe was transported to the
beamline in a sealed anoxic container and loaded into the sample chamber
under a backflow of N2 to minimize any potential exposure to air. Mea-
surements were made in total electron yield mode using circularly polar-
ized X-rays with an effective probing depth of ca. 3 to 4 nm, with most of
the synchrotron energy lost within the first few nm.

XMCD spectra were derived from the difference between two XAS
spectra collected under the application of two opposite magnetic fields
(�0.6 T), parallel and antiparallel to the beam direction. XMCD spectra
are used to obtain information about magnetization, site location, and
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valence state (number of d electrons). Atomic multiplet calculations were
fitted to the XMCD to quantify the site occupancies of Fe cations with the
crystalline material [i.e., Fe(II) and Fe(III) in octahedral (Oh) and tetra-
hedral (Td) coordination] (30–32).

Ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis (RISA). DNA was extracted
from sediment samples (0.2 g) and microcosm incubations and subse-
quent enrichment cultures (200 �l) using a PowerSoil DNA isolation kit
(PowerSoil DNA isolation kit; MO BIO Laboratories, Inc., Solana Beach,
CA). The 16S-23S rRNA intergenic spacer region from the bacterial RNA
operon was amplified as described previously using primers ITSF and
ITSReub (33). The amplified products were separated by electrophoresis
in a Tris-acetate-EDTA agarose gel (1% [wt/vol]). DNA was stained with
4 �l of a 10-mg ml�1 ethidium bromide solution and viewed under short-
wave UV light. Significant changes in microbial community changes iden-
tified by band shifts in the RISA justified further investigation by DNA
sequencing of 16S rRNA gene clone libraries.

Amplification, cloning, and sequencing of 16S rRNA gene se-
quences. A fragment of the 16S rRNA gene, �1,490 bp, was amplified
from samples using the broad-specificity primers 8F (Eden 1991) and
1492R (34) using protocols described previously (22). Briefly, TaKaRa
ExTaq polymerase (Millipore UK, Ltd., Watford, United Kingdom) was
used to amplify DNA from the sample extract according to previously
published protocols and cloned into a vector containing topoisomerase
I-charged vector arms (Agilent Technologies, Wokingham, United King-
dom) prior to transformation into Escherichia coli competent cells ex-
pressing Cre recombinase (Agilent Technologies) (22). White transfor-
mants that grew on Luria-Bertani agar containing ampicillin and X-Gal
(5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-�-D-galactopyranoside) were screened for
an insert using PCR, using primers that were complementary to the flank-
ing regions of the PCR insertion site of the cloning vector.

The resulting PCR products were purified using an ExoSap protocol,
and nucleotide sequences were determined by the dideoxynucleotide
method as described previously (22). Sequences (typically 900 bp in
length) were analyzed using Mallard (35) to check for the presence of
chimeras or sequencing anomalies. Operational taxonomic units (OTU)
were determined at a 97% sequence similarity level using Mothur (36).
The individual OTU sequences were analyzed using the sequencing data-
base of known 16S rRNA gene sequences provided on the Ribosomal
Database Project (37) to identify nearest neighbors.

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The 16S rRNA sequence
data were submitted to GenBank under accession numbers JX417189 to
JX417369.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fe(III) reduction. A series of sediment based microcosms were set
up primarily to determine the rate and extent of Fe(III) reduction
in pH 10 sediment microcosms amended with ferrihydrite and to
probe the Fe(III)-reducing capability of the sediments and associ-
ated microbial communities. Oxidizing conditions, indicated by
positive redox potential and the presence of predominantly
Fe(III) minerals in 0.5 N HCl extracted sediment slurries, were
seen in all treatments before incubation and in oxic controls
throughout the time series (Fig. 1a). After anoxic conditions were
established (indicated by a drop in Eh), minor nitrate present in
the starting systems (14 � 4 �M without electron donor present
and 38 � 2 �M with electron donor) was removed after 3 days in
all experiments. To assess the extent of Fe(III) reduction in these
systems, a set of sediment slurries were incubated without added
electron donor additions. Fe(III) reduction in these controls oc-
curred, with an increase in 0.5 N HCl extractable Fe(II) after day 3
(Fig. 1b). Furthermore, significant increases in Fe(II) after 28 days
were observed, coupled to a drop in Eh to �150 mV (Fig. 1b).
These values suggest that these high pH sediments contained in-
digenous, labile organic material, which supported a low level of
microbial reduction of Fe(III).

All anoxic microcosms with added electron donor (Fig. 1c to f)
showed enhanced microbial reduction, with clear development of
Fe(III)-reducing conditions after 3 days, with Eh values dropping
and stabilizing at �400 to �500 mV. Therefore, the addition of
lactate and yeast extract clearly stimulated the activity of Fe(III)-
reducing microorganisms in these experiments, with lactate com-
pletely consumed within the 28 day incubation (see Fig. S1 in the
supplemental material). Several organic acids were also produced
during the incubation; the carbon balance was nonstoichiometric
and presumably complicated by the presence of other carbon

FIG 1 0.5 N HCl extractable Fe(II) concentration (�) and redox potential (Eh) (�) in microcosms containing Buxton sediments supplemented with 120 mM
ferrihydrite incubated under a range of biogeochemical regimes as defined in Materials and Methods: oxic control (a); anoxic, no electron donor (b); anoxic,
electron donor (c); anoxic AQDS (d); anoxic riboflavin (e); and anoxic Elliot Lake humic acid (ELHA) (f).
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sources in the yeast extract and/or sediment. In these ferrihydrite-
augmented systems, the sulfate concentration was low (37 � 18
�M) in the anoxic, no-electron-donor system and did not drop
over the experimental period. Sulfate concentrations were much
higher in the electron-donor-amended systems (469 � 85 �M),
presumably from the yeast extract, but showed no appreciable
reduction over the incubational period, suggesting that sulfate
reduction had not commenced by 28 days, reflected by the high
Fe(III) loading for these systems, and intense competition for the
added electron donor, exacerbated by the energetically unfavor-
able sulfate/sulfide couple at high pH (2).

Interestingly, the addition of the electron shuttles AQDS (Fig.
1d) and riboflavin (Fig. 1e) resulted in the lowest reduction po-
tentials of all the systems tested (�540 � 3 mV and �552 � 7 mV,
respectively, after 14 days), and rapid development of Fe(III) re-
duction was observed in both systems. Overall, the highest con-
centrations of 0.5 N HCl extractable Fe(II) were observed in these
systems with 45 � 1 mM and 44 � 1 mM 0.5 N HCl extractable
Fe(II) at 7 days in AQDS- and riboflavin-amended systems, re-
spectively. The levels of 0.5 N HCl extractable Fe(II) in these sys-
tems decreased after 14 days and this, coupled to the fact that the
Eh remained significantly reducing over the experimental period
(�504 � 23 mV and �486 � 20 mV, respectively, after 28 days),
suggested that Fe(II) was being sequestered into the a newly
formed Fe(II)-bearing mineral. Thus, at the high pH of these sys-
tems where metal ions, including Fe(III), will be sparingly soluble
[e.g., for Fe(OH)3, �10�6 mol kg�1 (38)], both AQDS and ribo-
flavin enhanced the rate of metal reduction. Presumably, these
compounds alleviated the need for direct contact for electron
transport between the cell surface and the electron acceptor, thus
enhancing the rate of Fe(III) reduction. This suggests that the
presence of both natural and anthropogenic electron shuttles,
such as humic substances or secreted flavin molecules, respec-
tively, may enhance development of Fe(III)-reducing conditions
in the evolved GDF environment.

Interestingly, initial experiments with a natural humic mate-
rial, Elliot Lake humic, showed no significant increase in the rate
of Fe(III)-reduction compared to that noted without the added
humic material (Fig. 1c and f). However, under the experimental
conditions studied, Elliot Lake humic was clearly poorly soluble at
pH 10, forming a black suspension when added, and these results
suggest that it was unable to act as a solid state electron shuttle in
contrast to recent work on neutral pH systems (39). Further in-
vestigations used Aldrich humic acid which was soluble and
showed a notable difference in both the rate and extent of Fe(III)-
reduction (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material), suggesting
that soluble humics may have an influence if they are found within
the GDF environment.

Mineralogical characterization. (i) XRD. To analyze the min-
eralogical changes associated with microbial Fe(III) reduction, at
the end of the experiment, samples of the sediment slurry were
analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Analysis of Buxton sediment
with or without ferrihydrite amendment, prior to incubation,
showed an XRD spectrum dominated by calcite, presumably as a
weathered mineral produced from carbonation of CaO from the
lime workings, with minor quartz and ankerite [Ca(Fe, Mg,
Mn)(CO3)2] similar to other studies at this site (40). Furthermore,
0.5 N HCl extraction with hydroxylamine of the sediments not
amended with ferrihydrite indicated that a small but significant
proportion of the sediment was present as “bioavailable” Fe(III)

(0.3 mg g�1). In the no-electron-donor sediments incubated for
28 days, a broad magnetite peak was present (Fig. 2d), suggesting
that this system can support low levels of microbially mediated
Fe(III) reduction and forms detectable quantities of magnetite.
Indeed, in all end member anoxic systems there was a clear mag-
netite signal, confirming that microbial processes lead to extensive
magnetite biomineralization in these experiments (Fig. 2d to h).

(ii) TEM/SAED. To further characterize the postreduction Fe
mineralogy in these experiments, TEM with EDX and SAED was
used on the anoxic microcosms amended with added electron
donor, both with and without AQDS, at time zero and 28 days.
High-resolution TEM images of samples from the ferrihydrite
amended oxic sediments showed an iron coating on the calcite-
dominated sediments prior to reduction (Fig. 3b). For the biore-
duced systems, after 28 days of incubation, individual spherical
nanocrystallites in the range of 2 to 10 nm that showed enrich-
ment in Fe and O via EDX and characteristic of biomagnetite were
identified (Fig. 3e) (41). Further analysis of the nano crystallites
via SAED confirmed the presence of magnetite in the bioreduced
system (Fig. 3d) (42).

(iii) XAS/XMCD. Bioreduced minerals were also characterized
using Fe L2,3 edge spectroscopy to gain a greater understanding of
the redox chemistry and potential reactivity of the newly formed
iron mineral phase. Magnetite (Fe3O4) has a crystal structure con-
sisting of Fe(II) and Fe(III) in octahedral and tetrahedral coordi-
nation with a stoichiometric ratio of 1:1:1 [Fe(II)Oh-Fe(III)Td-
Fe(III)Oh], i.e., one-third Fe(II). Prior to incubation, a dried
ferrihydrite-amended Buxton sediment sample was analyzed, and
the pronounced shoulder feature at 707.5 eV seen in the L2,3 edge
XAS in the starting material is characteristic of an Fe(III) mineral
(Fig. 4, line a) (43). This characteristic Fe(III)-like feature became
less prominent in samples taken from the system with electron
donor added after the 28-day incubation (Fig. 4, line b) and from
the system with an electron donor and AQDS (Fig. 4, line c), which
is indicative of an increase in the amount of Fe(II) present. Both
end member spectra are characteristic of a biogenic magnetite-like
iron mineral phase (43, 44).

FIG 2 XRD analysis of microcosms containing Buxton sediments incubated
under a range of biogeochemical regimes: unamended Buxton sediment (a);
Buxton sediment with ferrihydrite amendment (b); oxic control (c); anoxic,
no electron donor (d); anoxic, electron donor (e); anoxic AQDS (f); anoxic
riboflavin (g); and anoxic ELHA (h). Arrows are used to indicate the broad-
shoulder feature characteristic of magnetite in samples d to h. The XRD of
magnetite has also been given as a reference (top).
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The XMCD spectra obtained (Fig. 4) display the characteristic
peaks corresponding to Fe(II)Oh, Fe(III)Td, and Fe(III)Oh ex-
pected for magnetite at both the L2 and the L3 edges (43). The
significant increase in amplitude of the XMCD signal observed for
samples that were incubated with an electron donor corresponds
to an increase in the magnetization of the sample, which is another
confirmation that a magnetic material is produced by the micro-
bial Fe(III) reduction. The XMCD were fitted to calculated spectra
corresponding to Fe(II)Oh, Fe(III)Td, and Fe(III)Oh to determine
the stoichiometry of the materials (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental
material). The results show that the magnetite produced in the
absence of an electron shuttle is nonstoichiometric and contains
less Fe(II) than expected (0.79:0.99:1.22); however, the magnetite
produced with an electron shuttle (AQDS) is much closer to stoi-
chiometry (0.96:0.95:1.08). In comparison, reference biogenic
magnetite made using a pure culture of Geobacter sulfurreducens
and exhibiting a particle size similar to those reported and pro-
duced under optimal conditions usually contains a very slight ex-

cess of Fe(II) (1.02:0.96:1.01) (45) with respect to the other cations
in the crystal structure.

Microbial communities associated with Fe(III) reduction. A
16S rRNA gene clone library prepared from the nonincubated
Buxton sediment (Fig. 5, column a) revealed a diverse community
comprising of 40 different phylotypes from 80 sequences, dominated
by two bacterial types from the phylogenetic group Bacteroidetes:
designated CVCloAm3P11 (27.8%) and CVCloAm3Ph31 (12.5%
of the clone library), both of which have been reported previously
in Cabeço de Vide, a serpentinization-driven subterrestrial alka-

FIG 3 High-resolution TEM images of ferrihydrite prepared from anhydrous
FeCl3 (a), calcite within the Buxton sediment (b), and biogenic magnetite (c)
in anoxic electron donor systems after 28 days of incubation, with the corre-
sponding SAED pattern (d) and its energy dispersive X-ray analysis (e) on an
individual crystallite. The SAED pattern has been overlaid with the standard
pattern of magnetite, confirming its identity (42).

FIG 4 X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) analyses of microcosms containing Buxton sediments incubated un-
der a range of biogeochemical regimes: ferrihydrite-amended oxic sediment
(line a); an anoxic, electron donor system after a 28-day incubation (line b);
and an anoxic AQDS system after a 28-day incubation (line c). Arrows indicate
shoulder features characteristic of an Fe(III)-rich compound, and the three
main theoretical components of magnetite have been indicated on the XMCD
spectrum (Fits). The intensities of the first three peaks at the L3 edge XMCD are
related to the relative amounts of Fe(III) d6 Oh (negative), Fe(III) d5 Td (pos-
itive), and Fe(III) d5 Oh (negative) present in the sample (43, 54).

FIG 5 16S rRNA gene clone libraries of raw, nonincubated Buxton sediment
(column a), sediment pellet taken from a progressive 28-day anoxic incuba-
tion (anoxic, electron donor system) (column b), and sediment pellet taken
after a seventh progressive enrichment in defined medium containing 10 mM
sodium lactate, 1 g of yeast extract liter�1, and 50 mM ferrihydrite (column c).
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line aquifer in Portugal (46). After the 28-day incubation in the
anoxic system, a far less diverse community was seen, with nine
distinct phylotypes from 94 sequences analyzed, primarily com-
prising organisms most closely related to Enterococcus saccharo-
lyticus (97.2% sequence similarity, 48.9% of the clone library),
Clostridium ruminantium (100% sequence similarity, 25.5% of
the clone library), and Clostridium sp. strain 9B4 (99.6% sequence
similarity, 16% of the clone library) (Fig. 5, column b). The dom-
inance of clostridia in these systems may account for the produc-
tion of propionic and butyric acids during incubation (see Fig. S1
in the supplemental material). Further enrichments in a defined
medium adapted from (29), supplemented with ferrihydrite as the
electron acceptor, and sodium lactate as the electron donor, sim-
plified the community (Fig. 5, column c, and see Fig. S4 in the
supplemental material), with close relatives to the following de-
tected: Alkaliphilus oremlandii (47) (100% sequence similarity,
30.1% of the clone library), Clostridium sp. strain 9B4 (99.2%
sequence similarity, 60.2% of the clone library), Clostridium
mangenotii (99.4% sequence similarity, 8.6% of the clone library),
and an uncultured bacterium (96% match, 1% of the clone li-
brary).

Interestingly, these organisms are Gram-positive bacteria,
whom, unlike well-characterized Gram-negative Fe(III)-reducing
bacteria (e.g., Geobacter and Shewanella species) (7, 48), lack an
outer membrane that contains abundant c-type cytochromes,
thought to play a pivotal role in Fe(III) reduction at ambient pH
by allowing direct contact with Fe(III) oxides. Little is known
about the mechanism of electron transfer to extracellular minerals
in Gram-positive bacteria, although recent studies suggest this to
be via a direct reductive mechanism governed by surface-localized
multi-heme cytochromes (49, 50). Further work to gain an insight
into these processes will be the focus of future studies, including
exploring the potential of electron transfer between the cell-min-
eral interface, enhanced by humic materials which can act as elec-
tron shuttles.

Conclusions. Here, we show for the first time that indigenous
microbial populations present in sediments from a high-pH leg-
acy lime works have the ability to reduce solid-phase ferrihydrite
to magnetite as the exclusive postreduction iron mineral phase,
where the elevated pH in these systems appears to stabilize the
biogenic magnetite formed, in agreement with reported pH/Eh
stability field calculations (51). The role of organics has also been
investigated and is required to stimulate maximal rates of Fe(III)
reduction. Within geological disposal environments, organic car-
bon would be provided from chemical and biological degradation
of cellulose materials common in the ILW. Microbial Fe(III) re-
duction could prove important in utilizing, as electron donors,
compounds such as isosaccharinic acid that are formed chemically
by alkali hydrolysis and can form strong mobile complexes with
radionuclides. Fe(III) reducers could also potentially use hydro-
gen formed from steel corrosion as an electron donor, and these
organisms could therefore act as a sink for reducing equivalents
that could otherwise be destined for methanogenesis (4). Thus,
microbial Fe(III) reduction, along with a cascade of other redox
processes, has the potential to reduce gas production, which
would lead to overpressurization and the loss of structural integ-
rity of the emplaced multibarrier system. Since this could promote
radionuclide releases, it is a major concern in long-term GDF
operation. Interestingly, magnetite is a potent reductant of radio-
nuclides with U(VI) (52), Tc(VII) (53), and Np(V) (23)—all po-

tentially reactive to the biomineral at ambient pH. The findings
presented here therefore have clear implications for the safety case
that will have to be prepared to underpin the development of any
potential GDF designs prior to regulator acceptance.
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Time(days) 0 3 7 14 28 

Average lactate conc (mM) 10.35 9.96 5.83 0.83 0.00 

Average acetic acid conc (mM) 0.00 3.77 19.37 26.87 30.53 

Average formic acid conc (mM) 0.00 1.81 3.19 1.09 0.00 

Average propionic acid conc (mM) 0.00 0.58 4.86 8.05 8.95 

Average n-butyric acid conc (mM) 0.00 0.76 3.06 2.27 2.35 
 

Supplementary Figure S1: Ion chromatographic analysis of organic acids of supernatant 

samples taken from the electron donor amended system over the 28 day incubation 

period. 

 

Supplementary Figure S2: 0.5 N HCl extractable Fe(II) concentration (Fe(II); ▫) and 

reduction potential (Eh; ▪) in microcosms containing Buxton sediments supplemented 

with 120 mM ferrihydrite incubated without electron shuttle (left) and with Aldrich 

humic acid (AHA) (right). 
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Supplementary Figure S3: Fe(II) and Fe(III) cation occupancies in Oh and Td sites were 

determined using by fitting XMCD spectra to atomic multiplet calculations (1, 2, 3) for 

incubations with electron donor (lactate) but without electron shuttle and incubations 

with electron donor (lactate) and electron shuttle (AQDS). Samples are compared to the 

cation occupancy of biogenic magnetite of similar particle size produced under 

optimum conditions. The dashed line indicates stoichiometric magnetite with a cation 

site occupancy of (1:1:1 Fe(II)Oh:Fe(III)Td:Fe(III)Oh). 

 

Supplementary Figure S4: Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer Analysis of raw, non-incubated 

Buxton sediment (Raw), following a 28 day incubation (t28) and consecutive 

enrichments in defined medium with 50 mM ferrihydrite as a source of electron 

acceptor (R-1 to R-7).  
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5.1. Abstract 

Although there is consensus that microorganisms significantly influence uranium 

speciation and mobility in the subsurface under circumneutral conditions, no work has 

yet explored microbiologically-mediated U(VI) redox cycling under alkaline conditions 

relevant to the geological disposal of cementitious intermediate level radioactive waste. 

Here, we describe microcosm experiments that explore U(VI) biogeochemistry at pH 10 

using sediments from a legacy lime working site, stimulated with an added electron 

donor, and incubated in the presence and absence of added Fe(III) as ferrihydrite. In 

systems without added Fe(III), partial U(VI) reduction occurred, forming a U(IV)-

bearing non-uraninite phase which underwent reoxidation in the presence of air (O2) 

and  nitrate. By contrast, in the presence of added Fe(III), U(VI) was first removed from 

solution by sorption to the Fe(III) mineral, followed by bioreduction to a uraninite like 

phase, which also underwent air (O2) and nitrate reoxidation. To explore further the 

mechanisms of reduction, anthraquinone-2,6-disulphonate (AQDS), an extracellular 

electron shuttle, was added to selected experiments. XAS and geochemical analyses 

suggested that AQDS enhanced U(VI) reduction. Microbial ecology analysis by 16S 

rRNA gene amplicon pyrosequencing showed that Gram-positive bacteria belonging to 

Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes phyla dominated in the post-reduction sediments. These 

data provide the first insights into uranium biogeochemistry at high pH and have 

significant implications for the long-term fate of uranium in geological disposal 

scenarios. 

Keywords: Uranium, metal reduction, alkaliphiles, radioactive waste, geodisposal 

5.2. Introduction  

Over the last 50+ years, civilian and military nuclear programmes have led to a 

substantial legacy of intermediate level radioactive wastes, which contain uranium as 

the most significant radionuclide by mass. In the UK, Government policy is that these 

materials will be disposed of in a deep geological disposal facility, and this position is 

echoed in many other countries 1. The environmental behaviour of uranium is controlled 

by a combination of complexation, precipitation, redox and adsorption processes. Under 

oxidising conditions, U(VI) predominates as the uranyl ion (UO2
2+), which is relatively 

soluble as anionic U(VI) carbonate species (e.g. [UO2(CO3)2]2- (aq)) 2. It is important to 

note that U(VI) is also able to interact with sediments and minerals such as ferrihydrite 

via sorption and/or incorporation, controlled by groundwater chemistry and sediment 

mineralogy. Under reducing conditions, poorly soluble U(IV) species dominate. The 
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differences in solubility between relatively soluble U(VI) and poorly soluble U(IV) 

have led to a substantial body of work examining the behaviour of U(VI) when 

microbially mediated reduction is promoted using biostimulation approaches 3–5 . 

Biostimulation involves the addition of an electron donor such as acetate to the sub-

surface, which promotes the development of anoxia and precipitation of U(IV). Under 

biostimulation conditions at neutral pH, both microbially-mediated and abiotic U(VI) 

reduction mechanisms are reported 6–8. Here, the development of metal- and sulphate-

reducing conditions is important, with enzymatic reduction of U(VI) likely to dominate, 

and both soluble and sorbed U(VI) susceptible to bioreduction 3,5. Most studies have 

focussed on systems where U(IV) forms uraninite-like phases 4,5, although more recent 

work suggests that “non-uraninite” U(IV) bioreduction end products can also 

accumulate in selected pure culture experiments, and natural and engineered sediment 

systems 8,9. The non-uraninite U(IV) is thought to be polymeric and coordinated to 

carboxyl and/or phosphoryl groups on biomass 8. The reoxidation behaviour of U(IV) 

species has also been reasonably well studied under circumneutral conditions, with 

microcosm experiments showing fast reoxidation, but with column and field 

observations suggesting slower reoxidation rates 10,11.  Ca2+ and Mn2+ are also thought 

to influence long term stability of U(IV) 12,13. 

Understanding the biogeochemical cycling of uranium is key to predicting its speciation 

and fate in the shallow subsurface; however, there have been few studies focussed on 

radionuclide biogeochemistry under alkaline conditions relevant to geological disposal 

where cementitious materials will be used. For example, in many geodisposal concepts, 

intermediate level wastes (ILW) will be grouted in steel drums and cement will be used 

for engineering or backfill purposes 1,14. After ILW disposal, groundwater ingress 

through the engineered facility is expected, resulting in a hyperalkaline plume from the 

cementitious materials into the surrounding host rock. This will form a persistent, high 

pH, chemically disturbed zone over timescales of 105 - 106 years that will evolve from 

pH >13 to pH 10 over time 15. The potential for microbial processes stimulated by 

electron donors (e.g. organics from the degradation of cellulose in the ILW) released 

into the deep subsurface from the Geological Disposal Facility (GDF), and associated 

metal reduction processes, is being increasingly recognized 16–19. This work addresses 

the paucity of data surrounding such potential processes, focusing on uranium redox 

cycling in a high pH, biogeochemically active system. We have used model sediments 

from an alkaline legacy lime workings site in Buxton, UK, to characterise the impact of 

microbial processes on the biogeochemistry of uranium and associated mineralogical 
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phases at pH 10. Two model systems have been used. In the first, a waste-margin 

sediment was used to explore the biogeochemical fate of U(VI) in carbonate dominated, 

alkaline systems.  In the second, the same sediment was enriched with Fe(III) (as 

ferrihydrite) to address the impact of stimulated microbial Fe(III) reduction on the 

behaviour of uranium. This is important, as iron will be a significant component of ILW 

and the wider GDF environment, and Fe(III) reduction is a potential control on uranium 

solubility. Anthraquinone-2,6- disulphonate (AQDS), an extracellular electron shuttle 

and humic analogue, was also added to key bioreduction experiments to further explore 

the mechanisms of U(VI)- and Fe(III)-reduction in these high pH systems where metal 

solubility is expected to be low. Subsequent experiments examined reoxidation 

scenarios to assess the potential impact of reaction with oxidants such as nitrate 20 in the 

waste forms, and the potential for ingress of oxygenated groundwater 21. 

5.3. Materials and methods 

5.3.1. Sediment collection and storage 

Near surface sediment (~ 10 cm depth) was collected at the waste margins of the legacy 

lime workings ponds of an old lime working site in Buxton, UK 17. This is an alkaline 

impacted site where CaO has been weathered over several decades, so that the 

indigenous microbial population is well developed 17. Sediments and surface waters 

were transferred into sterile containers and stored at 4 °C in darkness prior to use. 

Experiments were started within one month of sampling. 

5.3.2. Uranium bioreduction microcosm experiments.  

To determine the fate of U(VI) under anoxic, alkaline conditions, microcosms were 

prepared in triplicate; sediments were slurried with pH 11.8 surface waters, the initial 

pH adjusted to 10 with 1 M HCl and the sediment: solution ratio was set at 1:10. 

Anaerobic microbial processes were stimulated with the addition of 10 mM sodium 

lactate and 1 g L-1 yeast extract similar to recent work 17. Two systems were established: 

a Buxton sediment and surface water incubation with no added Fe(III), and a with 

added Fe(III) system where 30 mM ferrihydrite was added. Two additional experiments 

were established with a soluble electron shuttle added to explore the role of extracellular 

Fe(III) and U(VI) bioreduction. Here, 100 µM of AQDS was added to microcosms with 

and without added Fe(III). Uranium as U(VI) (UO2Cl2 (aq)) was then added to all 

microcosms and experimental controls to a final concentration of 420 µM. The bottles 

were then crimp sealed with thick butyl rubber stoppers and incubated at 20 °C in the 

dark. Sample manipulations were performed using aseptic technique under anoxic 
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conditions as appropriate. During incubation, the pH of the microcosms dropped during 

the first fortnight of the experiment, and the pH adjusted to pH 10 using deoxygenated, 

sterile 2 M NaOH as necessary. Bioreduction experiments were sampled periodically to 

monitor for biogeochemical changes, and after 210 days samples were removed and 

stored under anoxic conditions at –80 °C for microbiological (DNA) and X-ray 

Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) analysis. 

5.3.3. Uranium reoxidation experiments.  

For air reoxidation experiments, microbially reduced sediments were transferred into 

sterile, conical flasks (solid:solution ratio of 1:10) on an orbital shaker at 125 rpm at 

20 °C. For nitrate reoxidation experiments, microbially reduced sediment microcosms 

were amended with NaNO3 to a final concentration of 30 mM NO3
-. Reoxidation 

experiments were sampled periodically to monitor for biogeochemical changes, and 

after 14 days samples were removed and stored under anoxic conditions at –80 °C for 

microbiological (DNA) and XAS analysis.  

5.3.4. Geochemical analyses.  

Sample slurries were analysed for pH and Eh using a calibrated Denver Instrument 

Digital Meter and electrodes. To assess the bulk Fe-content of the sediment, aqua-regia 

digests were performed. Biogenic Fe(II) and total bioavailable Fe were assessed by 0.5 

N HCl extraction via the ferrozine colorimetric assay on a sub-sample of sediment 

slurry 22. Samples were then centrifuged (5 minutes at 10,500 g) and the supernatant 

was analysed for total U using an ICP-MS (Agilent 7500cx). In addition, in selected 

samples, a colorimetric assay for U(VI) was used to assess U speciation in solution 23,24. 

Inorganic anions (NO3
-, NO2

-
 and SO4

2-) were analysed using a Dionex ICS5000 ion 

chromatograph. Colorimetric assays were performed on a Jenway 6715 spectrometer 

and typically, calibrations had R2 > 0.99.  

5.3.5. Uranium LIII-edge XAS analysis.  

At the end of the bioreduction and reoxidation experiments, moist sediment pellets were 

obtained by centrifugation for XAS analysis. The resulting wet pastes (typically 0.5 g of 

sediment with < 50% water content) were individually mounted under appropriate 

atmospheric conditions in airtight XAS sample cells. The samples were then stored 

under Ar at - 80 °C until XAS analysis which was conducted at the Diamond Light 

Source, Didcot, Oxford, UK. Here, U LIII-edge spectra were collected at room 

temperature on beamline B18 in fluorescence mode using a 9-element Ge detector 25. 
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Standard spectra were also collected in transmission mode for U(VI) (as schoepite) and 

U(IV) (as uraninite). XANES spectra from all samples were calibrated with Y foil, 

background subtracted, and normalised for drift to a standardised E0 position. Initially, 

linear combination fitting between an oxic U(VI) bearing sample (the oxic with added 

Fe(III) XANES spectrum) and a reduced U(IV) bearing sample (the with added Fe(III) 

+ AQDS reduced XANES spectrum) was undertaken to gain insight into the relative 

extent of reduction of U(VI) to U(IV) using ATHENA 26,27. Latterly, background 

subtraction, data normalisation, and fitting of the EXAFS spectra were performed using 

Pyspline 28 and DLEXCURV using full curve wave theory 29. Shells were only included 

in the final fit if they improved the fit by > 5 % and were statistically significant as 

shown by the reduced Χ2 test. 

5.3.6. 16S rRNA gene amplicon pyrosequencing and data analysis.  

Bacterial community structure was examined in the bulk Buxton sediment and also in 

the no added Fe(III), and with added Fe(III) microcosms at incubation end points. 

Samples from the subsequent nitrate reoxidation experiments were also characterised 

after 14 days of reoxidation. DNA was isolated from ~ 0.2 g of sediment using the 

MoBio PowerSoil™ DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio Laboratories, Inc., Carlsbad, CA, 

USA). PCR for amplicon pyrosequencing was performed using tagged fusion bacterial 

primers 27F 30 and 338R 31, targeting the V1-V2 hypervariable region of the bacterial 

16S rRNA gene (see Supporting Information). The pyrosequencing run was performed 

at The University of Manchester sequencing facility, using a Roche 454 Life Sciences 

GS Junior system. The 454 pyrosequencing reads were analysed using Qiime 1.6.0 

release 32, and de-noising and chimera removal was performed in Qiime during OTU 

picking (at 97% sequence similarity) with usearch 33. Taxonomic classification of all 

reads was performed in Qiime using the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) at 80 % 

confidence threshold 34, while the closest GenBank match for the OTUs that contained 

the highest number of reads (the representative sequence for each OTU was used) was 

identified by Blastn nucleotide search. In addition, rarefaction curves were computed by 

Qiime. The raw 38,623 pyrosequencing reads of this study have been deposited in the 

NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under accession number SRP036830 (BioProject 

ID: PRJNA236650).  

5.4. Results and discussion 

5.4.1. Sediment bioreduction experiments.  
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To explore the biogeochemistry of uranium under anoxic conditions at pH 10, 

microcosms were constructed using calcite dominated sediments and groundwaters 

from a high pH lime workings site in the UK 17 (Supporting Information Table 1). There 

was a progression of microbial redox processes in both the no added Fe(III) and with 

added Fe(III) microcosms which were maintained at pH 10 (Figure 1A and B)). For the 

no added Fe(III) system, nitrate concentrations dropped rapidly after incubation, and 

were below the limit of detection from 3 days. This was followed by the subsequent 

ingrowth of 0.5 N HCl extractable Fe(II) from day 3 onwards due to microbially 

mediated Fe(III) reduction. In addition, the Eh fell from +69 ± 10 mV at the start of the 

experiment, to -310 ± 10 mV after 28 days (Figure 1A). Over longer-term 210 day 

incubations, the sulfate concentration remained constant (74 ± 1 µM), confirming that 

microbial sulfate reduction did not occur at pH 10, similar to observations in other 

alkaline, anoxic experiments 16,17. In the with added Fe(III) experiments, rapid 

development of reducing conditions also occurred, with nitrate removal and Fe(II) 

ingrowth occurring by day 3 and a drop in Eh from +60 ± 6 mV at t=0 to -345 ± 17 mV 

by 28 days  accompanied by  significant levels of Fe(III) reduction with 0.5 N HCl 

extractable Fe(II) at 7.3 ± 1.2 mM (Figure 1B). At 210 days, there was a decrease in 0.5 

N extractable Fe(II), consistent with the formation of (bio)magnetite under high pH 

conditions 17. Again, sulfate concentrations remained constant throughout incubation, 

confirming that no sulfate reduction occurred at high pH. In the no added Fe(III) + 

AQDS experiment, AQDS addition had little overall impact on the rate of Fe(III)-

reduction (Figure 1C) whilst for the with added Fe(III) + AQDS experiment, there was 

an increased rate and extent of Fe(III)-reduction compared to the system without the 

electron shuttle (Figure 1D) 17.  

5.4.2. Uranium fate during bioreduction – no added Fe(III).  

To investigate uranium behaviour in the Buxton sediment microcosms, U(VI) was 

incubated with a range of sediment treatments and controls. In the no added Fe(III) 

microcosms, 45.5 ± 2.8 % of the initial U-spike remained in solution after 1 hour 

(Figure 1A). The concentration of uranium in solution then fluctuated over the first 

fortnight and thereafter trended downwards to a final value of 35.1 ± 1.3 % of the 

original spike by day 210 (Figure 1A). In addition, a spectrophotometric U(VI) assay 

was run on early-, mid- and end- time point samples and this confirmed that soluble 

uranium in these experiments was U(VI). In order to explore the solid-phase speciation 

and behaviour of uranium further in these heterogeneous systems, uranium LIII-edge 
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XANES and EXAFS spectra were collected on selected samples. The no added Fe(III) 

sample at 210 days showed a XANES spectrum intermediate between the oxic and 

reduced end-members which suggested that partial reduction of sediment-associated 

U(VI) had occurred (Supporting Information Figure 1). Linear combination fitting of 

the XANES spectra between the oxic and reduced end-members suggested an 

approximately 50 : 50 % contribution from oxic and reduced end-member spectra 

respectively (Supporting Information Table 2). The corresponding EXAFS spectra were 

consistent with this interpretation and could best be fitted with an approximate 60 : 40 

% mixture of U(VI) (first shell of 2 axial O (Oax) at 1.80 Å) and U(IV) (first shell of 8 

equatorial O (Oeq) at 2.4 Å), with a best fit of 1.3 Oax at 1.79 Å and 6 Oeq at 2.41 Å. 

Interestingly, addition of a shell of 1.7 C backscatterers at 2.9 Å significantly improved 

the fit and this is consistent with the U(VI) being partially speciated as a U(VI)-

carbonate sorbate in this carbonate dominated system (Figure 2; Supporting Information 

Table 3). In the no added Fe(III) + AQDS system, U(VI) removal from solution was 

broadly similar to the experiment without AQDS, but with only 16.4 ± 1.3 % remaining 

in solution at 210 days, modestly lower than in the parallel experiment without an 

electron shuttle (Figure 1C). Linear combination fitting of the XANES spectra with the 

oxic and reduced end members suggested an approximate 25 % U(VI) : 75 % U(IV) 

mix in the sample (Supporting Information Table 2). Again, the EXAFS data were 

consistent with this interpretation, and the spectra could be modelled with a best fit of 

approximately 45 % U(VI) and 55 % U(IV) (0.9 Oax at 1.8 Å and 4 Oeq at 2.38 Å; 

Figure 2, Supporting Information Table 3). Interestingly, in both the no added Fe(III), 

and no added Fe(III) + AQDS experiments, the U(IV) component of the spectrum did 

not display the characteristic uraninite, U-O-U backscatterer at 3.8 Å (Figure 2 B and 

C). The absence of this distinctive feature suggests that a non-uraninite U(IV) phase 

may dominate in this high carbonate, high pH system.  

5.4.3. Uranium fate during bioreduction – with added Fe(III).  

In the microbially active with added Fe(III) microcosms, almost complete sorption of 

U(VI) occurred by 1 hour with 95.1 ± 0.2 % removal to sediments. Thereafter, during 

bioreduction the uranium concentrations were variable for the first fortnight and then 

remained low over the remainder of the experiment, with the biogeochemical changes in 

the system having little effect on the U-solubility (Figure 1B). Initial sorption at pH 10 

was enhanced compared to the no added Fe(III) system and was likely dominated by 

reaction of U(VI) with ferrihydrite 35. In the with added Fe(III) + AQDS system, the 
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addition of the soluble electron shuttle had little effect on uranium solubility which 

showed strong sorption to ferrihydrite in the first hour (Figure 1D). Again, solid phase 

U-speciation was examined using XAS on select samples. In the with added Fe(III) 

system at 210 days, the XANES spectra showed reduction to U(IV) (Supporting 

Information Figure 1). Further linear combination fitting of the XANES for this sample, 

using the oxic and reduced end members, suggested U(IV) was predominantly present 

in the sample (approximately 85 % U(IV); Supporting Information Table 2). The 

corresponding EXAFS spectrum was consistent with this, and could best be modelled 

with a modest contribution from U(VI) of approximately 10 % but dominated by a 

U(IV) like coordination environment. For the U(IV) EXAFS modelling, the modelled 

U(IV)-O coordination number was below the stoichiometric UO2 value of 8 Oeq at 2.37 

Å 36 and the best fit was 3.8 Oeq at 2.38 Å suggesting undercoordination and/or artefacts 

associated with self-absorption of the sample during data acquisition. In addition, fitting 

of an additional shell of 1.1 U backscatters at 3.87 Å (characteristic of the U-O-U 

coordination of 12 U at 3.87 Å seen in nano-particulate uraninite) significantly 

improved the fit and suggested a uraninite like contribution to the spectrum (35; Figure 

2; Supporting Information Table 3). In the with added Fe(III) + AQDS system the 

XANES spectrum again showed significant reduction to U(IV) and this sample was 

used as the reduced end member for linear combination fitting. Interestingly, the 

EXAFS spectrum could again be best fitted with only a modest U(VI) contribution of ~ 

10 %, with the U(IV) fitted as an under-coordinated uraninite like phase (Supporting 

Information Table 3). Finally, a sterilized (autoclaved) with added Fe(III) sediment 

which had previously undergone significant Fe(III)-reduction to bio-magnetite as the 

dominant end product, was reacted with U(VI) for 7 days to examine pathways for 

abiotic versus enzymatic reduction. Here, the sterile, reduced sediment showed only 

modest reactivity to U(VI) with 24 ± 2 % of U(VI) removed to the solid phase. Analysis 

of a XANES spectrum for this sample showed a U(VI) like coordination environment 

and linear combination fitting between U(VI) and U(IV) standards showed, within error, 

that all sorbed uranium was present as U(VI) (Supporting Information Table 2). This 

confirmed that pathways for abiotic reduction of U(VI) in these high pH, calcium 

carbonate / magnetite dominated systems were minimal. 

5.4.4. Reoxidation experiments.  

A range of nitrate and air reoxidation experiments were performed to investigate the 

stability of uranium in the bioreduced sediments. Air reoxidation of the no added 
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Fe(III) experiment showed significant reoxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III) by 14 days with 

complete remobilisation of uranium to solution as U(VI) (Figure 1A). Interestingly, the 

reoxidised sediment showed less affinity for U(VI) than the original material. This is 

presumably because of gross changes in solution chemistry and mineralogy brought on 

by bioreduction similar to previous observations 10,37,38. For the air reoxidation of the 

with added Fe(III) sediments, again there was significant Fe(II) reoxidation and 

complete U(VI) remobilisation by 14 days, with the reoxidised sediment showing little 

affinity for U(VI) in stark contrast to the original experiment where >95 % removal was 

seen by 1 hour. For these samples, oxidative remobilisation was essentially complete 

such that XAS was not possible on the reoxidised sediments. 

With nitrate reoxidation, the no added Fe(III) system showed significant denitrification 

at 14 days. At this point, complete Fe(II) oxidation had occurred, the Eh had risen from 

- 94 mV to + 10 mV and soluble U(VI) increased from 151 μM at the start of the 

reoxidation to 270 μM at the end point (Figure 1E). In the with added Fe(III) 

experiment significant (93 %) denitrification of the 30 mM nitrate occurred coupled to a 

rise in Eh to - 70 mV. Complete reoxidation of Fe(II) had occurred at 14 days. 

Remobilisation of uranium to solution was significant with ~50 % present in solution as 

U(VI) at 14 days, and again highlighting that the reoxidised sediment had a significantly 

lower affinity for U(VI) than the original material. Interestingly, the nitrate reoxidation 

experiments showed less remobilisation of uranium to solution compared to the parallel 

air reoxidation experiments, and XAS analysis on the sediments was possible at these 

higher uranium loadings. In the no added Fe(III) nitrate reoxidised system, the XANES 

showed essentially complete reoxidation to U(VI) (Supporting Information Table 2) and 

the EXAFS data could be modelled as U(VI) carbonate with 2 Oax at 1.80 Å, 5.6 Oeq at 

2.43 Å and 2.1 C at 3.00 Å, confirming complete reoxidation of the sample (Figure 2; 

Supporting Information Table 3). In the with added Fe(III) system, the nitrate 

reoxidation XANES spectrum was intermediate between U(VI) and U(IV) and linear 

combination fitting suggested approximately 50% U(IV) remained at the experiment 

end point, despite essentially complete Fe(III)-reoxidation (Supporting Information 

Figure 2). The with added Fe(III) nitrate reoxidised EXAFS spectrum was complex, 

requiring several shells of backscatterers to achieve a good fit. These consisted of 0.5 

Oax at 1.73, 2 short Oeq at 2.21 and 2 Oeq at 2.43 Å, and with the axial oxygen 

occupancy implying an approximate 25% U(VI) contribution (Figure 2). The strong 

signal in the EXAFS at 3.24 Å could be fitted with 1 Fe backscatterer, which 
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significantly improved the fit and may suggest that the uranium was in an iron rich 

environment in the reoxidised sediment.  

5.4.5. Bacterial diversity assessed by 16S rRNA gene amplicon 

pyrosequencing. 

 Pyrosequencing of the bulk Buxton sediment revealed a diverse community with 10028 

reads (after de-noising and removal of short chimeric reads) grouped to 768 operational 

taxonomic units (OTUs at 97 % sequence ID similarity) affiliated to 21 bacterial phyla.  

These were dominated by Bacteroidetes (44.2 %), β-Proteobacteria (25.5 %) and 

Firmicutes (16.6 %) (Figure 3; Supporting Information Table 4). After 210 days 

incubation of the no added Fe(III) sediment, a far less diverse community was seen with 

6358 reads and 239 OTUs (Supporting Information Table 4). This interpretation was 

supported by rarefaction curves (Supporting Information Figure 3). Sequence analyses 

showed that there was a clear enrichment in Firmicutes (47.1 %) and Bacteriodetes 

(41.3 %) (Figure 3). A similar streamlining of diversity was observed in the with added 

Fe(III) system after 210 days incubation, with 7504 reads and 217 OTUs, again with 

Firmicutes (48.8 %) and Bacteriodetes (34.2 %) dominating (Figure 3; Supporting 

Information Table 4). These community shifts may indicate that alkaline metal 

reduction is driven by these Gram-positive Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes bacteria. 

Interestingly, to date all anoxic cultures of bacteria that have been reported to reduce 

Fe(III) at alkaline pH also belong to the Gram-positive Firmicutes phylum and more 

specifically the Bacilli 39,40 and Clostridia classes 41–45. Nevertheless, many of the 

dominant identified OTUs of this study were not closely affiliated to any cultured 

microorganisms (showing less than 90 % ID similarity), but in most cases they were 

related closely to environmental sequences previously found in highly alkaline 

environments (Supporting Information Table 5). Moreover, 2 % to 10.8 % of the 

sequences in these three bacterial communities were closely related (99 % ID similarity) 

to not only sequences previously detected in samples from the same site 17, but also to 

uncultured bacterium clone D0488D12 (Accession number GU559506) from a uranium 

contaminated aquifer (46; Supporting Information Table 5). 

Following the 14 day reoxidation incubation with nitrate, the microbial community of 

the no added Fe(III) treatment was further enriched in Firmicutes-related sequences. 

Further community analysis revealed that 17.6 % of the reads were affiliated (100 % ID 

similarity) to an uncultured Erysipelotrichaceae bacterium clone 8GT0-42 (JX417293), 

previously detected in the same experimental site 17, and 16.1 % of the reads had 94 % 
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sequence similarity to an alkaliphilic nitrate-reducing Bacillus sp. JAEA No. 3-2 

(AB437410) (Supporting Information Table 5). In contrast, the microbial community of 

the with added Fe(III) nitrate reoxidised sediment appeared to favour the dominance 

(66.1 % of the population) of reads that were closely related (98 % ID similarity) to 

Pseudomonas peli strain: R-20805 47 (NR_042451) (Supporting Information Table 5), 

consistent with the ability to respire nitrate.  

5.5. Significance 

 In this study, we demonstrate for the first time that an indigenous microbial community 

can mediate significant U(VI) reduction at pH 10 in sediments from a lime workings 

site. The U(IV) which formed on bioreduction showed differences in its speciation: the 

no added Fe(III) EXAFS spectra were indicative of a non-uraninite U(IV) phase whilst 

in ferrihydrite amended systems, the U(IV) was speciated as uraninite. Interestingly, 

pyrosequencing revealed that the microbial ecology of the bioreducing systems was 

dominated by Gram-positive species, in contrast to studies examining U(VI) reduction 

at neutral pH where Gram-negative species often dominate 5. Furthermore, when U(VI) 

was exposed to a pre-reduced Fe(III)-reducing sediment that had been sterilised under 

anoxic conditions, there was low uranium sorption and XAS confirmed that only U(VI) 

was present in the sediment. This suggests that enzymatic pathways for U(VI) reduction 

are dominant in these sediments and it is noteworthy that the mechanisms of Fe(III)- 

and U(VI)-reduction are poorly constrained in Gram-positive species that lack an outer 

membrane with c-type cytochromes that are implicated in Fe(III) and U(VI) reduction in 

Gram-negative cells e.g. Geobacter and Shewanella species 48. Experiments with the 

addition of AQDS as an extra-cellular electron shuttle showed enhanced Fe(III) 

reduction in systems with added Fe(III) and enhanced U(VI)-reduction in both no added 

Fe(III) and with added Fe(III) experiments, again suggesting a role for extracellular 

electron transport in metal reduction at high pH. Sediment reoxidation experiments 

showed essentially complete U(VI) remobilisation after 14 days of air reoxidation. In 

the nitrate reoxidation experiments, less remobilisation was observed with residual 

U(IV) present in the with added Fe(III) system. Clearly, the role of abiotic U(IV) 

oxidation with nitrite in these systems warrants further work. In conclusion, these data 

highlight the importance of biogeochemical processes in controlling the long term fate 

of uranium in conditions directly relevant to the geological disposal of intermediate 

level radioactive wastes.   

5.6. Supporting information available 
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Details of sediment and surface water composition, linear combination fitting analysis, 

XAS modelling, design of tagged fusion primers and PCR amplifications, U LIII edge 

XANES spectra from all bioreduced (Supporting Information Figure 1) and nitrate 

reoxidised samples (Supporting Information Figure 2), rarefaction curves (Supporting 

Information Figure 3), Buxton surface water composition (Supporting Information 

Table 1), linear combination fitting estimates (Supporting Information Table 2), EXAFS 

fitting results (Supporting Information Table 3), pyrosequencing data processing 

(Supporting Information Table 4) and phylogenetic affiliations of the most abundant 

bacterial OTUs identified (Supporting Information Table 5). This material is available 

free of charge via the internet at http://pubs.acs.org.  
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Figure 1: Biocycling of U in Buxton sediments showing 0.5 N HCl extractable Fe(II) 

concentration (mM) (●) and total U(aq) (expressed as % of the added U(VI)) ( ). 

Systems: (A) no added Fe(III)  reduction with air reoxidation from 210 days; (B) with 

added Fe(III) reduction and air reoxidation from 210 days; (C) no added Fe(III) 

reduction + AQDS; (D) with added Fe(III) reduction + AQDS; (E) with added Fe(III) 

reduction and nitrate reoxidation from 210 days; (F) with added Fe(III) reduction and 

air reoxidation from 210 days. Error bars are 1σ of triplicate results (where not shown, 

errors are within the size of the symbol). Dashed lines indicate the start of reoxidation 

experiments; red for air and green for nitrate treatments (nitrate reoxidations were run as 

single experiments). 
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Figure 2: k3 weighted 238U L(III) edge EXAFS spectra (left) and Fourier transform (right) 

for bioreduction systems at experimental end-points: (A) no added Fe(III) oxic 

sediment; (B) no added Fe(III) reduction; (C) no added Fe(III) + AQDS reduction; (D) 

with added Fe(III) reduction; (E) with added Fe(III) reduction + AQDS; (F) no added 

Fe(III) and subsequent nitrate reoxidation; and (G) with added Fe(III) and subsequent 

nitrate reoxidation. Black lines are the experimental data and red lines are the best-fit 

models (SI Table 3).  
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Figure 3: Bacterial phylogenetic diversity at the Phylum level for (A) bulk unamended 

sediment; (B) no added Fe(III) reduction; (C) with added Fe(III) reduction; (D) no 

added Fe(III) and subsequent nitrate reoxidation (E) with added Fe(III) and subsequent 

nitrate reoxidation.  Only the phyla with more than 1% of the total number of reads are 

shown. Abundance at the class level is shown for Firmicutes (blue hues) and 

Proteobacteria (green hues). 
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5.9. Supporting information 

5.9.1.  Sediment and surface water characteristics 

Full characteristics of the sediments used in this study have been reported previously 1 

with composition dominated by calcite, and minor quartz and ankerite. The elemental 

composition, as determined by XRF, was dominated by Ca (51.2 wt %), with significant 

concentrations of Si (1.1 wt %), Al (0.5 wt %) and Fe (0.17 wt %). The bulk extractable 

iron in the sample was estimated by using aqua regia digestion and ICP-OES analysis 

which showed 0.92 g kg-1 Fe (16 mM kg-1 Fe). Additionally, throughout the experiment, 

the bio-available Fe was estimated by ferrozine assay after 0.5 N HCl extraction 2 and 

here, 4.6 mM kg-1 Fe was extracted indicating ~ 1/3 of the bulk Fe was bioavailable.  

5.9.2. Linear combination fitting analysis 

Selected XANES spectra from end member oxic and reduced sediments oxic with added 

Fe(III) and reduced with added Fe(III) + AQDS samples were compared to the 

schoepite and uraninite standard spectra. Within the expected spectral differences 

apparent between non-matrix matched samples, the oxic with added Fe(III) sample 

displayed U(VI)-like XANES spectral features and the with added Fe(III) + AQDS 

system displayed U(IV)-like XANES spectral features. Fitting is therefore shown 

between the oxic and reduced sediments as schoepite and uraninite were clearly not 

matched to these sediments. The fitting for schoepite and uraninite was broadly similar 

to the data from the sediment oxic and reduced end-members and thus we have 

confidence that this approach gave appropriate trends for U(VI) and U(IV) components. 

5.9.3. XAS modeling 

Phase shifts were determined by ab initio calculations using the Hedin Lundqvist and 

von Barth ground states 3. For the majority of samples, data acquisition allowed us to fit 

a k range between 3 and 10 Å-1. For the nitrate reoxidised with added iron sample, we 

were able to collect data for an extended time period and here, fitting was possible 

between 3 – 12 Å-1. The data were fitted in k3 space. For modelling purposes, it was 

assumed that all U was either as U(VI) bound to 2 axial oxygens at ~1.8 Å and 4 

equatorial oxygens at ~2.4 Å or as U(IV) bound to 8 oxygens at ~2.4 Å. The initial fits 

was made based on the relative contributions of U(VI) and U(IV) from the linear 

combination fitting and then refined. For the no added Fe(III) sediments, U(VI) 

carbonate phases were modelled using literature values for U(VI) carbonate 4.  In the 

with added Fe(III) nitrate reoxidised system there was a strong signal at 3.2 Å and the 
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fit was only significantly improved by adding a shell of Fe. Shells of backscattering 

atoms were added around a central U atom and the least squares residual (R factor 3) 

was minimised by refining the energy correction Ef (Fermi energy), the absorber/scatter 

distance (r), the Debye Waller factor (a) and the number of atoms (n) in each shell. 

Shells were only included in the model fit if the overall R-factor was improved by >5 % 

and satisfied the reduced Χ2 test. 

5.9.4. Design of tagged fusion primers and PCR amplifications  

PCR of the V1-V2 hypervariable region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene was performed 

using tagged fusion universal bacterial primers 27F 5 and 338R 6, synthesised by 

IDTdna (Integrated DNA Technologies, BVBA, Leuven, Belgium). The fusion forward 

primer 

(5’-CCATCTCATCCCTGCGTGTCTCCGACTCAGNNNNNNNNNNAGAGTTTGA

TGMTGGCTCAG-3’) contained the 454 Life Sciences “Lib-L Primer A”, a 4 base 

“key” sequence (TCAG), a unique ten-base pair multiplex identifier (MID) sequence for 

each sample, and bacterial primer 27F. Roche’s MID-1 barcode (ACGAGTGCGT) was 

used for the no added Fe(III) reduction 210 days, MID-2 (ACGCTCGACA) for the 

with added Fe(III) 210 days, MID-3 (AGACGCACTC) no added Fe(III) and 

subsequent nitrate reoxidation 14 days, MID04 (AGCACTGTAG)) with added Fe(III) 

and subsequent nitrate reoxidation 14 days,  and MID05 (ATCAGACAC) for the bulk 

Buxton sediment.  The reverse fusion primer 

(5’-CCTATCCCCTGTGTGCCTTGGCAGTCTCAGTGCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT-3

’) contained the 454 Life Sciences “Lib-L Primer B”, a 4 base “key” sequence (TCAG), 

and bacterial primer 338R.  

The PCR amplification was performed in 50 μl volume reactions using 0.5 μl (2.5 units) 

FastStart High Fidelity DNA polymerase (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, 

Germany), 1.8 mM MgCl2, 200 μM of each dNTP, 0.4 μM of each forward and reverse 

fusion primers. The PCR conditions included an initial denaturing step at 95°C for 2 

min, followed by 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, 55°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 45 sec, and a 

final elongation step at 72°C for 5 min. PCR products were  loaded onto an agarose gel, 

and following gel electrophoresis, bands of the correct fragment size (approximately 

410 bp) were excised, purified using a QIAquick gel extraction kit (QIAGEN, GmBH, 

Hilden, Germany), and eluted in 30 μl of DNAse free H2O.  The purified PCR products 

were quantified using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa 

Clara, CA, USA), and pooled so that the mixture contained equal amounts of DNA from 
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each sample. The emulsion PCR and the pyrosequencing run were performed at the 

University of Manchester sequencing facility, using a Roche 454 Life Sciences GS 

Junior system.  

 

 

SI Figure 1: U L(III)-edge normalised XANES spectra for all sediment bioreducing 

treatments with schoepite (U(VI)) and uraninite (U(IV)) reference spectra. 
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SI Figure 2: U L(III)-edge normalised XANES spectra for nitrate reoxidised sediments, 

no added Fe(III) and with added Fe(III) with schoepite (U(VI)) and uraninite (U(IV)) 

reference spectra. 

 

 

SI Figure 3: Rarefaction curves showing the number of observed operational taxonomic 

units (OTUs) at 97 % ID similarity per sample, after 16S rRNA gene amplicon 

pyrosequencing.  
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SI Table 1: Buxton Harpur Hill lime workings surface water major anions and cations. 

Note, on equilibration of surface waters with sediment and electron donor, SO4
2-

 

concentration at t=0 was 7.12 ppm. 

Cations Na+ Ca2+ Si4+ K+ Sr2+ Ba2+ 

Concentration (mg l-1) 38.7 270 10.4 58.2 1.01 0.633 

         Anions Cl- NO3
- NO2

- SO4
2- 

    Concentration (mg l-1) 60.8 30.5 0 0.5 
    

 

SI Table 2: Linear combination fitting percentage estimates (± ~ 20 %) for U XANES 

modelling with U(VI) bearing oxic end member with added Fe(III) and U(IV) bearing 

reduced with added Fe(III) + AQDS end member spectra. N/A indicates not applicable 

as the sample was used as an end member spectrum for linear combination modelling. 

Treatment U(VI) (%) U(IV) (%) 

Oxic no added Fe(III) 80 20 

Oxic with added Fe(III)* N/A (100%) N/A (0%) 

Sterile with added Fe(III) 91 9 

No added Fe(III) 52 48 

No added Fe(III) + AQDS 23 77 

With added Fe(III) 14 86 

With added Fe(III) + AQDS* N/A (0%) N/A (100%) 

No added Fe(III) and subsequent nitrate reoxidation  96 4 

With added Fe(III) and subsequent nitrate reoxidation  57 43 
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SI Table 3: EXAFS fitting results from bioreduction microcosm experiments: no added 

Fe(III), no added Fe(III) + AQDS, with added Fe(III), with added Fe(III) + AQDS; and 

subsequent nitrate reoxidation experiments: no added Fe(III) and with added Fe(III). N 

is coordination number, r is interatomic distance (Å) and σ2 is Debye Waller factor (Å2). 

Errors on are r ± 0.02 Å (first shell), 0.05 Å (outer shells) and 2σ2 are ± 25 %; N ± 25 

%. R (least squares residual) is a measure of the overall goodness of fit. 

Sample Shell N Atom r 2σ2 R 

No added Fe(III) oxic sediment 1 1.8 O 1.82 0.012 28 

 2 3.7 O 2.42 0020  

 3 1.5 C 2.88 0.002  

No added Fe(III) 1 1.3 O 1.79 0.005 29 

 

2 6.0 O 2.41 0.020 

 No added Fe(III) + AQDS 1 0.9 O 1.8 0.008 20 

 2 4 O 2.38 0.013  

With added Fe(III) 1 0.2 O 1.74 0.006 25 

 

2 3.8 O 2.38 0.029 
 

 

3 1.1 U 3.87 0.006 
 

With added Fe(III) + AQDS 1 0.2 O 1.74 0.012 29 

 2 4.9 O 2.35 0.030  

 3 0.9 U 3.86 0.002  

No added Fe(III) nitrate and 
subsequent nitrate reoxidation 1 2 O 1.80 0.009 32 

 

2 5.6 O 2.43 0.021 

 

 

3 2.1 C 3.00 0.005 
 

With added Fe(III) and 
subsequent nitrate reoxidation 1 0.5 O 1.75 0.010 32 

 

2 2 O 2.19 0.006 

 

 

3 2 O 2.42 0.015 
 

 

4 1 Fe 3.23 0.015 
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SI Table 4: Number of pyrosequencing reads obtained for (A) bulk unamended 

sediment; (B) no added Fe(III) reduction 210 days; (C) with added Fe(III) reduction 210 

days; (D) no added Fe(III) and subsequent nitrate reoxidation 14 days and (E) with 

added Fe(III) and subsequent nitrate reoxidation 14 days, number of reads after 

denoising and removal of short and chimeric sequences, and the number of observed 

operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at 97 % ID similarity. 

Sample 
Number of 

reads 
Number of reads after chimera 

check & denoising 
Observed 

OTU’s 
(A) Bulk unamended sediment 11553 10028 768 

(B) No added Fe(III) 7090 6358 239 
(C) With added Fe(III) 8208 7504 217 

(D) No added Fe(III) and subsequent 
nitrate reoxidation 7423 6566 196 

(E) With added Fe(III) and 
subsequent nitrate reoxidation 8888 8167 132 
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SI Table 5: Phylogenetic affiliations of the most abundant bacterial OTUs identified in samples from (A) bulk unamended sediment, (B) no added 

Fe(III) reduction 210 days, (C) with added Fe(III) reduction 210 days, (D) no added Fe(III) and subsequent nitrate reoxidation 14 days and (E) with 

added Fe(III) and subsequent nitrate reoxidation 14 days. 

 % of total population           

(A) Bulk 
unamended 

sediment 

(B) No 
added 
Fe(III) 

(C) 
With 
added 
Fe(III) 

(D) No added 
Fe(III) and 
subsequent 

nitrate 
reoxidation 

(E) With added 
Fe(III) and 
subsequent 

nitrate 
reoxidation 

Phylogenetic 
affiliation 

 
Closest phylogenetic 

relative 
ID % 

similarity 
Environment 

(reference) 
Accession 
number 

  0.3  61.1 Proteobacteria; 
γ-proteobacteria  

Pseudomonas guineae 
strain : LMG 24016 99 

Psychrotolerant 
bacterium from an 

Antarctic environment 7 
NR_042607 

Pseudomonas peli strain 
: R-20805 98 Nitrifying inoculums 8 NR_042451 

3.4 13.7 9.0 9.2 4.6 Bacteroidetes Uncultured bacterium 
clone bur-54 100 Buxton 1 JX417334 

15.6 3.3 9.4 1.1 3.0 Bacteroidetes Uncultured bacterium 
clone bur-93 100 Buxton 1 JX417368 

0.1 6.6 13.4 4.2 5.9  
Actinobacteria 

Uncultured 
actinobacterium clone 

009T7 
90 

Iron redox cycling 
bacteria from Talladega 
freshwater sediments 9 

DQ110023 

0.2 7.4 10.5 3.6 4.4 Bacteroidetes 

Uncultured 
Bacteroidetes bacterium 
clone   BHL3-310I-57 

97 

Chromate reduction in 
Fe(II) containing soil 
affected hyperalkaline 

leachate 10 

FR695957 

Iron-reducing 
enrichment clone Cl-A4 

clone Cl-A4 
96 

Fe(III) reduction in 
polluted Scheldt estuary 

sediments, NW 
Europe 11 

DQ676996 

0.5 13.4 6.9 5.1 1.3 Firmicutes; 
Bacilli 

Trichococcus pasteurii 
strain KoTa2 complete 

sequence 
99 

Gram positive lactic 
acid/pyruvate producing 

fermenting bacteria 12 
NR_036793 
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2.0 2.4 10.8 1.4 3.1 Firmicutes; 
Erysipelotrichaceae 

Uncultured bacterium 
clone D0488D12 99 U contaminated 

aquifers 13 GU559506 

Uncultured bacterium 
clone bur-71 99 Buxton 1 JX417349 

 1.8 1.1 17.6 1.5 Firmicutes; 
Erysipelotrichaceae 

Uncultured bacterium 
clone 8GT0-42 100 Buxton 1 JX417293 

   16.1  
Firmicutes; 

Bacillus 
Bacillus sp. JAEA No. 

3-2 94 

Alkaliphilic nitrate-
reducing from soil 

(Murakami and Honda,  
unpublished) 

AB437410 

 8.3 0.9 3.0 0.1 Firmicutes; 
Clostridia 

Clostridium sticklandii 
str. DSM 519 100 

Able to use amino acids 
as carbon and energy 

sources 14 
FP565809 

0.2 1.0 5.5 0.7 2.4 Firmicutes; 
Erysipelotrichaceae 

Uncultured bacterium 
clone SYMH02_C3-

07B-077 
99 

Anaerobic sulfate 
reduction and 

methanogenesis in a 
terrestrial mud 

volcano 15 

JQ245691 

5.0 0.3 0.1 0.2  Bacteriodetes Uncultured bacterium 
clone bur-13 97 Buxton 1 JX417302 

5.1 0.1    
Proteobacteria; 

β-proteobacteria 

Quatrionicoccus 
australiensis strain Ben 

117 
95 From activated sludge 

biomass 16 NR_029035 
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6.1.  Abstract 

99Tc will be present in significant quantities in intermediate level nuclear wastes (ILW) 

and due to its longevity (t1/2 2.13 x 105 years) and high mobility in oxic environments it 

is considered a problematic radionuclide. The current concept for disposing of ILW in 

many nations is via geological disposal in a cementitious environment. Understanding 

the biogeochemistry of Tc in such high pH environments is important for any disposal 

safety case. Here, microcosm experiments have been established using alkaline 

sediments from the vicinity of a legacy lime workings site. To further probe the 

potential coupling between Tc(VII) and Fe(III) biogeochemistry, systems were also run 

with additional Fe(III) as an electron acceptor as ferrihydrite. Experiments were run at 

trace level (100 Bq ml-1) to track biogeochemical changes, whilst parallel higher 

concentrations (56 KBq ml-1) were used to assess Tc speciation and coordination 

environment using XAS. In addition, a few targeted experiments were also conducted 

using ultra-trace concentrations of 99mTc, to explore interactions at very low (10-12 M) 

levels. A cascade of microbial redox processes occurred at pH 10 – 10.5 in all 

microbially active systems. In systems without added Fe(III), significant (~ 35%) 

removal of Tc(VII) occurred and solvent extractions with TPAC suggested that residual 

aqueous Tc was predominantly Tc(IV). In ferrihydrite enriched systems, reactive Fe(II) 

dominated and complete Tc removal from solution occurred. Pre-reduced Fe(II)-bearing 

sediments were also reacted with Tc(VII) to probe for coupling between these two 

redox active metals; collectively these data suggest Tc(VII) reduction was 

predominantly abiotic, mediated via biogenic Fe(II). On bioreduction, the solid phase 

associated Tc(IV) that was formed exhibited a hydrous TcO2 like phase. Air reoxidation 

experiments were also conducted to explore the long term stability of Tc(IV), and here 

moderate Fe(II) reoxidation and significant Tc remobilisation occurred in both no added 

Fe(III) and with added Fe(III) systems.  There was also evidence for a change in Tc-

speciation on reoxidation with the potential for Tc(IV) incorporation into the reoxidised, 

Fe rich system. In nitrate reoxidation experiments, significant Fe(II) reoxidation 

occurred, however no significant Tc remobilisation was observed. These data provide 

the first insights into technetium biogeochemistry in high pH sediments and have 

significant implications for the long-term fate of technetium in geological disposal 

scenarios. 

6.2. Introduction 
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99Tc is a long lived (t1/2 2.13 x 105 years), high yield (6.14 %) fission product of 235U 

and will be present in appreciable quantities in radioactive wastes. It exists 

predominantly as the pertechnetate species (TcO4
-) in oxic environments, which is 

highly mobile. Under circumneutral conditions, microbial reduction to Tc(IV) can occur 

by direct enzymatic pathways (Lloyd et al. 1997; Wildung et al. 2000) or indirectly 

mediated by Fe(II) biominerals such as magnetite (Lloyd et al. 2000; Fredrickson et al. 

2004). Sediment associated Fe(II) has also been found to reduce Tc(VII) (Wildung et al. 

2004; Begg et al. 2007; Begg et al. 2008), with the rate of reduction kinetically 

influenced by Fe speciation and concentration (Fredrickson et al. 2004; Fredrickson et 

al. 2009; Jaisi et al. 2009;). Tc(IV) predominantly exists as poorly soluble hydrous 

TcO2 like  phases (Lloyd et al. 2000; Lukens et al. 2002; Wildung et al. 2004; Morris et 

al. 2008;) or at ultra-dilute concentrations (<10-12 mol l-1, below the solubility threshold 

for TcO2 precipitation) presumably as Tc(IV) sorbed to sediments (Burke et al. 2010; 

Lear et al. 2010; Corkhill et al. 2013). Interestingly, Tc(IV) solubility reportedly 

increases with humic content, high carbonate and chloride in waters (Sekine et al. 1993; 

Geraedts et al. 2002; Hess et al. 2004; Maes et al. 2004; Zachara et al. 2007; Boggs et 

al. 2011).  

There is increasing international consensus for the management of radioactive waste via 

geological disposal into the deep subsurface. It is clear that any engineering program of 

this type will require the use of cement. In addition, many wastes destined for deep 

disposal are grouted and some concepts consider extensive use of cement as a backfill 

material. The potential for microbial processes affecting metal transport in the deep 

subsurface associated with disposal environments is being increasingly recognised 

(Anderson et al. 2011; Behrends et al. 2012) and a few studies have explored alkaline 

conditions relevant to geodisposal (for example Rizoulis et al. 2012; Williamson et al. 

2013; Williamson et al. in review) and one study exploring pH 10 Tc(VII) reduction 

with a haloalkaliphilic microorganism (Khijniak et al. 2003). Tc(IV) has been reported 

to be resistant to reoxidation by air (Burke et al. 2006; Joyce M McBeth et al. 2007; 

Begg et al. 2008). In some cases, reoxidation of Tc(IV) may be limited by oxygen 

diffusion into the mineral that Tc has become associated with, such as phyllosilicates 

(Fredrickson et al. 2009). Tc has also been widely reported to be recalcitrant to 

reoxidation by nitrate (Begg et al. 2008; Geissler et al. 2011) which will be present in 

many intermediate level wastes (Albrecht 2013). 
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The focus of this study is, therefore, to gain a better understanding of Tc 

biogeochemistry at high pH (10-10.5), using microbiologically active alkaline 

sediments collected from a legacy lime workings in Buxton, UK. To track 

biogeochemical transformations, sediment microcosms were spiked with 100 Bq ml-1 

(1.6 μM) TcO4
- with and without added ferrihydrite and sealed to allow anoxic 

conditions to develop, facilitating the microbial reduction of Fe(III) and other potential 

electron acceptors. Pre-reduced sediments containing biogenic Fe(II) were also reacted 

with Tc(VII) to probe for abiotic coupling between these two redox active metals. 

Selected experiments were also run at higher radionuclide concentrations (56 kBq ml-1, 

0.9 mM) 99Tc to allow analysis using XAS techniques. Additionally, a set of pre-

reduced sediments was prepared with using 99mTc at ~ 10-12 M to quantify radionuclide 

behaviour in reduced systems at very low concentrations using gamma camera imaging 

(Lear et al. 2010). Finally, a series of reoxidation experiments on pre-reduced sediments 

were also conducted to assess the behaviour of Tc after reaction with air and nitrate.  

6.3. Materials and methods 

6.3.1. Sample collection 

Sediments were collected at the margins of a legacy lime workings area at Harpur Hill 

Buxton, Derbyshire (Rizoulis et al. 2012; Williamson et al. 2013; Williamson et al. in 

review). Sediments and surface waters were transferred into sterile containers and stored 

at 4°C in darkness prior to use. The elemental composition of the sediment was 

determined by X-ray fluorescence (Axios sequential XRF). Full sediment characteristics 

have been reported previously (Williamson et al. 2013) with materials dominated by 

calcite, with minor quartz and ankerite 

6.3.2. Bioreduction microcosm construction 

To investigate Tc(VII) behaviour under anoxic, pH 10 conditions, microcosms were 

prepared in sterile serum bottles in triplicate with sediments slurried with pH 11.8 

surface waters (sediment: solution ratio of 1:10). All systems had 10 mM sodium lactate 

and 1 g L-1 yeast extract added as carbon sources and potential electron donors to 

stimulate microbial activity, and the pH was adjusted to pH 10 with 1 M HCl before 

incubation. To explore technetium solubility and its coupling to biogeochemical 

processes at pH 10, a Buxton sediment and surface water incubation with no added 

Fe(III) and a with added Fe(III) system (where 30 mM ferrihydrite was added) were 

prepared (Williamson et al. 2013). To explore further the mechanisms of radionuclide 

biocycling under alkaline anoxic conditions, incubations with no added Fe(III) and with 
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added Fe(III) were allowed to progress through to Fe(III) reduction for 28 days and then 

spiked with Tc(VII) as pertechnetate (100 Bq ml-1 (1.6 μM)). The headspace of bottles 

was flushed with argon and the bottles were crimp sealed with thick butyl rubber 

stoppers, then incubated at 20 °C in the dark. Sample manipulations were performed 

under anaerobic conditions as appropriate and using aseptic technique. During 

incubations, the pH of the microcosms dropped, particularly in the first week of the 

experiment, so during this time, daily pH adjustment to pH 10 was undertaken using 2 

M NaOH. 

6.3.3. Reoxidation experiments 

For air reoxidation experiments, microbially reduced sediments (25 ml) with and 

without added Fe(III), were transferred into sterile, 250 ml conical flasks sealed with a 

foam plug and swirled daily. For nitrate reoxidation experiments, bioreduced sediments 

with and without added ferrihydrite were amended with NaNO3 to a final concentration 

of 30 mM. Reoxidation experiments were run for 2 months and sampled periodically to 

monitor for biogeochemical transformations. 

6.3.4. Geochemical analyses 

Sample slurries were analysed for pH and Eh using a calibrated Denver Instrument 

Digital Meter and probes. To assess non-detrital Fe, aqua regia digests were run (Chen 

& Ma 2001), followed by ICP-AES on filtered supernatant (Perkin Elmer Optima 5300 

dual view ICP-AES). Biogenic Fe(II) and total bioavailable Fe were assessed by 0.5 N 

HCl extraction via the ferrozine colorimetric assay on a sub-sample of sediment slurry 

(Lovley & Phillips 1987). Colorimetric assays were performed on a Jenway 6715 

spectrometer and typically, calibration regressions had R2> 0.99. Samples were then 

centrifuged (5 mins with a relative centrifugal force of 15,800 g) and the supernatant 

was analysed for NO2
-, NO3

- and organic acids (lactic, acetic, formic, propionoic and 

butyric) using a Dionex DXICS5000 ion chromatograph. Technetium concentrations 

were measured using liquid scintillation counting (Tri-Carb 1900 TR Scintillation 

Counter, Packard; Optiphase HiSafe3 Liquid Scintillant, Perkin Elmer) for 10 mins with 

a detection limit of 30 cpm (ca. 0.5 Bq). Additionally, the speciation of aqueous Tc was 

assessed at select points using extraction with tetraphenylarsoniumchloride (TPAC) 

(Wildung et al. 2000). 

6.3.5. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 
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To determine the fate of Tc in microcosms, ~ 0.9 mM 99Tc was injected into a range of 

sediment treatments. An air reoxidation sample from the with added Fe(III) progressive 

anoxia system was prepared by agitation on an orbital shaker under a CO2 controlled 

atmosphere for 7 days. Solid samples for analysis were obtained by centrifugation of the 

suspension and removal of the supernatant. The resulting wet paste was mounted onto 

an airtight XAS sample cell, which was double sealed with Kapton film and heat sealed 

into a vacuum bag in an anaerobic glove box (Coy Laboratory Products, MI) and stored 

in an argon filled Kilner jar at -80 °C prior to analysis at the Diamond Light Source, 

Didcot, Oxford, UK. Tc K edge spectra were collected at room temperature on beamline 

B18 in fluorescence mode using a 9-element Ge detector (Dent et al. 2009). Spectra 

from a Tc(VII) standard (TcO4
-) was collected in transmission mode and a Tc(IV) 

standard was taken from the literature (Hess et al., 2004). Multiple scans were collected 

for each system and scans were averaged to improve the signal to noise ratio. The 

merged XANES spectra were obtained following background subtraction and 

normalisation, and linear combination fitting (LCF) between end member spectra was 

performed using ATHENA (Ravel & Newville 2005). EXAFS fitting was in k3 space 

typically between 3 and 13 Å-1 and using ARTEMIS (Ravel & Newville 2005). Shells 

were included in the fit only if the overall R-factor was improved by >5 % and the new 

fit satisfied the reduced Χ2 test.  

6.3.6. 16S rRNA gene amplicon pyrosequencing and data analysis 

Bacterial community structure was examined in the bulk Buxton sediment and in 

microcosms supplemented with low (100 Bq ml-1) and high (56 kBq ml-1) Tc with no 

added Fe(III), and with added Fe(III) at incubation end points. DNA was isolated from 

~ 0.2 g of sediment using the MoBioPowerSoil™ DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio 

Laboratories, Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA). PCR for amplicon pyrosequencing was 

performed using tagged fusion bacterial primers 27F (Lane 1991) and 338R (Hamady et 

al. 2008), targeting the V1-V2 hypervariable region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene, 

targeting the V1-V2 hypervariable region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene. Details of the 

PCR procedure have been previously reported  (Williamson et al. in review). The fusion 

forward primer (5’-

CCATCTCATCCCTGCGTGTCTCCGACTCAGNNNNNNNNNNAGAGTTTGATC

MTGGCTCAG-3’contained the 454 Life Sciences “Lib-L Primer A”, a 4 base “key” 

sequence (TCAG), a unique ten-base barcode “MID” sequence for each sample, and 

bacterial primer 27F. The series of N`s in the primer denotes the MID and is different 
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for each specific sample as follows. Roche’s MID4 barcode (AGCACTGTAG) was 

used for the bulk Buxton sediment, for the low Tc experiments, MID5 

(ATCAGACACG) for 28 day no added Fe(III) sample, MID6 (ATATCGCGAG) for 28 

day with added Fe(III) and for the 60 day high Tc experiments, MID7 

(CGTGTCTCTA) for no added Fe(III), and MID8 (CTCGCGTGTC) for high Tc with 

added Fe(III).  The reverse fusion primer (5’-

CCTATCCCCTGTGTGCCTTGGCAGTCTCAGTGCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT-3’) 

contained the 454 Life Sciences “Lib-L Primer B”, a 4 base “key” sequence (TCAG), 

and bacterial primer 338R. The pyrosequencing run was performed at The University of 

Manchester sequencing facility, using a Roche 454 Life Sciences GS Junior system. 

The 454 pyrosequencing reads were analysed using Qiime 1.6.0 release (Caporaso et al. 

2010), and de-noising and chimera removal was performed in Qiime during OTU 

picking (at 97% sequence similarity) with usearch (Edgar 2010). Taxonomic 

classification of all reads was performed in Qiime using the Ribosomal Database 

Project (RDP) at 80 % confidence threshold (Cole et al. 2009), while the closest 

GenBank match for the OTUs that contained the highest number of reads (the 

representative sequence for each OTU was used) was identified by Blastn nucleotide 

search. In addition, Qiime was used to show the rarefaction curves.  

6.3.7. Geochemical modelling 

Geochemical modelling was used to assist the interpretation of the Tc concentration 

data obtained during bioreduction. The PHREEQC (version 2) geochemical speciation 

and reaction computer program (Parkhurst & Appelo 1999) was used to calculate the 

solubility of reduced Tc(IV) phases under the measured solution pH (9.76) and Eh (-369 

mV) conditions including the effect of carbonate and acetate. The solubility of the phase 

TcO2.1.6H2O was calculated using thermodynamic data for Tc reviewed by the NEA 

Thermodynamic Database Project (Guillaumont & Mompean 2003) and which includes 

Tc(IV) carbonate and acetate complexes. In addition, the solubility of an amorphous 

phase TcO2(am) was calculated which is defined by the HATCHES thermodynamic 

database, which uses the NEA Tc(IV) aqueous speciation model (Bond et al. 1997). 

This more soluble phase is based on solubility measurements undertaken by UK Nirex 

Ltd.  The potential effect of carbonate complexation on Tc solubility was examined by 

modelling Tc solubility at maximum representative concentrations of carbonate 

measured in the bioreduction experiments (20 mM) and with no carbonate. A 
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concentration of 5 mM acetate was included in both speciation calculations to represent 

volatile fatty acids present. 

6.3.8. Gamma imaging of 99mTc associated activity 

Microcosms were transported to the Manchester Royal Infirmary (UK) for 99mTc 

imaging with a dual-headed Siemens Symbia T6 gamma camera (Siemens healthcare 

Erlangen, Germany) with a high resolution general purpose collimator (2 mm holes, 0.5 

cm accuracy). Pre-reduced sediments with no added Fe(III) and with added Fe(III) and 

a biogenic magnetite control at pH 7 (synthesized using Geobacter sulfurreducens 

(Byrne et al. 2011) and containing ~30 mM Fe(II)) were spiked with ca 18-22 MBq 

of 99mTc activity as pertechnetate (final concentration ~ 20 x 10-12 M 99mTc).  After 

injection of the 99mTc, samples were placed between the two planar detector heads of the 

gamma camera, orientated vertically, and images of the 99mTc distribution acquired. The 

initial series of images comprised 48 sequential 15 minute images for the first 12 hours, 

followed by a further 15 minute image at 26 hours post-injection. After imaging was 

complete, samples were stored at ambient temperature for 7 days to allow 99mTc to 

decay to background levels. The images from both detector heads were analysed by 

defining two background regions, and regions over the areas of the image representing 

the sediment, suspension and remainder of the container for each sample at each time-

point. The proportion of 99mTc that had settled with the sediment, and that in the 

remainder of the aqueous fraction were calculated using the geometric mean of 

background-corrected total counts per second for each sample region, corrected for 

radioactive decay. Image analysis and export of images from gamma-camera data 

acquisition were conducted using Xeleris workstation imaging software (GE Medical 

Systems, Milwaukee, WI).  

6.4. Results and discussion 

6.4.1. Sediment and surface water characteristics 

Sediment elemental composition, as determined by XRF, was dominated by Ca (51.2 wt 

%), with significant concentrations of Si (1.1 wt %), Al (0.5 wt %) and Fe (0.17 wt %). 

The total iron in the sample was assessed by aqua regia digestion and ICP-AES analysis 

with 1.03 g kg-1 (18.4 mM kg-1) Fe. Additionally, the bioavailable Fe was estimated by 

ferrozine assay after 0.5 N HCl extraction (Lovley and Phillips, 1988) and here, 8.95 

mM kg-1 Fe was extracted indicating ~ 50 % of the total Fe was “bioavailable”.  

6.4.2. Biogeochemistry in sediment microcosms 
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To explore the biogeochemistry of technetium under anoxic conditions at pH 10, 

microcosms were constructed using calcite dominated sediments and surface waters 

from a high pH lime workings site in the UK (Williamson et al. 2013; Williamson et al. 

in review) (Supporting Information Table 1). Bioreduction progressed through a 

cascade of terminal electron acceptors in both the no added Fe(III) and with added 

Fe(III) experiments (Figure 1A and B). For the no added Fe(III) experiment, nitrate 

removal to below detection limit and significant Fe(II) ingrowth (0.95± 0.21 mmol L-1 

of slurry ) from Fe(III) reduction had occurred by day 3, indicating anaerobic processes 

were established quickly (Supporting Information Figure 1). In the systems with added 

Fe(III), again complete nitrate removal had occurred by day 3 (Supporting Information 

Figure 1), Fe(II) ingrowth to sediments occurred from 3 days and by day 28 had 

stabilised at 4.82 ± 0.55 mmol L-1 of slurry (Figure 1B). 

 

Figure 1: Redox cycling on Fe and technetium in high pH sediments showing 0.5 N HCl 

extractable Fe(II) concentration (●) and % Tc(VII) in solution (O) in progressive anoxia 

experiments with: (A) no added Fe(III); (B) with added Fe(III), and pre-reduced 

sediments with no added Fe(III) (C+E), and with added Fe(III) (D+F). Error bars are 1σ 

of triplicate results (where not shown, errors are within the size of the symbol). Dashed 

lines indicate the start of reoxidation experiments; red for air and green for nitrate 

(reoxidation were run as single experiments). 

6.4.3. Technetium fate during bioreduction- no added Fe(III) systems 
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To investigate Tc behaviour in the Buxton sediment microcosms, Tc(VII) was spiked 

into range of sediment treatments and monitored with time. In the no added Fe(III) 

system, the initial time point at 1 hour showed no removal of Tc(VII) had occurred as 

expected, however by day 3, 30% removal of Tc had occurred, presumably via 

reductive sorption to sediments as Tc(IV). Interestingly, TPAC analysis on the < 0.2 µm 

filtered aqueous phase at day 3 suggested that a significant fraction of the filterable Tc 

was speciated as Tc(IV) in the extraction. This suggests a soluble or colloidal Tc(IV) 

phase may exist in these carbonate dominated systems (Wildung et al. 2000). This was 

supported by γ-imaging experiments with 20 pM 99mTc, which indicated that up to ~40 

% was present in the aqueous suspension after 26 hours of settling in contrast to the 

with added Fe(III) and magnetite 99mTc experiments, where clear partitioning was seen 

at 26 hours (Figure 2). Together these data suggest that strong partitioning to the bulk 

sediment was not occurring at between 10-6 and 10-12 M Tc concentrations in the no 

added Fe(III) experiments.  

 

Figure 2: Start and end point γ-camera images for microcosm experiments with no 

added Fe(III), with added Fe(III) and biomagnetite (reducing control). Images were 

taken approximately 5 min after injection of ~ 20 pM 99mTc (0) or following 26 h 

incubation. 
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Geochemical modelling calculated that the phase TcO2(am) has a theoretical solubility of  

4.51 × 10-8 M under the experimental conditions in the presence of 20 mM of carbonate. 

In the absence of carbonate, TcO2(am) was decreased by a small amount to 4.29 × 10-8 

M. Tc-acetate complexes included in the speciation model had a very low concentration 

(2.5 × 10-12 M ) and do not affect the solubility. The phase TcO2.1.6H2O defined by 

(Guillaumont & Mompean 2003) is less soluble (4.51 × 10-9 M and 4.29 × 10-9 M) in 

the presence and absence of carbonate respectively.  These calculations indicate that 

under the experimental conditions used, carbonate complexation had only a minor effect 

on Tc solubility. Significantly, the measured activity of Tc after bioreduction of the 100 

Bq ml-1 spiked experiments was 68 Bq ml-1, 1 × 10-6 M, more than one order of 

magnitude above the modelled solubility of TcO2(am). This suggests that Tc may be 

associated with colloidal material present in the supernatant in these oversaturation 

experiments. The modelled solubility of TcO2(am) and TcO2.1.6H2O under the 

experimental conditions is around 200 times higher than the concentration of the 20 

pM 99mTc experiments, where Tc(IV) is more likely to be sorbed to the reduced mineral 

phases. Given that the supernatant of these experiments was cloudy even at 26 hours 

(Figure 2), it is possible that Tc(IV) is associated with unsettled fines and/or is in true 

solution as a species which is not within the database. Interestingly, several studies have 

observed incomplete removal of Tc to solids in μM concentration ranges (< 0.22 μm 

filtered) (Wildung et al. 2000; Geraedts et al. Maes et al. 2004; Wildung et al. 2004; 

Law et al. 2010) and at elevated pH (Thorpe et al. 2014) and these observations clearly 

warrant further work. 

In order to explore further the speciation of solid phase associated Tc, Tc K-edge 

XANES and EXAFS spectra were collected on sediment experiments at higher Tc 

concentrations (56 kBq ml-1). We note that, due to the elevated levels of 99Tc in these 

samples, pH amendment was not performed and that at the end of the experiments the 

following pH values were recorded; 8.2 in the no added Fe(III) system and 8.8 in the 

with added Fe(III) system. In the no added Fe(III) system, after 60 days of incubation, 

removal of Tc in the XAS sample was consistent with the lower level experiments. The 

XANES spectrum of the solids showed a Tc(IV) like signature confirming reductive 

precipitation to Tc(IV). Linear combination fitting between end members comprising a 

Tc(VII) standard (pertechnetate)  and a Tc(IV) standard (crystalline TcO2) showed a 

100 % contribution from the Tc(IV) spectrum. The Tc EXAFS data could be fitted with 

a short chain hydrous TcO2 model (Lukens, J. I. Bucher, et al. 2002; Peretyazhko et al. 
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2012; Peretyazhko et al. 2008) using 6 O at 2.02 Å and 2 Tc at 2.56 Å (Figure 4A; 

Supporting Information Table 2). When Tc was added to pre-reduced sediments with no 

added Fe(III), approximately 50 % of the Tc(VII) was removed to the solid phase by 

day 28 and the XANES and EXAFS were consistent with the presence of Tc(IV) 

species. This suggested a relatively low reactivity for the solid phase but that an abiotic, 

Fe(II)–mediated reduction pathway for Tc(VII) was possible in these low Fe systems at 

elevated pH (Figure 1,3 4; Supporting Information Table 2). 

 

Figure 3: 99Tc K edge XANES stack plot of all bioreducing, sterile and reoxidation 

treatments with Tc(VII)O4
- and Tc(IV)O2 reference spectra (Hess et al. 2004).  

6.4.4. Technetium fate during bioreduction- with added Fe(III) systems 

In the with added Fe(III) microcosms, Tc was soluble at the first time point, as 

expected, indicating no reductive removal in the initial incubation. However, near 

complete removal of Tc occurred by day 3, with 0.22 ± 0.03 µM (approximately 10 % 

of the initial spike) remaining in solution, which is around 4 times the modelled 

solubility of TcO2(am). These observations were consistent with γ-imaging experiments 
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with 20 x 10-12 M 99mTc, where 60 % was removed to solids by one day, again showing 

a greater reactivity of the Fe(II) biominerals to Tc(VII) in this system. Interestingly, for 

the ultra-dilute imaging experiments, 99mTc(VII) removal in this system was at a lower 

rate and extent than the biomagnetite control. This may be a result of a lower reactivity 

in these pH 10 systems compared to biomagnetite at pH 7, or it may reflect varying 

effects of Tc(IV) associated with suspended material present in the gamma study 

microcosm experiments (Figure 2). 

The development of Fe(III)-reducing conditions was also robust in the parallel XAS 

experiments run at 56 kBq ml-1. In both microbially active progressive experiments 

(with Tc added prior to incubation of the microcosms) and “pre-reduced” high activity 

samples (that had been incubated for 60 days prior to Tc addition), significant Fe(III) 

reduction had occurred (~50 % of the bioavailable Fe(III) fraction), similar to the low 

level Tc system although the end point pH here was 8.8. Both XANES and LCF 

analyses confirmed complete reductive removal of Tc(IV) had occurred (Figure 3). The 

EXAFS spectrum could be fitted with a similar model to the no added Fe(III) system, 

with 6 O at 2.01 Å, and 2 Tc at 2.51 Å, consistent with a hydrous TcO2 like phase 

(Figure 4B; Supporting Information Table 2). Interestingly, Fe(III) reduction was 

visually slower than in the low level experiment, which may suggest that Tc had a 

radiotoxic effect on the microbial community, previously observed in a haloalkaliphilic 

community at pH 10 (Khijniak et al. 2003). 

Tc was also spiked into microbially active and autoclaved pre-reduced pH 10 sediments 

with added Fe(III), where significant Fe reduction had occurred forming magnetite 

(Williamson et al., 2013). Complete removal occurred at the first time point in the 99Tc 

low level experiments, suggesting a high reactivity of Fe(II) in this system to Tc(VII); 

magnetite has been showed to be a potent Tc(VII) reductant at circumneutral pH (Lloyd 

et al. 2000; Fredrickson et al. 2004; Fredrickson et al. 2009). In the parallel high activity 

sample, XANES and LCF analyses confirmed complete reductive precipitation to 

Tc(IV) and the microbially active EXAFS spectrum could be fitted with a hydrous Tc 

like spectrum (Figure 3; Figure 4D; Supporting Information Table 2). The addition of a 

further shell of 1 Fe at 3.53 Å also significantly improved the fit, suggesting that the 

reduced Tc(IV) phase has an association with the Fe(II)-bearing minerals in this 

magnetite dominated system (Williamson et al. 2013). 
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Figure 4: k3 weighted 99Tc K edge EXAFS spectra (left) and Fourier transform (right) 

for progressive anoxia experiments; (A) no added Fe(III); (B) with added Fe(III), and 

pre-reduced experiments with (C) no added Fe(III); (D) with added Fe(III) and (E) air 

reoxidised pre-reduced sediments with added Fe(III). The Fourier Transform is plotted 

with a phase correction calculated from the first shell of oxygen backscatterers. Black 

lines are the experimental data and red lines are the best-fit models (SI Table 2). 

6.4.5. Air reoxidation experiments 

During the geological disposal of radioactive waste, reoxidation may occur via ingress 

of oxygenated groundwaters (Riekkola et al. 2003). When the no added Fe(III) 

sediments were exposed to air, oxidising conditions re-established by day 1 and 

significant (approximately 30 %) Fe(II) reoxidation occurred by 1 month,  and the Eh 

had risen to + 100 mV after 2 months.  Significant Tc(VII) remobilisation was apparent 

after 2 months of reoxidation, with 70 % of the initial spike in solution, and similar to 

past work (Burke et al. 2006; Begg et al. 2007; McBeth et al. 2007; Geissler et al. 

2011).  

When pre-reduced sediments with added Fe(III) were reoxidised with air, the Eh rose to 

+127 mV, and significant Fe(II) reoxidation (~75 %) and Tc remobilisation (~ 40 % of 
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the initial spike) occurred over 2 months. XAS analysis was possible on the parallel 

high level sample and the XANES showed a Tc(IV) like spectrum. Interestingly there 

was a double peak in the near edge of this spectrum (Figure 3), which has been 

previously attributed to Tc-Fe bonding (Heald et al. 2012). The EXAFS spectrum did 

not fit well with the hydrous TcO2 like structure used for the reduced samples 

(Supporting Information Table 2). A much better fit was obtained assuming Tc 

substitution into the octahedral site of partially reoxidised magnetite as recently 

observed in mineralogical experiments (Marshall et al. in review) (Figure 4E; 

Supporting Information Table 2).  

6.4.6. Nitrate reoxidation experiments 

Reoxidation may also occur during geological disposal by reaction with oxidants such 

as nitrate present in the wasteform (Jacquot et al. 1997; Albrecht 2013). When pre-

reduced sediments with no added Fe(III) sediments were reoxidised by the addition of 

30 mM nitrate, complete removal of NO3
- occurred by 14 days, however only minor 

transient NO2
- (~ 0.5 mM) formed. Moderate Fe(II) reoxidation also occurred, however, 

no significant Tc(VII) remobilisation was noted (< 5 %) in these systems after 2 

months, consistent with past work (McBeth et al. 2007; Begg et al. 2008; Morris et al. 

2008; Geissler et al. 2011). In the with added Fe(III) system, the Eh rose to +41.2 mV 

and complete reduction of the added nitrate to nitrite occurred by day 14, however no 

further denitrification was observed. Essentially complete Fe(II) reoxidation occurred 

by day 28, however no significant Tc remobilisation (< 10 %) was observed after 2 

months.  

6.4.7. Bacterial diversity assessed by 16S rRNA gene amplicon 

pyrosequencing 

Pyrosequencing  of the bulk Buxton sediment revealed a diverse community with 4383 

reads (after de-noising and removal of short chimeric reads) grouped to 193 operational 

taxonomic units (OTUs at 97 % sequence ID similarity) affiliated to 32 bacterial phyla. 

These were dominated by Firmicutes (31.3 %), Proteobacteria (25.2 %) and 

Bacteroidetes (24.5 %), (Figure 5; Supporting Information Table 3). After 28 days of 

incubation of the no added Fe(III) sediment, with low concentrations of Tc, a far less 

diverse community was seen with 4527 reads and 81 OTUs (Supporting Information 

Table 3). This interpretation was supported by rarefaction curves (Supporting 

Information Figure 2). Sequence analyses showed that there was a clear enrichment in 

organisms affiliated with Firmicutes (76.6 %) (Figure 5). A similar streamlining of 
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diversity was observed in the with added Fe(III) low Tc concentration system after 28 

days incubation, with 5196 reads and 73 OTUs, again with Firmicutes (67.3 %) 

dominating (Figure 5; Supporting Information Table 3). These community shifts may 

indicate that alkaline metal reduction is driven by Gram-positive Firmicutes, implicated 

in previous work on samples from this site (Williamson et al. 2013; Williamson et al. in 

review).  

In all incubations, there was also enrichment in sequences affiliated with Bacilli, with 

16.7-26.4% most closely related to Trichoccocus sp. N1 (Accession number JN688044) 

capable of cellulose degradation (Gao et al. 2014) (Supporting Information Table 4). 

Additionally, in systems with low levels of Tc, there was a significant increase in 

sequences previously detected in samples from the same site, designated bur-71 

(JX417349), closely affiliated to the Erysipelotrichi class of the Firmicutes (100 % 

similarity, 9.5-11.8 % of the pyrosequencing reads) (Williamson et al. 2013) and a close 

relative (96 % similarity (9.2-14.5 %) to Proteocatella sphenisci strain PPP2, a 

pyschrotolerant, spore forming fermentative anaerobe (Pikuta et al. 2009) (Supporting 

Information Table 4). Interestingly, in the with added Fe(III) sample, there was a close 

match (99 % similarity, 8.5 % of sequences) to an uncultured Alkaliphilus sp. 

(KF954221), previously noted in a hyperalkaline site in Allas Springs, Cyprus (Rizoulis 

personal communication) (Supporting Information Table 4).  

In the no added Fe(III) system augmented with higher concentrations of Tc for XAS, 

the microbial community was enriched in γ-Proteobacteria related sequences after 56 

days of incubation. Further community analysis revealed that 41.9 % of the reads were 

affiliated (100 % sequence similarity) to Pseudomonas sp. D65lp (JN228318), (Jutkina 

et al. 2011) (Supporting Information Table 4). In the XAS sample with added Fe(III), a 

lower abundance of γ-Proteobacteria was observed and the community was dominated 

by a β-Proteobacterium, designated clone 9GQ-39 (JN133830), and affiliated to 

Rhodoferax (Muruganandam et al. unpublished) (100% sequence match, 10.1 of 

sequences) and a close match to Pelosinus sp.UFO1 (DQ295866) (97 % sequence 

similarity, 6.84 % of sequences) (Ray et al. 2010) belonging to the Clostridia class, 

which have been found in Fe(III)-reducing enrichments obtained from various 

environments (Supporting Information Table 4). The presence of Gram-negative 

bacteria in these high level Tc systems, especially in the no added Fe(III) system, may 

be linked  to the drop in pH observed by the end of the incubation as pH amendment 

was not possible in these higher activity experiments.  
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Figure 5: Bacterial phylogenetic diversity at the Phylum level for (A) bulk unamended 

sediment; low level Tc bioreduction experiments (B) no added Fe(III); (C) with added 

Fe(III) and high level Tc bioreduction experiments (D) no added Fe(III); (E) with added 

Fe(III). Only the phyla with more than 1% of the total number of reads are shown. 

Abundance at the class level is shown for Firmicutes (blue hues) and Proteobacteria 

(green hues). 

6.5. Conclusions and geochemical significance 

We show, for the first time, that an indigenous microbial community can mediate 

Tc(VII) reduction under alkaline conditions. In systems without added Fe(III), Tc(IV) 

removal occurred; although at a relatively low reactivity (~ 40 % removal). In the 

parallel high level experiments, solid associated Tc was determined by XAS to be 

hydrous TcO2 like phases. Modelling of the system suggested that Tc was present in the 

aqueous phase, above the modelled solubility of amorphous or hydrated TcO2 and 

including carbonate complexation effects. This points to the association of Tc with 

colloids, which clearly warrants further study, to fully understand the impact of 

microbial processes on Tc fate and mobility in high pH reduced systems. Nevertheless, 

this first observation of bioreduction of Tc under alkaline conditions, relevant to the 

geological disposal of ILW, is significant in underpinning current assumptions made in 

the safety case for geological disposal that Tc(IV) will be the dominate species. The 

observation that bioreduction occurs at very low (2 x 10-11 M) concentrations below the 

predicted TcO2 solubility indicates that such bioreduction processes will also be of 

significance in more distal regions away from the waste source where sorption 
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processes become more significant. In systems with added Fe(III), the resultant Fe(II) 

bearing magnetite dominated sediments showed enhanced reductive removal of Tc(IV) 

compared to the no added Fe(III) systems. Additionally, when these systems were 

exposed to air, there was a suggestion that Tc(IV) incorporation into the reoxidised 

Fe(III) mineral may be possible. The high stability of these reduced Tc(IV) bearing 

phases to oxygenated water ingress and potential oxidants in the ILW wasteform such 

as nitrate also has implications in the safe long-term sequestration of technetium.  
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6.7. Supporting information 

 

SI Figure 1: Ion chromatographic analysis of organic acids and inorganic anions in 

supernatant samples taken from the progressive anoxia systems with no added Fe(III) 

(A+B) and with added Fe(III) (C+D) over a 28 day incubation period. 
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SI Figure 2: Rarefaction curves showing the number of observed operational taxonomic 

units (OTUs) at 97 % ID similarity per sample, after 16S rRNA gene amplicon 

pyrosequencing. 

 

SI Table 1: Buxton Harpur Hill lime workings groundwater major anions and cations. 

Cations Na+ Al3+ Si4+ K+ Ca2+ Sr2+ Ba2+ 

Concentration (mg/l) 36.4 0 0.004 5.24 75.8 0.17 0 

          

Anions Cl- NO3
- NO2

- SO4
2- PO4

3-     

Concentration (mg/l) 58.3 33.5 0 7.7 0     
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SI Table 2: EXAFS fitting results from progressive anoxia experiments: (A) no added 

Fe(III); (B) with added Fe(III); pre-reduced sediments with (C) no added Fe(III); (D) 

with added Fe(III) and (E) air reoxidised pre reduced sediments with added Fe(III). CN 

denotes coordination number, r is interatomic distance (Å) and σ2 is Debye Waller 

factor (Å2). ΔE0 represents the shift in energy from the calculated Fermi level (eV) and 

S02 denotes the amplitude factor which was constrained between 0.85 and 1.05. R is the 

goodness of the fit and 𝜒𝜒v
2 is the reduced 𝜒𝜒2 value. Numbers in parentheses are the 

standard deviation on the last decimal place. 

Sample % Tc (s) Shell Path CN r (Å) 2σ2 (Å2) ΔE0 
(eV) S02 R 𝜒𝜒v

2 

A 51 1 O 6 2.02 (1) 0.011 (3) -0.55 
±1.88 0.85 (8) 0.043 627 

Hydrous TcO2  2 Tc 2 2.56 (2) 0.017 (4)     

B 98.5 1 O 6 2.01 (1) 0.011 (4) -2.36 
±2.42 

0.88 
(12) 0.044 1304 

Hydrous TcO2  2 Tc 2 2.51 (2) 0.020 (5)     

B 98.5 1 O 6 2.01 (2) 0.011 (4) -1.04 
±2.14 

0.89 
(13) 0.037 1333 

Sorbed fit  2 Tc 2 2.51 (2) 0.020 (5)     

  3 Fe 1 3.51 (7) 0.014 (16)     

C 70 1 O 6 2.01 (1) 0.010 (3) -0.55 
±1.88 

0.85 
(11) 0.043 627 

Hydrous TcO2  2 Tc 2 2.57 (2) 0.017 (4)     

D 99 1 O 6 2.01 (1) 0.009 (4) -1.23 
±2.08 

0.89 
(13) 0.050 1418 

Hydrous TcO2  2 Tc 2 2.54 (2) 0.016 (4)     

D 99 1 O 6 2.01 (1) 0.010 (3 -1.17 
±2.01 

0.90 
(13) 0.038 1361 

Sorbed fit  2 Tc 2 2.54 (2) 0.017 (4)     

  3 Fe 1 3.53 (6) 0.010 (13)     

D 99 1 O 6 2.01 (2) 0.009 (4) -0.83 
±2.38 

0.87 
(14) 0.030 1830 

Incorporated fit  2 Tc 1 2.54 (2) 0.008 (4)     

  3 Fe 1 3.10 (11) 0.022 (28)     

  4 Fe 1 3.53 (9) 0.013 (20)     

E 50 1 O 6 2.00 (2) 0.008 (2) -4.27 
±3.16 0.85 (5) 0.124 181 

Hydrous TcO2  2 Tc 2 2.45 (5) 0.028 (14)     

E 50 1 O 6 2.00 (2) 0.008 (2) -4.82 
±2.45 0.85 (5) 0.091 145 

Sorbed fit  2 Tc 2 2.45 (4) 0.026 (11)     

  3 Fe 2 3.50 (4) 0.010 (8)     

E 50 1 O 6 2.01 (2) 0.010 (2) -3.45 
±2.46 0.85 (3) 0.047 131 

Incorporated fit  2 Tc 0.8 2.50 (3) 0.012 (8)     

  3 Fe 3 3.08 (5) 0.024 (13)     

  4 Fe 3 3.49 (4) 0.023 (10)     
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SI Table 3: Number of pyrosequencing reads obtained for (A) bulk unamended 

sediment; the low Tc experiments (B) no added Fe(III) reduction 28 days; (C) with 

added Fe(III) reduction 28 days; and the high Tc experiments (D) no added Fe(III) 

reduction 56 days and (E) with added Fe(III) reduction 56 days, number of reads after 

denoising and removal of short and chimeric sequences, and the number of observed 

operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at 97 % ID similarity. 

 

 

Sample 
Number 
of reads 

Number of reads after 
chimera check & denoising 

Observed 
OTU’s 

(A) Bulk unamended sediment 6812 4383 193 
(B) Low Tc no added Fe(III) 5325 4527 81 

(C) Low Tc with added Fe(III) 6044 5196 73 
(D)  High Tc no added Fe(III) 5674 4947 97 

(E)  High Tc with added Fe(III) 4273 3527 110 
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SI Table 4: Phylogenetic affiliations of the most abundant bacterial OTUs identified in samples from (A) bulk unamended sediment; the low Tc 

experiments (B) no added Fe(III) reduction 28 days; (C) with added Fe(III) reduction 28 days; and the high Tc experiments (D) no added Fe(III) 

reduction 56 days and (E) with added Fe(III) reduction 56 days. 

 % of total population           

(A) Bulk 
unamended 
sediment 

(B) Low 
Tc No 
added 
Fe(III) 

(C) Low 
Tc With 
added 
Fe(III) 

(D)  High 
Tc No 
added 
Fe(III) 

(E)  High Tc 
With added 

Fe(III) 

Phylogenetic 
affiliation 

Closest phylogenetic relative 
ID % 

similarity 
(Identities) 

Environment (reference) Accession 
number 

0.1 20.8 16.7 21.61 19.49 Firmicutes; Bacilli Trichococcus sp. N1 99 (100) Cellulolytic (Gao et al. 2014) JN688044 

 14.52 9.19   Bacteria 

Uncultured bacterium clone BJ 99 (100) 
Activated sludge (Xiao et al. 

unpublished) 
NR_041885 

Proteocatella sphenisci strain 
PPP2 96 (100) 

Psychrotolerant spore forming 
anaerobe (Pikuta et al. 2009) KC551725 

5.02 11.79 9.5 0.12 1.24 
Firmicutes; 

Erysipelotrichi 
Uncultured bacterium clone bur-

71 
100 (87) 

Alkaline Fe(III)-reducing 
consortium (Williamson et al. 

2013) 
JX417349 

0.21 7.25 4.48  2.33 
Firmicutes;  
Clostridia 

Proteiniclasticum sp. 99 (100) Cellulolytic (Gao et al. 2014) JN688045 

Uncultured bacterium clone a82 99 (100) 
Cr (VI) resistant and reducing 

bacteria (Chen et al. unpublished) HM468016 

1.46 2.16 9.15  0.06 Bacteria Uncultured bacterium clone C7 91 (99) Homo-acetogenic consortium 
(Parameswaran et al. 2011) 

GU595095 

  8.5   Firmicutes; Clostridia Alkaliphilus sp. 99 (82) 
Hyperalkaline Allas Spring 
(Rizoulis et al. unpublished) KF954221 

   41.9 0.26 Proteobacteria; 
Gammaproteobacteria 

Pseudomonas sp. D65lp 100 (100) Aromatic Degrading (Jutkina et al. 
2011) 

JN228318 

0.64 0.2 0.58 7.44 1.58 Proteobacteria; 
Betaproteobacteria 

Hydrogenophaga sp. KAs3-R15 100 (100) 
Arsenic transforming bacteria from 
arsenic contaminated groundwater 

(Sarkar and Sar. unpublished) 
JX110543 
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  0.02 6 0.23 
Proteobacteria; 

Betaproteobacteria Methylibium sp. W125 99 (100) 
Oligotrophic denitrifying bacteria  

(Hashimoto et al. 2005) AB162105 

    10.58 
Proteobacteria; 

Gammaproteobacteria 
Yersinia enterocolitica 98 (98) Gut pathogen (Reuter et al. 

unpublished) 
JN688044 

1.19 0.04 0.1 0.59 10.12 
Proteobacteria; 

Betaproteobacteria 

Uncultured bacterium clone 9GQ-
39 

100 (100) 
Iron reduction in biostimualted 

sediments (Muruganandam et al. 
unpublished) 

JQ086988 

Uncultured bacterium clone 
D0488F04 99 (100) 

Uranium contaminated aquifer 
(Elifantz et al. 2010) HQ660787 

0.02 0.02 0.04  6.84 
Firmicutes;  
Clostridia Pelosinus sp. UFO1 97 (100) 

Closely matched to various Fe(III), 
AQDS and U(VI) reducing 
consortia (Ray et al. 2010) 

DQ295866 

7 0.4 0.12 0.12  
Proteobacteria; 

Epsilonproteobacteria 
Uncultured bacterium clone 

BG2M07A02 
100 (100) 

Biological Ammonium Removal 
from Coal Combustion 

Wastewaters (Vishnivetskaya 
unpublished) 

JX995633 

6.33  1.72 0.24  Bacteriodetes 

Uncultured bacterium clone bur-
71 100 (87) 

Fe(III) reducing consortium 
(Williamson et al. 2013) JX417343 

Uncultured soil bacterium clone 
T68AC-18 99 (100) 

Hyperalkaline, chromite ore 
processing residue (Whittleston et 

al. unpublished) 
FN706497 
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7.1. Abstract 

237Np will be present in significant quantities in radioactive wastes and due to its long 

half-life (2.13 x 106 years) and potential mobility as Np(V) in oxic environments, 

understanding its behaviour during radioactive waste disposal scenarios is of particular 

importance. Here, microcosm experiments have been established using sediments from 

the vicinity of a legacy lime workings to reflect the higher pH conditions expected 

during disposal of concrete-based intermediate level wastes. To further probe the 

influence of Fe(III) biogeochemistry on Np(V) under these higher pH conditions, 

systems were run with additional Fe(III) added as ferrihydrite. Biogeochemical changes 

were tracked in experiments run at low levels of Np(V) (20 Bq ml-1; 3.3 μM), whilst 

parallel higher concentrations (2.5 KBq ml-1; 414 μM) were used to assess Np 

speciation and coordination environment using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). 

As expected, a cascade of microbial reduction processes occurred in all microbially 

active systems poised at an initial of pH 10. In systems without added Fe(III), 

significant (90 %) sorption of Np(V) occurred at the first time point (1 hour) and 

residual aqueous Np was removed by day 1 in microbially active sediments. In the 

ferrihydrite enriched systems, complete Np removal from solution occurred at the first 

time point (1 hour), suggesting enhanced sorption of Np(V) to the added Fe(III). For 

higher activity sediments, XAS confirmed that reduction from Np(V) to Np(IV) had 

occurred. To further explore the mechanisms of neptunium removal, pre-reduced, 

Fe(III)-reducing sediments at pH 10 were spiked with Np(V) and XAS analysis showed 

reduction to Np(IV) suggesting an indirect Fe(II)-mediated pathway for reduction at 

high pH.  

7.2. Introduction. 

237Np(V) is a long-lived (2.13 x 106 years) transuranic alpha emitter with high 

radiotoxicity and the UK higher activity wastes have ca. 440 kg-1 of 237Np present with 

ca 70% of the 237Np partitioned to the intermediate level waste fraction (NDA 2014). In 

addition, as a long lived daughter decay product of 241Am and grand-daughter of 241Pu, 

it is expected to become the dominant transuranic in radioactive wastes between 104 and 

107 years (Lloyd & Renshaw 2005). In oxic environments at all but extreme pH values, 

Np(V) exists predominantly as the pentavalent neptunyl (Np(V)O2
+) species which has 

the lowest affinity for surface sorption of all the transuranic elements (Kaszuba & 

Runde 1999; Lloyd & Renshaw 2005). Under reducing conditions, Np(IV) forms which 

is prone to hydrolysis and sorption reactions (Kaszuba & Runde 1999). Microbial 
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interactions with Np have been reported with immobilisation by biosorption of Np(V) 

(Songkasiri et al. 2002; Gorman-Lewis et al. 2013), reductive immobilisation to Np(IV) 

by pure cultures of the Fe(III)-reducing bacterium Shewanella putrefaciens (now 

Shewanella oneidensis) (Lloyd et al. 2000) and sediment consortia (Rittmann et al. 

2002; Law et al. 2010), all reported in the literature. Enzymatic Np(V) reduction was 

not observed by Geobacter sulfurreducens however, suggesting that not all Fe(III)-

reducing bacteria are capable of direct Np(V) reduction, despite being 

thermodynamically favourable at circumneutral pH (Renshaw et al. 2005).  As little is 

known about the biogeochemistry of Np(V) at higher pH (pH 10) conditions relevant to 

the disposal of cementitious intermediate level wastes, the focus of this work was to 

study the fate of Np(V) in microbially active high pH sediments collected from a legacy 

lime workings in Buxton, UK (Rizoulis et al. 2012; Williamson et al. 2013). Two sets of 

experiments were set up and analysed.  Background biogeochemical transformations, 

that could potentially control Np(V) fate, were studied in sediment microcosms that 

were spiked with low “tracer” concentrations of Np(V) (20 Bq ml-1; 3.3 μM), with and 

without added Fe(III) as ferrihydrite. The microcosms were sealed to allow anoxic 

conditions to develop, and samples were removed periodically to monitor a range of 

(bio)geochemical markers. Additionally, pre-reduced Fe(II)-rich sediments were 

incubated at 5 °C to suppress microbial activity and also reacted with Np(V) to probe 

for abiotic reduction of Np(V). Selected experiments were also run at higher Np(V) 

concentrations (2.5 kBq ml-1; 414 μM) to allow XAS  characterisation, including 

neptunium speciation, in these experiments. 

7.3. Materials and methods 

7.3.1. Safety 

237Np is a radioactive alpha emitter with beta/gamma emitting daughter isotopes. 

Following a suitable risk assessment, work with radioisotopes should only be handled 

by qualified workers in a specialist radiochemistry laboratory. The possession and use 

of radioactive materials is subject to statuary controls. 

7.3.2. Sample collection 

Sediments were collected at the margins of a legacy lime workings area at Harpur Hill 

Buxton, Derbyshire (Williamson et al. 2013; Rizoulis et al. 2012). Sediments and 

surface waters were transferred into sterile containers and stored at 4°C in darkness 

prior to use. The elemental composition of the sediment was determined by X-ray 

fluorescence (Axios Sequential XRF). 
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7.3.3. Bioreduction microcosm construction 

To investigate Np(V) behaviour under anoxic conditions, microcosms were prepared in 

sterile serum bottles in triplicate with sediments slurried with pH 11.8 surface waters at 

a sediment: solution ratio of 1:10. All systems had 10 mM sodium lactate and 1 g l-

1 yeast extract added as carbon sources and potential electron donors to stimulate 

microbial activity, and the pH was adjusted to pH 10 with 1 M HCl before incubation. 

To explore neptunium solubility and its coupling to biogeochemical processes at pH 10, 

Buxton sediment and surface water incubations with no added Fe (III) and with added 

Fe(III) (where 30 mM ferrihydrite was added) were prepared (Williamson et al. 2013; 

Williamson et al. in review). The headspaces of bottles were flushed with argon and the 

bottles were crimp sealed with thick butyl rubber stoppers, then incubated at 20 °C in 

the dark. To explore further the mechanisms of radionuclide transformations under 

alkaline anoxic conditions, incubations with no added Fe(III) and with added Fe(III) 

were allowed to progress through to Fe(III) reduction for 28 days and then spiked with 

Np(V) (20 Bq ml-1; 3.31 μM). The preparation of Np(V) has been outlined by previous 

co-workers (Law et al. 2010). Sample manipulations were performed under anaerobic 

conditions as appropriate and using aseptic technique. During incubations, the pH of the 

microcosms dropped to range of 7- 8, as the pH was unamended throughout the 

experiments due to radiological safety considerations. 

7.3.4. Geochemical analyses-low level experiments 

Sample slurries were analysed for pH and Eh using a calibrated Denver Instrument 

Digital Meter and probes. To assess non-detrital Fe, aqua-regia digests were run, (Chen 

& Ma 2001), followed by ICP-AES on filtered supernatant (Perkin Elmer Optima 5300 

dual view ICP-AES). Biogenic Fe(II) and total bioavailable Fe were assessed extraction 

into 0.5 N HCl and quantification using the ferrozine colorimetric assay on a sub-

sample of sediment slurry (Lovley & Phillips 1987). Colorimetric assays were 

performed on a Jenway 6715 spectrometer and typically, calibration regressions had R2 

> 0.99. Samples were then centrifuged (5 mins with a relative centrifugal force (RCF) 

of 15,800 g) and the supernatant was analysed for NO2
- , NO3

-, SO4
2- and organic acids 

(lactic, acetic, formic, propionoic and butyric) using a Dionex ICS5000 ion 

chromatograph. Samples were then centrifuged (5 mins, RCF 15,800 g) and the 

supernatant was analysed for total Np using ICP-MS (Agilent 7500cx).  

7.3.5. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)-high level experiments 
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To identify the fate of Np(V), a select set of higher activity experiments were prepared 

for XAS analyses. Here, 2.5 kBq ml-1 (414 μM) Np (V) was injected into oxic, 

progressive anoxia and pre-reduced sediments. The geochemistry of these systems was 

tracked only at experimental end points as dictated by a radiological risk assessment, 

and the pH and concentration of soluble Np by ICP-MS were measured. After reaction 

(1 h for oxic sediments and 2 months for progressive and pre-reduced systems) a wet 

paste (typically 0.5 g of sediment with < 50% water content) was transferred to a 

cryogenic XAS sample vial in an argon filled glove bag, packed with compressed 

parafilm and centrifuged (5 mins, RCF 15,800 g) to remove the residual supernatant. 

The pellet was then packed with cotton wool and double sealed with Kapton film and 

stored in an argon filled Kilner jar at -80 °C prior to analysis. XAS measurements were 

conducted at the INE Beamline for actinide research at the ANKA synchrotron light 

source, Germany (Rothe et al. 2012). Neptunium LIII edge spectra (17.610 keV) were 

collected in fluorescence mode by a 5 pixel solid-state detector (LEGe Canberra) using 

Ge(422) monochromator crystals at 77 K using a cryostat. Energy calibration was 

completed by parallel measurement of a Y foil. A total of 7-10 spectra were collected 

per sample and scans were averaged to improve the signal to noise ratio. XANES 

spectra were collected for all samples, and where possible, EXAFS data were also 

collected. The ionization energy (E0) was set to the position of the Np LIII white-line 

maximum (17.610 keV) for background subtraction. XANES spectra were obtained 

following background subtraction and data normalisation. The EXAFS spectra were 

obtained following background subtraction using ATHENA (Ravel & Newville 2005) 

and were modelled to provide an estimate of the average Np oxidation state using linear 

combination fitting function of ATHENA (Ravel & Newville 2005). End member 

spectra used in linear combination modelling were Np(V) and Np(IV) standards 

(Rossberg et al. 2014; Hennig 2007). The data were fit in k3 space between 3 and 8 Å-

1 and shells were only included in the model fit if the overall R-factor was improved by 

> 5 % and satisfied the reduced Χ2 test. 

7.4. Results and Discussion 

7.4.1. Sediment and surface water characteristics  

The sediment consisted of calcite, with minor quartz and ankerite (Williamson et al. 

2013; Williamson et al. in review). The elemental composition, as determined by XRF, 

was dominated by Ca (52.8 wt %), with significant concentrations of Si (1.1 wt %), Al 

(0.51 wt %) and Fe (0.15 wt %). The total iron in the sample was determined at 0.51 g 
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kg-1 (9.1 mM kg-1) and the bioavailable Fe was estimated at 0.27 g kg-1 (4.78 mM kg-1), 

indicating ~ 50 % of the total Fe was bioavailable.   

7.4.2. Biogeochemistry in sediment microcosms  

To explore the biogeochemistry of neptunium under anoxic conditions at pH 10, 

microcosms were constructed using calcite dominated sediments and surface waters 

from a high pH lime workings site in the UK (Williamson et al. 2013) (Table 1).  

Table 1: Buxton Harpur Hill lime workings surface water major anions and cations. 

Cations Na+ Ca2+ Al3+ Si4+ K+ Sr2+ Ba2+ 

Concentration (mg l-1) 41.0 194 0.18 2.33 79.2 1.26 0.73 

        

 

 
Anions Cl- NO3

- NO2
- SO4

2- PO4
3- 

  

 

 
Concentration (mg l-1) 62.5 31.9 0.7 2.4 0   

 
 

 

These sediments have been used in other studies from our group (Rizoulis et al. 2012; 

Williamson et al. 2013; Williamson et al. in review; Williamson et al. in prep), focusing 

on the biogeochemistry of Fe(III), Tc(VII) and U(VI) under carefully controlled high 

pH conditions, maintained by the regular addition of base.  In these experiments, we 

made no attempt to control the pH of the microcosms.  The higher activities of our Np 

experiments made such manipulations impractical, and we therefore monitored the pH 

as anoxia developed and a range of anaerobic biogeochemical processes developed 

(including microbial Fe(III) reduction) (Figure 1). During this incubation period the pH 

of the microcosms dropped to circumneutral (pH 7- 8) values in both the no added 

Fe(III) and with added Fe(III) experiments. This is likely due to a range of 

biogeochemical processes, including the production of organic acids (predominantly 

acetic and butyric acids), during microbial metabolism (Figure 2).  
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Figure 1: Bioreduction of Buxton sediments with no added Fe(III) (●) and with added 

Fe(III) (O) showing (A) pH;  (B) % Np in solution; (C) NO3
-; (D) NO2

-; (E) 0.5 N HCl 

extractable sediment Fe as Fe(II) (%) and (F) SO4
2-. Dashed lines in A and B represent 

pre-reduced controls. Error bars are 1 σ of triplicate results (where not shown, errors are 

within the symbol size). 

 

 

Figure 2: Ion chromatographic analysis of organic acids  in supernatant samples taken 

from the progressive anoxia systems with (A) no added Fe(III) and (B) with added 

Fe(III) over the 28 day incubation period. 

For the no added Fe(III) experiment, as expected there was complete nitrate removal by 

day 1, followed by complete Fe(III) reduction by day 3, similar to previous experiments 

(Williamson et al. in review). The Eh also fell from +179 ± 1 mV at the start of the 

experiment, to -82.0 ± 12 mV by day 14 (Figure 1). Complete sulphate removal was 
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also observed by day 7 (Figure 1), which is in contrast to sediment microcosms 

maintained at pH 10, where sulphate reduction is energetically unfavourable (Rizoulis et 

al. 2012; Williamson et al. 2013; Williamson et al. in review). In the systems with 

added Fe(III), complete nitrate removal occurred by day 3, with concomitant nitrite 

production. However no significant further denitirification was observed throughout the 

experiment (Figure 1). 0.5 N HCl extractable Fe(II) concentration reached 8.84 ± 0.54 

mM L-1 of slurry (~50 % of total bioavailable Fe(III)) and complete removal of 27 uM 

sulphate had occurred by day 14, implying the presence of an active sulphate-reducing 

community (Figure 1). This was supported further by a drop in the reduction potential 

from +164 ± 2 mV at the first time point to -246 ± 5 mV by 14 days (Figure 1).  The 

excess of reduced Fe(II), compared to the levels of sulphate reduced, suggests direct 

enzymatic reduction of Fe(III) rather than a sulphide-mediated reaction mechanism. 

7.4.3. Neptunium fate during bioreduction- no added Fe(III) systems  

To investigate the environmental behaviour of neptunium in these high pH 

environments, tracer concentrations of Np(V) (20 Bq ml-1;3.3 μM) was added to 

sterilized oxic surface water samples, microbially-active sediment slurry microcosms as 

well as a chilled (5 °C) pre-reduced Fe(II) bearing sediments at 0.57 ± 0.09 mM L-1 of 

slurry. The lower incubation temperature was used to suppress microbial activity. In 

experiments with sterile, 0.2 µm filtered surface water equilibrated with Np(V) for 3 

days prior to analysis, the solubility of Np(V) was initially high, with 84 % of the spike 

remaining in solution. In oxic sediment microcosms, significant Np sorption occurred to 

sediments after 1 hour (~ 95 % removed) suggesting significant uptake of Np(V) to 

these sediments at pH 10. In microbially active no added Fe(III) microcosms, again, 

significant Np sorption occurred after 1 hour, however, after a further 7 days of 

incubation, additional Np removal was recorded and by day 14 essentially complete 

removal of the radionuclide was observed (Figure 1). In pre-reduced, Fe(II)-bearing 

sediments incubated at 5°C, substantial Np(V) removal occurred over 2 weeks, yet these 

systems were not as effective in removing Np(V) from solution as the microbially active 

experiments (Figure 1). In order to further explore the speciation of solid phase 

associated Np in these experimental systems, Np LIII -edge XANES and where possible 

EXAFS spectra were collected on parallel experiments at higher (2.5 kBq ml-1, 414 μM) 

concentrations. The oxic sediment showed a Np(V) like spectrum confirming a 

significant interaction of Np(V) with the sediment from the lime-working site. By 

contrast, the bioreduced no added Fe(III) sample showed a Np(IV)-like XANES 
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spectrum after 60 days incubation, with a loss of the near edge multiple scattering 

resonance, from the neptunyl moiety, confirming reductive scavenging of Np(IV) to 

solids (Figure 3). To further quantify the extent of Np(V) reduction, linear combination 

fitting of the end-member XANES spectra from the no added Fe(III) samples were 

performed, using data from Np(V) and Np(IV) standards, and could be fitted with a 84 

% contribution from the Np(IV) spectrum. The Np EXAFS data could be fitted to a k 

range of 8, and here a fit of one shell of oxygen backscatterers indicative of Np(IV) 

using 8 O at 2.34 Å was possible. There was no evidence of a short dioxygenyl 

interaction in the EXAFS, again confirming reduction in these initially alkaline 

sediments (Figure 4; Table 2). When Np was added to pre-reduced sediments with no 

added Fe(III) incubated at 5°C, the XANES looked similar to data collected from the 

progressive anoxia system, and linear combination fitting confirmed that significant (~ 

75 %) Np(V) reduction to Np(IV) had occurred (Figure 3). This would suggest that 

Np(V) reduction in these systems is most likely mediated abiotically, presumably via 

interactions with biogenic Fe(II) (or potentially Mn(II)) in the sediments (Law et al. 

2010).  

 

Figure 3: 237Np LIII edge XANES stack plot of all oxic, bioreducing systems and pre-

reduced sediments incubated at 5 °C with Np(V)O2
+ and Np(IV)O2 reference spectra. 

Values in brackets are estimated Np(IV):Np(V) ratio determined by linear combination 

modelling between Np(IV) and Np(V) standards (Rossberg et al. 2014; Hennig 2007).  
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7.4.4. Neptunium fate during bioreduction- with added Fe(III) systems  

In all oxic, progressive anoxia and pre-reduced sediments with added Fe(III), complete 

Np(V) sorption had occurred by the initial time point, suggesting that enhanced sorption 

to the added ferrihydrite had occurred compared to the no added Fe(III) systems, and in 

line with predicted Np(V) ferrihydrite interactions (Girvin et al. 1991) (Figure 1). The 

EXAFS data could be fitted with 2 axial oxygen backscatterers at 1.91 Å, indicative of 

Np(V). Again, the XANES data from these experiments showed a clear progression 

from Np(V) in oxic sediments to Np(IV) in progressive and pre-reduced 

sediments. Linear combination fitting incorporating Np(V) and Np(IV) standards 

confirmed, within error, that 100 % Np(IV) was present on the solid phase (Figure 3). 

The EXAFS analyses supported these observations, with a model of 8 oxygen 

backscatterers at 2.41 Å, typical of Np(IV) coordination (Figure 4; Table 2). 

Interestingly, the addition of two Fe backscatterers at 3.44 Å improved the fit and 

satisfied the reduced 𝜒𝜒2 test. This suggests an Fe interaction in these systems, and is 

similar to the postulated Np(IV) interactions in Fe(III)-reducing iron rich sediments at 

circumneutral pH (Law et al. 2010). 

 

Figure 4: k3 weighted 237Np LIII edge EXAFS spectra (left) and Fourier transform (right) 

for (A) oxic sediments with no added Fe(III) and progressive anoxia experiments with 

(B) no added Fe(III) and (C) with added Fe(III). The Fourier Transform is plotted with a 

phase correction calculated from the first shell of oxygen backscatterers. Black lines are 

the experimental data and red lines are the best-fit models (Table 2). 
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Table 2: EXAFS fitting results from oxic with added Fe(III) sediments and progressive 

anoxia experiments: no added Fe and with added Fe. CN denotes coordination number, 

r is interatomic distance (Å) and σ2 is Debye Waller factor (Å2). ΔE0 represents the shift 

in energy from the calculated Fermi level. S02 denotes the amplitude factor which was 

constrained between 0.85 and 1.05 in reduced samples and set to 1 in the oxic sample. R 

is the goodness of the fit and 𝜒𝜒v
2 is the reduced 𝜒𝜒2 value. Numbers in parentheses are 

the standard deviation on the last decimal place. 

Sample Shell Path CN r (Å) 2σ2 (Å2) ΔE0 (eV) S0
2 R 𝜒𝜒v

2 

Oxic no added 
Fe(III) 

1 Oax 2 1.91 (4) 0.036 (2) 
8.69 

±3.62 
1 

0.024 8.4 

 
2 Oeq 6 2.39 (3) 0.008 (4)   

No added 
Fe(III) 

1 Oeq 8 2.33 (2) 0.015 (6) 
5.71 

±1.78 
0.92 

±0.16 0.029 20 

With added 
Fe(III) 

1 Oeq 8 2.34 (3) 0.026 (5) 
4.21 

±1.55 
1.05 

±0.22 0.056 50.3 

With added 
Fe(III) 

1 Oeq 8 2.34 (2) 0.022 (4) 
6.94 

±1.88 
1.05 

0.025 35.0 

 
2 Fe 2 3.44 (5)  0.030 (7)  ±0.23 

7.5. Conclusions and geochemical significance. 

For the first time, we show that an indigenous microbial community can mediate Np(V) 

reduction in a sediment system initially prepared at pH 10. Significant Np(V) sorption 

to oxic sediments was apparent in these high pH, carbonate rich sediments. Microbially-

mediated reduction of both the sorbed and soluble Np(V) in these systems suggests a 

potential controlling influence of Np mobility in high pH environments representative 

of conditions that will develop around cementitious ILW radwaste in a geodisposal 

facility.  The precise mechanism of Np(V) reduction requires further investigation and 

could be catalysed enzymatically (Lloyd et al. 2000), or more likely via biogenic Fe(II), 

as proposed for Tc(VII) reduction in neutral (Lloyd et al. 2000) and high systems 

(Williamson et al. in prep). This work also highlights the impact of microbial 

metabolism on the pH of alkali environments representative of ILW.  In this study 

microbial activity, for example organic acid production, was able to decrease the pH of 

the system from pH 10 to pH 7-8. The hydrolysis of cellulose (by abiotic or microbial 

mechanisms) within ILW wasteform, followed by fermentation of the breakdown 

products to form organic acids, may help form localised pH neutral microniches within 

the waste, which may in turn support enhanced microbial activities, in these “extreme” 

environments. The rate and extent of such processes clearly requires further 
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investigation, alongside their impact on radionuclide speciation and mobility, including 

further studies on Np. 
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8. Summary, Conclusions and Future Directions 

8.1. Summary and conclusions 

This project focuses on understanding microbial processes that may impact on the 

disposal of radioactive wastes and in particular the biogeochemistry of metals under 

alkaline conditions representative of the evolved CDZ of a GDF. Using controlled 

microcosm experiments with sediments from a legacy lime working in Buxton, UK, the 

primary goal of this study was to investigate biogeochemical transformations at pH 10 

and assess the impact of these processes on the behaviour of priority radionuclides.  

The focus of Chapter 4 was to quantify the rate and extent of microbial Fe(III) reduction 

under alkaline (pH 10) conditions, and identify any Fe(II)-bearing end products that 

may interact with U(VI), Tc(VII), Np(V) or other priority radionuclides. Here, sediment 

and surface waters were mixed, adjusted to pH 10 and supplied with excess Fe(III) as 

ferrihydrite (120 mM). In these Fe(III) enriched systems, Fe(III) reduction occurred in 

anaerobic samples and magnetite was characterised as the exclusive post reduction 

mineral phase formed. The subsequent addition of the electron donors sodium lactate 

and yeast extract and soluble electron shuttles (AQDS, riboflavin and humics) all 

enhanced Fe(III) reduction, as hypothesised in these systems where Fe(III) solubility 

was low. These systems were dominated by a Gram-positive community and further 

enrichments in defined media (Lovley & Phillips 1988) identified close relatives of 

Clostridium sp. 9B4 (99 %) and Alkaliphilus oremlandii (100 %) from the Firmicutes 

phylum as culturable members of this Fe(III)-reducing community.  

Chapter 5 focussed on the biogeochemistry of uranium at pH 10. Experiments were 

conducted with and without added Fe(III) as ferrihydrite to identify potential coupling 

between the microbial iron cycle and uranium speciation at high pH. The U(IV) which 

formed during bioreduction showed differences in its speciation: the “no added Fe(III)” 

EXAFS spectra were indicative of a poorly ordered non-uraninite U(IV) phase whilst in 

the “with added Fe(III)” system, the U(IV) was identified as uraninite. The addition of 

AQDS also increased the extent of microbial U(VI) reduction in these systems. Both 

U(IV) products were susceptible to air (O2) reoxidation, however the uraninite product 

showed a greater stability to nitrate reoxidation, with evidence to suggest that uranium 

was associated with the reoxidised Fe (III) mineral. When U(VI) was added to heat 

killed pre-reduced sediment containing magnetite, no U(VI) reduction occurred, 

suggesting that U(VI) reduction in these systems was predominantly enzymatic. 
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Pyrosequencing was used in these experiments and showed the dominance of a Gram-

positive community, implicating them in the direct enzymatic reduction of U(VI).  

In Chapter 6, microcosm experiments were established with added Tc(VII) to 

explore 99Tc behaviour in alkaline Buxton sediments, again with and without added 

Fe(III). In both systems, Tc(VII) reduction occurred, resulting in the formation of a 

short chain polymeric hydrous TcO2 like structure. In the “no added Fe(III)” system 

however, only partial removal of Tc(IV) to sediments was observed and solvent 

extraction with TPAC suggested that residual aqueous Tc was predominantly Tc(IV). 

This was supported by geochemical modelling and suggests an association of Tc with 

colloids. Heat killed pre-reduced, magnetite-bearing sediments were exposed to Tc(VII) 

and results indicated that Tc(VII) reduction in these systems was likely dominated by 

indirect Fe(II)-mediated mechanisms. Partial Tc(IV) reoxidation and remobilisation 

occurred during air reoxidation experiments, with evidence to suggest Tc incorporation 

into the reoxidised Fe mineral. No Tc(IV) reoxidation was observed when sediments 

were exposed to 30 mM nitrate however, despite essentially complete nitrate removal 

and Fe(III) reoxidation. 

Chapter 7 investigated the biogeochemical behaviour of neptunium under alkaline 

conditions. Due to radiological safety considerations, the pH in these systems was not 

amended and here, the pH dropped from 10 to 7-8. Significant Np sorption to sediments 

was apparent at the initial time point, and residual soluble Np was removed in all 

anaerobic incubations after 1 day of incubation, indicating that Np(V) reduction 

occurred during early stages of metal reduction, corroborating previous observations 

(Law et al. 2010). XAS confirmed complete Np(V) reduction had occurred in 

microbially active progressive anoxia systems and pre-reduced Fe(II)-bearing sediments 

incubated at 5 °C, suggesting that Np(V) reduction was likely dominated by an abiotic 

(Fe(II)-mediated) mechanism. 

In summary, these studies show that biogeochemical processes of relevance to the 

evolution of a GDF biosphere can occur at pH 10 in alkaline impacted sediments, 

mediated by an indigenous microbial community present in the Harpur Hill lime 

workings site in Buxton, UK. Furthermore, evidence for significant Fe(III) reduction 

and reductive immobilisation of radionuclides (U, Tc and Np) has been shown, with 

data suggesting direct enzymatic reduction of Fe(III) and U(VI), and indirect (Fe(II)-

mediated) mechanisms suggested for Tc(VII) and Np(V) reduction. This has 

implications for radioactive waste disposal, where indigenous microorganisms will be 
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most likely present in the wasteform, but also introduced from repository construction, 

GDF operations and from groundwater ingress, post closure. A water activity of > 0.6 is 

required for life, however microorganisms may survive as spores under stressful 

conditions and remain dormant over prolonged periods of time (McCabe 1990). In this 

context, it is interesting that Gram-positive spore-forming bacteria dominated in several 

of my experiments. ILW will also contain a high abundance of bioavailable organic 

material, which may serve as electron donors for heterotrophic microorganisms and 

promote radionuclide immobilisation in the deep subsurface. The microbial metabolism 

of organics in the ILW may also produce significant quantities of gas, predominantly, 

CO2, CH4 and H2. This may cause a build-up in pressure, which may result in the loss 

of waste packaging integrity and also promote radionuclide transport in groundwater, 

including radioactive C-14 gases. Gas generation could also be a significant mechanism 

for direct release of 3H (t1/2 12.3 y) and 14C (t1/2 5700 y) from the repository. 3H will 

have decayed before reaching the biosphere (Walke et al. 2012), but hydrogen may 

serve as a potent electron donor for metal/radionuclide-reducing microorganisms, which 

may help reduce repository over-pressurisation. These microbial metal reduction 

processes may also help poise the system above methanogenesis, limiting the amount 

of 14CH4 produced (alongside other repository processes such as sulphate reduction). 

This study highlights the impact of microbes on chemical behaviour (pH, Eh and 

organic metabolites) under conditions relevant to ILW disposal. This has significant 

beneficial implications for the safety case of a GDF, as these may affect radionuclide 

speciation, solubility and sorption processes, in many cases limiting radionuclide 

mobility. Furthermore, microbes may also form biofilms which may impact on physical 

properties, such as decreasing mineral porosity (Wragg et al. 2012). Changes in pH may 

also promote the formation of localised microniches, which may comprise of a 

significantly different environment, maintained under optimum conditions by the 

microbial colony. Overall, this work demonstrates the potential for microbial processes 

in alkaline conditions relevant to radioactive waste geodisposal. This work has 

implications for biogeochemical evolution, wasteform integrity and radionuclide 

behaviour in a geodisposal environment. Moreover, it highlights key microbial 

processes that should be considered when developing a long-term post closure 

performance assessment for an ILW GDF. 

8.2. Future directions 

i) Biogeochemical transformations under alkaline conditions in flow through systems 
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Due to the heterogeneity of natural systems, microcosm experiments are advantageous 

as they allow simplified, controlled experiments to characterise fundamental 

biogeochemical processes. The closed nature of microcosms however limits their 

similarity to natural systems. Flow-through column experiments may further the 

understanding of alkaline biogeochemistry in these systems and assess radionuclide 

mobility in flow through systems at deep subsurface temperatures (~10 °C) or those 

relevant to deep geodisposal of ILW. This would also combat the acidification of the 

microcosm experiments which was observed from organic acid fermentation and would 

help naturally buffer the system at pH 10. The use of carbonate as a biological buffer 

has been used in recent studies at high pH (Fuller et al. 2014), but can affect 

radionuclide speciation (e.g. formation of soluble carbonate complexes which hinder 

U(VI) reduction (Zheng et al. 2003) and microbial activity (Brooks et al. 2003). High 

concentrations of sodium may be toxic to non-halophilic microorganisms.  

ii) Mechanisms of alkaline Gram-positive metal reduction 

To date, there is a paucity of studies which have explored mechanisms of metal 

reduction by Gram-positive bacteria (Desvaux et al. 2006; Ehrlich 2008; Wrighton et al. 

2011; Carlson et al. 2012; Gavrilov et al. 2012). Furthermore, no studies to date have 

investigated Gram-positive metal reduction at alkaline pH and this clearly warrants 

further work. From this study, close relatives of Proteiniclasticum sp. (99 %) and 

Alkaliphilus oremlandii (98 %) from the Firmicutes phylum were isolated and capable 

of solid phase Fe(III) reduction at pH 10. Additionally, Alkaliphilus oremlandii has its 

full genome sequenced  (Fisher et al. 2008) and so would be a good model organism to 

use in in conjunction with characterised Fe mineral phases and uranium to understand 

direct metal reduction under alkaline conditions.  

The use of functional genomics (proteomics, metabolomics, transcriptomics) may also 

help to develop an understanding of alkaliphilic Gram-positive cell processes. Recent 

work has suggested the significance of riboflavin in extracellular alkaline Gram-positive 

Fe(III) reduction (Fuller et al. 2014). Pure culture work with other electron shuttling 

compounds and humic acids may also give an insight into the mechanisms of Gram-

positive metal reduction under alkaline conditions, where metal solubility is low. 

Evidence for direct enzymatic U(VI) reduction was also observed using a Gram-positive 

dominated community, so further characterising the mechanisms of U(VI) reduction 

using enrichment/pure cultures in these systems would be of great interest. 

iii) Products of U(VI) reduction under alkaline conditions 
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In uranium microcosm experiments with no added Fe(III), partial reductive removal of 

U(VI) was observed and EXAFS modelling suggested the formation of a non-uraninite 

phase. Often described as mononuclear U(VI), these poorly ordered polymers of U(VI) 

coordinated to carboxyl and/or phosphoryl groups on biomass, have been the focus of 

several recent studies (Bernier-Latmani et al. 2010; Bargar et al. 2013). No work to date 

has focussed on these products forming under alkaline conditions, and using nanoscale 

imaging techniques such as cryo-TEM and scanning transmission X-ray microscopy 

(STXM), in conjunction with X-ray micro-characterisation techniques (μXRD, μXRF, 

μXAS can focus on a 10 x 10 μM spot size (0.5 x ~1 mm for regular XAS)) may also 

give a better insight into these uranium biominerals at the microbe-mineral interface. 

iv) Tc(IV) geochemistry under alkaline conditions 

In technetium microcosm experiments with no added Fe(III), solvent extractions on < 

0.22 μm filtered samples with TPAC suggested that soluble or colloidal Tc(IV) species 

may be present. The oxidation state of Tc in these ultra-dilute aqueous samples may be 

resolved by using XAS on pore water samples from a sediment incubation (56 kBq ml-1 

Tc(VII) spike), for example on the I20 Beamline at Diamond. 

v) Np(IV) stability to oxidative perturbations under alkaline conditions 

Only one study to date has explored Np(IV) reoxidation. This was done at 

circumneutral pH, and the Np(IV) was resistant to complete reoxidation, with 50 % 

converted to Np(V) after 40 days of treatment with air (O2) or nitrate (Law et al. 2010). 

Complete Np reduction was observed in the microcosm experiments detailed in this 

study, similar to (Law et al. 2010), but the susceptibility to reoxidation of these minerals 

at pH 10 are currently unknown. Exposing Np(IV) in pre-reduced sediments with and 

without added Fe(III) to air (O2) and nitrate (30 mM) at pH 10 would  assess Np(IV) 

stability under alkaline conditions, using low (20 Bq ml-1) and high (2.5 KBq ml-1) Np 

concentrations for geochemical (Fe(II)/Fe(III) by UV-vis and Np by ICP-MS) and 

mineralogical analyses (XAS) respectively. 

vi) Alkaline Pu biogeochemistry 

239Pu is a long lived (t1/2 2.41 x 105) fission product of 235U and will also be present in 

significant quantities in UK radioactive waste inventory, with ~97 % partitioned to the 

ILW fraction (NDA 2014). Under circumneutral conditions it predominantly exists as 

Pu(IV) (Lloyd 2003) and forms insoluble complexes in soils and sediments which limits 

environmental mobility and bioavailability. Under alkaline conditions, Pu(V) 
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dominates, but disproportionates to Pu(IV) and Pu(VI) (Choppin et al. 1997). Pu(VI) is 

generally not considered in the environment, however it can persist at higher 

radionuclide concentrations in marine and saline conditions (Choppin et al. 1997). 

Microbially mediated reductive solubilisation of Pu(IV) to Pu(III) has also been 

reported, especially in the presence of complexing ligands (EDTA) and electron shuttles 

(AQDS) (Rusin et al. 1994; Plymale et al. 2012). Additionally, in high carbonate, basic 

solutions, soluble Pu(VII) species have been observed (Morss et al. 2007). To 

investigate alkaline Pu biogeochemistry, a series of progressive anoxia and pre-reduced 

microcosm experiments could be established to track Pu geochemistry (ICP-MS), with 

select XAS and pyrosequencing sampling to characterise mineralogical transformations 

and microbial community shifts respectively. 

vii) The bioavailability of GDF representative electron donor and acceptors 

The current UK concept for disposing of radioactive wastes includes grouting in 

stainless steel drums. Although this study has focussed on ferrihydrite as the Fe(III) 

electron acceptor, it is unknown whether the products of stainless steel corrosion will be 

bioavailable under alkaline conditions. Long-term corrosion tests have shown to 

produce a range of iron oxides and hydroxides including α, β and γ-FeOOH, γ-Fe2O3 

and Fe3O4 (Vértes & Czakó-Nagy 1989). Characterising long-term corrosion products 

experiments using mineralogical techniques (XRD, TEM, XAS) before and after 

microbially active incubations may give an insight into iron oxide bioavailability under 

alkaline conditions. UK ILW is heterogeneous and will comprise of organics (such as 

isosaccharinic acid (ISA)), produced through alkaline degradation of cellulose for 

example, which will be present in contaminated clothing and tissues for example (Glaus 

& Van Loon 2008). ISA can form soluble complexes with radionuclides (Gaona et al. 

2008), but serving as an electron donor in biogeochemical processes may limit its 

negative impact on radionuclide transport .   
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Geological disposal of radioactive waste: underpinning science and technology, 
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Coordinating Group on Environmental Radioactivity (COGER), University of Sterling,  
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